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Introdution
Superondutivity
The mysterious effet of superondutivity (zero eletri resistane) in a metal at low
temperatures was disovered by H. Kamerlingh Onnes in 1911 [1℄. For a long time, the
mirosopi explanation of this phenomenon was laking, while a number of suessful
phenomenologial approahes (the London theory [2℄, the GinzburgLandau theory
[3℄) were employed to study various properties of superondutors.
During this time, the effet of superfluidity (flowing without dissipation) in the
liquid helium
4
He was experimentally disovered by P. L. Kapitza [4℄ and theoretially
explained by L.D. Landau [5℄. The basi mehanism behind the superfluidity is the
BoseEinstein ondensation of helium atoms. Although at first sight, liquid helium
does not have muh ommon with solid superondutor, atually the phenomena of
superfluidity and superondutivity are very lose to eah other. While the superflu-
idity is the flowing of helium atoms without dissipation, the superondutivity is the
flowing of eletrons without dissipation. Thus superondutivity an be imagined as
the superfluidity of eletroni liquid. At the same time, there is a ruial differene
between the two phenomena. While a marosopi number of bosoni helium atoms
undergo the BoseEinstein ondensation and oupy the lowest energy level, the ele-
trons, whih are fermioni partiles, annot do this as they are not allowed to share
the same state.
A key step in unravelling the mystery of superondutivity was made by
L.N. Cooper in 1956 [6℄, who showed that if eletrons attrat then the eletroni
system beomes unstable against forming the so-alled Cooper pairs (the attration
that an overome the Coulomb repulsion an be produed due to interation of
eletrons with lattie vibrations). The newly formed pairs of eletrons are bosoni
objets, hene they an undergo the BoseEinstein ondensation and form a state
neessary for the superfluidity! This idea beame the keystone of the mirosopi
theory of superondutivity whih was finally built in the late fifties by J. Bardeen,
L.N. Cooper, and J.R. Shrieffer (BCS) [7℄ and N.N. Bogolyubov [8℄. Shortly there-
after, L. P. Gor'kov formulated the BCS theory in the language of the Green funtions
[9℄.
Later, the possibility of unonventional superondutivity, whih is haraterized
by nonzero spin or orbital momentum of the Cooper pairs, was disussed. The ordi-
nary ase orresponds to Cooper pairing between eletrons with opposite spins, the
singlet pairing. The other, unonventional ase, orresponds to pairing between ele-
9
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trons with the same spin projetion, the triplet pairing. Another nontrivial possibility
is a nonzero orbital momentum. The superonduting state is haraterized by the
order parameter ∆, whih desribes the strength of the superondutivity and de-
termines the energy gap in the single-partile density of states. In the ordinary ase,
the energy gap ∆ is the same for all diretions of eletron's momentum. However,
if the orbital momentum of the Cooper pairs is nonzero then the superondutivity
is anisotropi, whih means that ∆ depends on the diretion of motion inside the
superondutor (an example of anisotropi superondutivity is established in the
high-temperature superondutors [10, 11℄).
Extensive investigations demonstrated that zero eletri resistane is only one of
the many manifestations of superondutivity. Below we mention two of them whih
are partiularly relevant for the subjet of the thesis and appear in its title.
When a superondutor ontats a normal metal, a number of phenomena known
as the proximity effet takes plae. The two materials influene eah other on a
spatial sale of the order of the oherene length in the viinity of the interfae. In
partiular, the superonduting orrelations between quasipartiles are indued into
the normal metal, beause the Cooper pairs penetrating into the normal metal have a
finite lifetime there. Until they deay into two independent eletrons, they preserve
the superonduting properties. Alternatively, the proximity effet an be viewed as
resulting from the fundamental proess known as the Andreev refletion [12℄. Imagine
a low-energy eletron impinging from the normal metal onto the interfae with the
superondutor. A single eletron an penetrate the superondutor only if its energy
is larger than the superonduting energy gap ∆, while below it only Cooper pairs an
exist. Thus the low-energy eletron annot penetrate the superondutor. If there is
no potential barrier at the interfae, the eletron annot be refleted bak either, due
to the momentum onservation law. The only way out of this ontradition is the
Andreev refletion: a Cooper pair goes into the superondutor, while a hole (the
antipartile for the eletron) goes bak into the normal metal in order to onserve
harge.
Deep understanding of the nature of the superonduting state lead also to the
disovery of one of the most spetaular superonduting phenomena, the Joseph-
son effet [13℄. This ours when two superondutors are onneted via a weak
link, whih an be either a nonsuperonduting material (insulator as in Ref. [13℄ or
metal) or a geometrial onstrition (the variety of Josephson juntions is reviewed in
Ref. [14℄). The superonduting ondensate in eah of the two weakly oupled super-
ondutors is desribed by its wave funtion and the orresponding phase. Josephson
found that if the phases are different and the differene is ϕ, then the superurrent
(nondissipative urrent) I = Ic sinϕ arises aross the juntion in the absene of volt-
age. The quantity Ic is alled the ritial urrent.
Motivation
From the most fundamental aspets of superondutivity let us now swith to the
partiular issues that beame the subjet of the thesis.
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Although the investigation of the proximity effet in SN systems
1
was started
about forty years ago [15, 16, 17℄, the tehnology allowing to produe and measure
experimental samples of mesosopi dimensions was ahieved relatively reently. In
partiular, it beame possible to study SN strutures onsisting of thin layers (having
thikness smaller than the oherene length). Suh strutures behave as a single
superondutor with nontrivial properties. The most basi of them has already been
studied mostly for the ase of ideally transparent interfae. At the same time, the
experimental progress requires the orresponding advanes in theory, espeially taking
into aount arbitrary interfae transpareny. This ruial parameter determines the
strength of the proximity effet and at the same time is not diretly measurable. From
pratial point of view, the SN proximity strutures an be used as superondutors
with relatively easily adjustable parameters, in partiular, the energy gap and the
ritial temperature. The parameters of the proximity strutures an be tuned, e.g.,
by varying the thiknesses of the layers. This method has already found its appliation
in superonduting transition edge bolometers and photon detetors for astrophysis
(see, e.g., Refs. [18, 19℄).
The physis of SF systems is even riher. In ontrast to the SN ase, the su-
peronduting order parameter does not simply deay into the nonsuperonduting
metal but also osillates. This behavior is due to the exhange field in the ferromag-
net that ats as a potential of different signs for two eletrons in a Cooper pair and
leads to a finite momentum of the pair (similarly to the LarkinOvhinnikovFulde
Ferrell state in bulk materials [20℄). This osillations reveal itself in nonmonotoni
dependene of the ritial temperature Tc of SF systems as a funtion of the F layers
thikness, both in the ases of SF multilayers [21, 22℄ and bilayers [22, 23, 24℄. At the
same time, in most of the papers investigating this effet, the methods to alulate
Tc were approximate. An exat method was proposed in Ref. [22℄ for the limiting
ase of perfet interfaes and large exhange energies. An exat method to alulate
Tc at arbitrary parameters of the system was laking. The need for suh a method
was also motivated by the experiment [25℄ that did not orrespond to the previously
onsidered approximations and limiting ases.
Another interesting effet in SF systems takes plae if the magnetization of the
ferromagnet is inhomogeneous. Then the triplet superonduting omponent an
arise in the system [26, 27℄. Physially, this effet is similar to generating the triplet
orrelations in magneti superondutors [28℄ (with Cooper interation only in the
singlet hannel). Reently, it was demonstrated that the triplet omponent also
arises in the ase of several homogeneous but nonollinearly oriented ferromagnets
[29℄. However, the onditions at whih the superondutivity is not destroyed in this
system were not found. The simplest system of the above type is an FSF trilayer. The
answer to the question about the onditions for the superondutivity to exist an be
obtained when studying the ritial temperature Tc of the system. At the same time,
a method to alulate Tc in a situation when the triplet omponent is generated, was
laking. A possible pratial appliation of FSF strutures is a spin valve [30, 31℄, a
system that swithes between superonduting and nonsuperonduting states when
the relative orientation of the magnetizations is varied. Although the superondutive
1
The notations: S  s-wave superondutor, D  d-wave superondutor, N  normal metal, F
 ferromagneti metal, I  insulator,   onstrition.
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spin valve is not yet experimentally realized, the work in this diretion has already
started [32℄.
The Josephson effet in the systems ontaining ferromagnets (e.g., strutures of
the SFIFS, SIFIS or SFFS type) also has a number of peuliarities. Among them are
the transition from the ordinary (0-state) to the so-alled pi-state (in other words, the
inversion of the ritial urrent sign or the additional pi phase shift in the Josephson
relation  this effet was theoretially predited in Refs. [33, 34℄ and experimentally
observed in Ref. [35℄) when the two ferromagnets are aligned in parallel, the enhane-
ment of the ritial urrent by the exhange field in the ase of antiparallel orientation
[36℄, and nonsinusoidal urrentphase relation. Although suh effets have been stud-
ied before, it was often done in the simplest models and at the simplest assumptions
about system parameters. To ahieve better understanding of this phenomena, one
should study them at various onditions and determine the physial mehanisms be-
hind the effets. The interest to SFS juntions with nontrivial urrentphase relation
is in partiular due to their possible employment for engineering logi iruits of novel
types, both lassial and quantum bits (see, e.g., Refs. [37, 38℄).
Another interesting type of nonuniform superonduting systems is a juntion
between superondutors of nontrivial symmetry. The superondutors with the d -
wave symmetry of the order parameter are widely disussed beause this symmetry
is realized in the high-temperature superondutors [10, 11℄. A possibility to imple-
ment a so-alled qubit (quantum bit) based on d -wave juntions was proposed in
Refs. [39, 40, 41℄. Quantum bit is, simply speaking, a quantum mehanial system
with two states (whih an be imagined as spin 1/2). While a lassial bit an be
either in one state or in the other, a qubit an also be in a superposition of the two
states. If a quantum omputer is built of suh qubits, it would have the advantage
of natural omputational parallelism that an enormously speed up ertain types of
omputational tasks. A possibility to implement a qubit based on DID juntion stems
from the fat that the energy of suh a juntion as a funtion of the phase differene
an have a double-well form with two minima. This degeneray of the ground state
arises due to the nontrivial symmetry of the superondutors. Due to tunneling be-
tween the wells, the ground state splits, and the two resulting levels effetively form
the quantum-mehanial two-state system. At the same time, the gapless nature of
the d -wave superondutors leads to appearane of low-energy quasipartiles whih
an destroy the quantum oherene of the qubit and hene hamper its suessful fun-
tioning. Calulation of the orresponding deoherene time is neessary for estimating
the effiieny of the proposed qubits.
Outline of the thesis
In Chapter 1, the theory of superondutivity in thin SN sandwihes (bilayers) in
the diffusive limit is developed, with partiular emphasis on the ase of very thin
superondutive layers, dS ≪ dN . The proximity effet in the system is governed
by the interlayer interfae resistane (per hannel) ρB. The ase of relatively low
resistane (whih an still have large absolute values) an be ompletely studied
analytially. The theory desribing the bilayer in this limit is of BCS type but with
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the minigap (in the single-partile density of states) Eg ≪ ∆ substituting the order
parameter ∆ in the standard BCS relations; the original relations are thus severely
violated. In the opposite limit of an opaque interfae, the behavior of the system
is in many respets lose to the BCS preditions. Over the entire range of ρB, the
properties of the bilayer are found numerially. Finally, it is shown that the results
obtained for the bilayer also apply to more ompliated strutures suh as SNS and
NSN trilayers, SNINS and NSISN systems, and SN superlatties.
In Chapter 2, we propose two exat methods to alulate the ritial temperature
Tc of dirty SF bilayers at arbitrary parameters of the system. The methods are applied
to study the nonmonotoni behavior of the ritial temperature versus thikness of
the F layer. Comparing our results with experimental data, we find good agreement.
Then we study the ritial temperature of FSF trilayers, where the triplet superon-
duting omponent is generated at nonollinear magnetizations of the F layers. We
redue the problem to the form that allows us to employ the exat numerial methods
developed earlier, and alulate Tc as a funtion of the trilayer parameters, in par-
tiular, mutual orientation of magnetizations. Analytially, we onsider interesting
limiting ases. Our results determine onditions whih are neessary for existene of
the odd (in energy) triplet superondutivity in SF multilayers.
In Chapter 3, the quantitative theory of the Josephson effet in SFS juntions
(with one or several F layers) is presented in the dirty limit. Fully self-onsistent nu-
merial proedure is employed to solve the Usadel equations at arbitrary values of the
F-layers thiknesses, exhange energies, and interfae parameters. In SFIFS juntion,
at antiparallel ferromagnets' magnetizations the effet of the ritial urrent enhane-
ment by the exhange field is observed, while in the ase of parallel magnetizations
the juntion exhibits the transition to the pi-state. In the limit of thin F layers, we
study these peuliarities of the ritial urrent analytially and explain them qualita-
tively; the senario of the 0pi transition in our ase differs from those studied before.
The effet of swithing between 0 and pi states by hanging the mutual orientation of
the F layers is demonstrated. Also, various types of the urrentphase relation I(ϕ)
in SFFS point ontats and planar double-barrier SIFIS juntions are studied in the
limit of thin ferromagneti interlayers. The physial mehanisms leading to highly
nontrivial I(ϕ) dependene are identified by studying the spetral superurrent den-
sity. In partiular, these mehanisms are responsible for the 0pi transition in SFS
Josephson juntions.
In Chapter 4, we study the Josephson juntion between two d -wave superondu-
tors, whih is disussed as an implementation of a qubit. We propose an approah
that allows to alulate the deoherene time due to an intrinsi dissipative pro-
ess: quantum tunneling between the two minima of the double-well potential exites
nodal quasipartiles whih lead to inoherent damping of quantum osillations. In
DID juntions of the mirror type, the ontribution to the dissipation from the nodal
quasipartiles is superohmi and beomes small at small tunnel splitting of the energy
level in the double-well potential. For available experimental data, we estimate the
quality fator.
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Green funtions in the theory of superondutivity
The quantum field theory methods turned out to be very powerful also in the theory
of solid state systems [42℄. The theory of superondutivity was formulated in this
language, the language of the Green funtions, by L. P. Gor'kov [9℄. The Gor'kov
equations were derived diretly from the BCS Hamiltonian. They an be onveniently
written in the matrix form:(E + i0) +
1
2m
∂2
∂r21
+ EF − V (r1) i∆(r1)
i∆∗(r1) −(E + i0) + 1
2m
∂2
∂r21
+ EF − V (r1)
×
×Gˆ(E, r1, r2) = 1ˆ δ(r1 − r2), (1)
where the retarded matrix Green funtion Gˆ ontains the standard Green funtion
G and the anomalous Green funtions F and F¯ that desribe the superonduting
orrelations:
Gˆ =
(
G F
F¯ G¯
)
, (2)
EF is the Fermi energy, V (r1) is the impurity potential.
In real systems, solving the Gor'kov equations an be a formidable task. At the
same time, the information ontained in those is often redundant. In partiular, the
Green funtions entering the Gor'kov equation desribe rapid osillations on the sale
of the Fermi wave-length. Of ourse, there are situations when these osillations
play ruial role and must be arefully desribed. At the same time, if harateristi
sales in the problem are large ompared to the interatomi distane, then the rapid
osillations are averaged and only the slow part of the Green funtions determines
the physial properties. For those ases, the Gor'kov equations an be simplified from
the very beginning. The resulting formalism is known as the quasilassial method
[43, 44, 45℄, and below we briefly outline the main steps leading to it.
The Green funtions entering the Gor'kov equations depend on two oordinates
and energy. We an do the Wigner transform over the oordinates, whih means
that we introdue the enter of mass oordinate r = (r1 + r2)/2 and the relative
oordinate ρ = r1 − r2, and make the Fourier transform over ρ resulting in the
relative momentum p. The above transformations are exat, they are made simply
for onveniene. The next step is the quasilassial approximation itself, the idea
of whih is that the dependene of the Green funtion on the relative oordinate
is fast, while the dependene on the enter-of-mass oordinate r is slow (the small
parameter of this approximation is Tc/EF, with Tc being the ritial temperature).
The quasilassial approximation implies that we average the Green funtions over
the rapid osillations desribed by the relative momentum p:
gˆ(E, r,n) =
i
pi
∫
dξ Gˆ(E, r,p). (3)
The integration over p, the absolute value of the relative momentum, is standardly
rewritten as integration over ξ = p2/2m−EF. The unit vetor n = p/p points in the
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diretion of the relative momentum. Finally, we should average the Green funtion
over impurities.
The equation for the resulting quasilassial funtion was derived by G. Eilen-
berger [43℄ (see also Ref. [44℄); it reads
vF
∂gˆ
∂r
+
[
−i(E + i0) σˆ3 + ∆ˆ + 〈gˆ〉
2τ
, gˆ
]
= 0, ∆ˆ =
(
0 ∆
∆∗ 0
)
, (4)
where the square brakets denote the ommutator and the angular brakets denote
averaging over diretions of n (angular averaging). vF is the Fermi veloity, σ3 is
the third Pauli matrix, and τ is the time of the mean free path. The Green funtion
entering this equation obeys the normalization ondition gˆ2 = 1ˆ.
The Eilenberger equation an be further simplified in the diffusive (dirty) limit.
The physial reason is that due to frequent sattering on impurities, the Green fun-
tion beomes isotropi. The equation for the isotropi funtion
gˆ(E, r) = 〈gˆ(E, r,n)〉 (5)
was derived by K.D. Usadel [45℄:
D
∂
∂r
(
gˆ
∂
∂r
gˆ
)
+
[
i(E + i0) σˆ3 − ∆ˆ, gˆ
]
= 0, gˆ2 = 1ˆ. (6)
All forms of the equations disussed above must be omplemented with the orre-
sponding self-onsisteny equation for the order parameter ∆. For brevity, we write
down the self-onsisteny ondition only for the Usadel equation:
∆(r) = − iλ
2
∫ ωD
−ωD
dE tanh
(
E
2T
)
f(E, r), (7)
where f is the anomalous omponent of the matrix Green funtion, T is the tempera-
ture, λ is the oupling onstant (effetive parameter of eletron-eletron interation),
and the integration is ut off at the Debye energy ωD. In partiular, this equation
yields the zero-temperature gap of the bulk superondutor ∆ = 2ωD exp(−1/λ).
The quasilassial approximation breaks down near interfaes between different
materials, when the interfaes are sharp on the sale of the Fermi wave-length (atomi
sale). In order to use the quasilassial equations for desribing nonuniform systems,
one should omplement them with the effetive boundary onditions. The boundary
onditions for the Eilenberger equation were derived by A.V. Zaitsev [46℄ and for
the Usadel equation  by M.Yu. Kupriyanov and V. F. Lukihev [47℄. The latter
boundary onditions have the form
σl gˆl
∂gˆl
∂x
= σr gˆr
∂gˆr
∂x
=
1
2RBA [gˆl, gˆr] , (8)
where the indies l and r refer to the left- and right-hand side of the interfae, re-
spetively, σ is the ondutivity of metals, RB is the total resistane of the interfae,
and A is its area. The x axis is normal to the interfae.
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Chapter 1
Superondutivity in thin SN bilayers
1.1 Introdution
It is well known that the majority of metalli superondutors is well desribed by
the lassial BCS theory of superondutivity [1℄. One of the main qualitative fea-
tures of the BCS theory is a simple relation between the superondutive transition
temperature Tc and the low-temperature value of the energy gap for s-wave super-
ondutors: ∆(0) = 1.76Tc. Experimentally, violations of this simple relation are
onsidered as a sign of some unusual pairing symmetry or even of a non-BCS pair-
ing mehanism. Reently, an evident example of suh a violation of the BCS theory
preditions was found in experiments by Kasumov et al. [2℄, who studied the urrent-
voltage harateristis of a arbon nanotube ontat between two metalli bilayers
(sandwihes) made of ordinary metals, tantalum and gold. The observed value of
the low-temperature Josephson ritial urrent is 40 times larger than the maximum
expeted (Ambegaokar-Baratoff) value [3℄ Ic = pi∆(0)/2eRtube, where the energy
gap of the bilayer ∆(0) is estimated from its transition temperature. The soure of
suh disrepany is not lear at present. The most reent experiments [4℄ demon-
strate the existene of intrinsi superondutivity in arbon nanotubes. However, the
disrepany ould also be due to unusual superondutive properties of the bilayers.
Although the proximity effet in SN bilayers is rather well studied, mostly the
limit of the perfet interfae (whih is alled the Cooper limit in the thin bilayer ase
[5, 6℄) or the opposite limit of opaque interfae has been explored. At the same time,
as we demonstrate below, between the two limiting ases the harateristis of the
system and the relations between them, depending on the interfae resistane, behave
quite nontrivially. The aim of the present hapter is to study the superonduting
properties of a thin SN bilayer depending on the interfae resistane.
An essential feature of the experiment [2℄ was that the superondutive layer in
the bilayer was very thin: dS/dN = 5 nm/100 nm = 1/20. In the present hapter, we
investigate suh a bilayer both analytially and numerially, alulating quantities
haraterizing the superondutivity in this proximity system: the order parameter
∆, the density of the superonduting eletrons n, the ritial temperature Tc, the
(mini)gap Eg in the single-partile density of states (DoS), the ritial magneti field
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Hc parallel to the bilayer and the upper ritial field Hc2 perpendiular to the bilayer.
In our alulations, the parameter ontrolling the strength of the proximity effet is
the (dimensionless) resistane of the SN interfae per hannel ρB, whih is related to
the total interfae resistane RB by the Sharvin formula
RB =
RqρB
Nch
, (1.1)
where Rq = pi/e
2
is the quantum resistane, and Nch = A/(λF /2)2, with λF being
the Fermi wave-length, is the number of hannels in the interfae of area A. We
hoose λF referring to the S layer.
The values of the interfae resistane an be divided into three ranges: (a) at large
resistane, many harateristis of the superondutor (∆, n, Hc, Hc2) are almost
unaffeted by the presene of the normal layer  this is the BCS limit (however,
we note that Eg does not oinide with the order parameter, and even vanishes
as ρB inreases); (b) at low resistane, the theory desribing the bilayer is of BCS
type but with the order parameter ∆ substituted by the minigap Eg (for instane,
Eg = 1.76Tc, whereas Eg ≪ ∆); the original BCS relations are thus severely violated;
() at intermediate resistane, the behavior of the system interpolates between the
above two regimes.
The violation of the BCS relations, orresponding to the parameters of the ex-
periment [2℄, appears to be insuffiient to explain the observed value of the ritial
urrent. Probably, the intrinsi superondutivity of the arbon nanotubes [4℄ plays
an essential role. Therefore, the experiment [2℄ is mainly a motivation for the theo-
retial study desribed below. The pratial outome is an estimate for the interfae
resistane, obtained from the experimental values of the ritial temperature and the
parallel ritial magneti field (see Se. 1.8 below).
1.2 Method
1.2.1 Usadel equation
Equilibrium properties of dirty systems are desribed [7℄ by the quasilassial retarded
Green funtion gˆ(r, E), whih is a 2×2 matrix in the Nambu spae satisfying the nor-
malization ondition gˆ2 = 1ˆ. The retarded Green funtion obeys the Usadel equation
[8℄
D∇(gˆ∇gˆ) + [iEσˆ3 − ∆ˆ, gˆ] = 0. (1.2)
Here the square brakets denote the ommutator, D = vl/3 is the diffusion onstant
with v and l being the Fermi veloity and the elasti mean free path, E is the energy,
whereas σˆ3 (the Pauli matrix) and ∆ˆ(r) are given by
σˆ3 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, ∆ˆ =
(
0 ∆
∆∗ 0
)
. (1.3)
The order parameter ∆(r) must be determined self-onsistently from the equation
∆(r) = − iλ
2
∫ ωD
−ωD
dE tanh
(
E
2T
)
f(r, E), (1.4)
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where f , the anomalous Green funtion, is the upper off-diagonal element of the
gˆ matrix, λ is the effetive onstant of eletron-eletron interation in the S layer
(whereas we assume λ = 0 and hene ∆ = 0 in the N layer), and integration is ut
off at the Debye energy ωD of the S material.
Equation (1.2) should be supplemented with the appropriate boundary onditions
at an interfae, whih read [9℄
σl (gˆl∇ngˆl) = σr (gˆr∇ngˆr) = gB
2
[gˆl, gˆr] , (1.5)
where the subsripts l and r designate the left and right eletrode, respetively; σ is
the ondutivity of a metal in the normal state, and gB = GB/A (with GB = 1/RB)
is the ondutane of the interfae per unit area when both left and right eletrodes
are in the normal state. ∇n denotes the projetion of the gradient upon the unit
vetor n normal to the interfae.
We use the system of units in whih the Plank onstant and the speed of light
equal unity: ~ = c = 1.
1.2.2 Angular parameterization of the Green funtion
The normalization ondition allows the angular parameterization of the retarded
Green funtion:
gˆ =
(
cos θ eiϕ sin θ
e−iϕ sin θ − cos θ
)
, (1.6)
where θ = θ(r, E) is a omplex angle whih haraterizes the pairing, and ϕ = ϕ(r)
is the real superonduting phase. The off-diagonal elements of the matrix gˆ desribe
[7℄ the superondutive orrelations, vanishing in the bulk of a normal metal (θ = 0).
The Usadel equation takes the form
D
2
∇2θ +
[
iE − D
2
(∇ϕ)2 cos θ
]
sin θ + |∆| cos θ = 0, (1.7)
∇ (sin2 θ∇ϕ) = 0. (1.8)
The orresponding boundary onditions are
σl∇nθl = gB [cos(ϕr − ϕl) cos θl sin θr − sin θl cos θr] , (1.9)
σr∇nθr = gB [cos θl sin θr − cos(ϕr − ϕl) sin θl cos θr] , (1.10)
σl sin
2 θl∇nϕl = σr sin2 θr∇nϕr = gB sin(ϕr − ϕl) sin θl sin θr. (1.11)
The self-onsisteny equation for the order parameter ∆(r) takes the form
|∆| = λ
∫ ωD
0
dE tanh
(
E
2T
)
Im [sin θ] . (1.12)
The above equations are written in the absene of an external magneti field. To
take aount of the magneti field, it is suffiient to substitute the superonduting
phase gradient in the Usadel equations (1.7)(1.8) by its gauge invariant form 2mv =
∇ϕ+ 2eA, where A is the vetor potential and v denotes the superurrent veloity.
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Physial properties of the system an be expressed in terms of the pairing angle
θ(r, E). The single-partile density of states ν(r, E) and the density of the superon-
duting eletrons n(r) are given by
ν = ν0Re [cos θ], (1.13)
n =
2mσ
e2
∫ ∞
0
dE tanh
(
E
2T
)
Im
[
sin2 θ
]
, (1.14)
where m and e are the eletron's mass and the absolute value of its harge, and
ν0 = m
2v/pi2 is the normal-metal density of states at the Fermi level. The total
number of single-partile states in a metal is the same in the superonduting and
normal states, whih is expressed by the onstraint∫ ∞
0
dE [ν(r, E) − ν0] = 0. (1.15)
Below, it will be suffiient to onsider only positive energies, E > 0.
1.2.3 Simple example: the BCS ase
The simplest illustration for the above tehnique is the BCS ase, when the order
parameter ∆(r) = ∆BCS is spatially onstant. Its phase an be set equal to zero,
ϕ = 0. Then the Usadel equations (1.7)(1.8) are trivially solved, and we an write
the answer in terms of the sine and the osine of the pairing angle:
sin θBCS(E) =
i∆BCS√
E2 −∆2BCS
, (1.16)
cos θBCS(E) =
E√
E2 −∆2BCS
. (1.17)
An infinitesimal term i0 should be added to the energy E to take the retarded nature
of the Green funtion gˆ into aount, whih yields
Im
[
sin2 θBCS(E)
]
=
pi
2
∆BCS δ(E −∆BCS). (1.18)
The usual BCS relations are straightforwardly obtained from Eqs. (1.12)(1.14)
(for simpliity, we onsider the ase of zero temperature):
∆BCS = 2ωD exp
(
− 1
λ
)
, (1.19)
νBCS(E) =
{
0, at E < ∆BCS
ν0
E√
E2−∆2
BCS
, at E > ∆BCS
, (1.20)
nBCS = pi
mσ
e2
∆BCS. (1.21)
The ritial temperature must be determined from Eq. (1.12) with vanishing ∆(Tc);
the result is
∆BCS(0) = 1.76 T
BCS
c . (1.22)
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x
dS0-dN
SN
Figure 1.1: SN bilayer. The N and S layers oupy the regions −dN < x < 0 and
0 < x < dS , respetively.
1.3 Usadel equations for a thin bilayer
Let us onsider a SN bilayer onsisting of a normal metal (−dN < x < 0) in ontat
(at x = 0) with a superondutor (0 < x < dS)  see Fig. 1.1. We hoose the phase ϕ
of the order parameter ∆ equal to zero in the S layer. At the same time, we suppose
that eletron-eletron interation is absent in the normal layer: λ = 0, hene ∆ = 0,
although the superondutive orrelations (θ 6= 0) exist in the N layer due to the
proximity effet. The Usadel equations (1.7)(1.8) take the form
DN
2
∂2θN
∂x2
+ iE sin θN = 0, (1.23)
DS
2
∂2θS
∂x2
+ iE sin θS +∆cos θS = 0, (1.24)
where θN and θS denote the pairing angle θ at x < 0 and x > 0, respetively. The
boundary onditions (1.9)(1.11) redue to
σN
∂θN
∂x
= σS
∂θS
∂x
= gB sin(θS − θN ). (1.25)
We assume that the layers are thin, hene the order parameter ∆ an be regarded
as onstant in the superondutive layer. The standard ondition that the layers
are thin is obtained if we ompare their thiknesses to the oherene lengths: dN ≪√
DN/∆BCS and dS ≪
√
DS/∆BCS. However, in the ase of low interfae resistane,
the ondition an beome stronger. The thin-layers assumption will be disussed in
more details in Se. 1.8.
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Equations (1.23)(1.24) an be integrated one, yielding
DN
4
(
∂θN
∂x
)2
− iE cos θN = bN , (1.26)
DS
4
(
∂θS
∂x
)2
− iE cos θS +∆sin θS = bS . (1.27)
The funtions bN(E) and bS(E) are determined from the boundary ondition ∂θ/∂x =
0 at the nontransparent outer surfaes of the bilayer, whih give
bN(E) = −iE cos θN (−dN , E),
bS(E) = −iE cos θS(dS , E) + ∆ sin θS(dS , E). (1.28)
Let us denote θN (E) = θN (−dN , E), θS(E) = θS(dS , E). Due to small thikness of the
layers, the funtions θN (x,E) and θS(x,E) are nearly spatially onstant. However,
in order to determine them, we should take aount of their weak spatial dependene
and make use of the boundary onditions at the SN interfae. Substituting
θN (x,E) = θN (E) + δθN (x,E),
θS(x,E) = θS(E) + δθS(x,E) (1.29)
into Eqs. (1.26)(1.27) and linearizing them with respet to |δθN (x,E)|, |δθS(x,E)| ≪
1, we find the solution. Finally, the boundary onditions at the SN interfae lead to
−iτNE sin θN (E) = iτSE sin θS(E) + τS∆cos θS(E) = sin [θS(E)− θN (E)] , (1.30)
where we have denoted
τN =
2σNdN
DN gB
, τS =
2σSdS
DS gB
. (1.31)
Physially, τN and τS are the esape times from the respetive layers (see Ap-
pendix A). Using the definition of the interfae resistane per hannel (1.1), we
an represent these quantities as
τN = 2pi
vNdN
v2S
ρB, τS = 2pi
dS
vS
ρB, (1.32)
with vN and vS being the Fermi veloities in the N and S layers. The ratio τN/τS =
vNdN/vSdS , whih is independent of the interfae properties, an also be interpreted
as the ratio of the total densities of states (per energy interval) in the two layers:
τN
τS
=
AdNν0N
AdSν0S . (1.33)
Having solved the boundary onditions (1.30), we an determine all equilibrium
properties of the system (beause knowledge of θS , θN implies knowledge of the re-
tarded Green funtion gˆ).
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A useful representation of the boundary onditions (1.30) is obtained as follows.
Exluding θN (E) from Eq. (1.30), we arrive at a single equation for the funtion
θS(E), whih an be written, in terms of Z = exp(iθS), as a polynomial equation
iC6Z
6 + C5Z
5 + iC4Z
4 + C3Z
3 + iC2Z
2 + C1Z + iC0 = 0 (1.34)
with real oeffiients
C6 = −τNE
(
τS
τN
)2 [
1 +
∆
E
]2
,
C5 =
[
1− (τNE)2
]( τS
τN
)2 [
1 +
∆
E
]2
− 1,
C4 = −τNE
(
τS
τN
)2 [
3
(
∆
E
)2
+ 2
∆
E
− 1
]
,
C3 = 2− 2
[
1− (τNE)2
]( τS
τN
)2 [
1−
(
∆
E
)2]
,
C2 = −τNE
(
τS
τN
)2 [
3
(
∆
E
)2
− 2∆
E
− 1
]
,
C1 =
[
1− (τNE)2
]( τS
τN
)2 [
1− ∆
E
]2
− 1,
C0 = −τNE
(
τS
τN
)2 [
1− ∆
E
]2
. (1.35)
During further analysis, the hoie between the boundary onditions in the
forms (1.30) and (1.34) will be a matter of onveniene.
1.3.1 Numerial results
The solution of Eq. (1.34) an be found numerially. To this end, we solve the system
of two nonlinear equations for the funtions ReZ(E) and ImZ(E), using the modified
Newton method with normalization.
The solution depends on the bilayer's parameters: the thiknesses of the layers,
harateristis of materials onstituting the bilayer, and the quality of the SN inter-
fae. This dependene enters Eqs. (1.34), (1.35) via τN and τS . For numerial alula-
tions, we assume the harateristis of the bilayer to be the same as in the experiment
by Kasumov et al. [2℄ The superondutive layer is made of tantalum, dS = 5 nm,
and the normal layer is made of gold, dN = 100 nm. Approximate experimental
values of the ondutivities are [10℄ σS = 0.01µΩ
−1 cm−1 and σN = 1µΩ
−1 cm−1. In
order to alulate the Fermi harateristis of tantalum and gold, we use the values of
the Fermi energy EF(Ta) = 11 eV, EF(Au) = 5.5 eV, and the free-eletrons model.
1
1
Certainly, the free-eletron model does not desribe the details of the eletroni struture of
tantalum. However, this simplified model is used in the very derivation of the Usadel equation.
Also, we do not expet drasti dependene of our results on the Fermi harateristis. To hek this,
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Figure 1.2: Dependene of the order parameter in the S layer ∆, of the superon-
duting eletrons' density in the S layer nS at zero temperature, and of the bilayer's
ritial temperature Tc on the interfae resistane per hannel ρB. All the quantities
are normalized by the orresponding BCS values. The disrepany between the urves
implies a violation of the BCS relations between ∆, nS , and Tc. The hoie of the
bilayer's parameters orrespond to the experiment [2℄, so that τS∆BCS = 0.016 ρB,
τN∆BCS = 0.23 ρB.
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Figure 1.3: Zoomed part of Fig. 1.2. In the shown range of relatively small resistane
ρB, the BCS relations between ∆, nS , and Tc are severely violated. The upper and
lower graphs differ only in the saling of the ordinate axis (normal and logarithmi,
respetively).
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al value Tc, whih depends on ρB; ∆ and nS are
normalized by their zero-temperature values. The hoie of the bilayer's parameters
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same dependen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ase.
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As a result, we obtain the relations τS∆BCS = 0.016 ρB, τN∆BCS = 0.23 ρB (so
that τN/τS ≈ 14), after whih the solution of Eq. (1.34) depends only on the interfae
resistane ρB. Having found the funtion Z(E) [whih is equivalent to finding θS(E)℄,
we start from the ase of zero temperature, T = 0, and study the dependene of the
order parameter ∆ and of the superonduting eletrons' density in the S layer nS
[Eqs. (1.12), (1.14)℄ on ρB. The results are plotted in Fig. 1.2, where we also show the
ρB-dependene of the ritial temperature Tc, determined by the formula of Ref. [11℄.
The suppression of ∆, nS , and Tc, in omparison to their BCS values in the S
layer, is a natural onsequene of proximity to the normal metal. At the same time,
there is a possibility of BCS-like behavior, whih implies the BCS relations between
the suppressed quantities and the oinidene of the three urves plotted in Fig. 1.2.
However, the urves split, and the differene between them is largest for relatively
small values of ρB. Figure 1.3 presents the range 80 < ρB < 150 on a larger sale.
Figure 1.4 shows the temperature dependene of the order parameter ∆ and of
the superonduting eletrons' density in the S layer nS . Although the smaller ρB
the further it is from the BCS limit (orresponding to ρB → ∞), we observe that at
ρB = 90 the urves are loser to the BCS behavior than at ρB = 110. An explanation
of this feature is given in Se. 1.4.
The DoS in the thin SN bilayer was studied by MMillan [12℄ and Golubov [13℄.
They demonstrated that (in the ase of thin S layer) there is a minigapEg that is muh
smaller than ∆BCS (in the ase of a bulk superondutor and the perfet interfae,
the minigap was found in Ref. [14℄). The gap in the DoS is a property of the bilayer
as a whole and does not depend on the oordinate, while the energy dependene of the
DoS is different in the S and N layers. The results of the self-onsistent alulation
of the minigap versus the interfae resistane are shown in Fig. 1.5.
The minigap is nonmonotoni, and this fat is already ontained in the results of
MMillan [12℄, who obtained
Eg =
τS
τN + τS
∆ at
τSτN∆
τS + τN
≪ 1, (1.36)
Eg =
1
τN
at
τSτN∆
τS + τN
≫ 1. (1.37)
Formula (1.36) does not determine the dependene of Eg on the interfae resistane
self-onsistently; however, if we know that ∆ is suppressed as the interfae resistane
is lowered, then we an onlude that the gap dereases with dereasing ρB in the
orresponding range. At the same time, formula (1.37) expliitly ontains (aording
to the definition of τN ) the inverse ρB-dependene. Therefore, Eg reahes a maximum
at an intermediate ρB orresponding to τSτN∆/(τS+τN) ∼ 1, whih yields ρB ∼ 140.
This estimate agrees with the numerial results (see Fig. 1.5).
we have reprodued all the alulations with slightly different (within 10-15%) values of the Fermi
energies, and found that the hanges in the results amount to, roughly speaking, a resaling of the
interfae resistane ρB within 10%.
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Figure 1.5: Minigap Eg in the single-partile density of states versus ρB. The minigap
is normalized by the BCS gap value ∆BCS . Eg is a nonmonotoni funtion of ρB,
reahing its maximum at ρB = 160. The inset shows Eg(ρB) on a wider (logarithmi)
sale over ρB. The hoie of the bilayer's parameters implies the relations τS∆BCS =
0.016 ρB, τN∆BCS = 0.23 ρB.
1.4 Anderson limit
In the limit of relatively low interfae resistane (following MMillan [12℄, we all it
the Anderson limit), the theory desribing the bilayer an be developed analytially.
The ondition defining this limit is τS∆, τN∆≪ 1.
Previously, Tc was alulated in this limit [12, 11, 13℄, and the relation (1.36)
between the minigap and the order parameter in the S layer ∆ was found, as well
as the expression for the DoS that has the standard BCS form with the gap Eg
was obtained [12℄. At the same time, the relation between Eg (or ∆) and the order
parameter of the isolated S layer ∆BCS was not found. Below we find the minigap
and other superondutive harateristis of the bilayer as funtions of the interfae
resistane.
First of all, we need to determine θ(E) [or Z(E)℄ solving Eq. (1.30) [or Eq. (1.34)℄
over the entire range of energies E.
In the region E > ∆, the solution of Eq. (1.34) an be written as Z = 1 + δZ,
with |δZ| ≪ 1. Keeping terms up to the seond order in δZ, we obtain
δZ = − ∆(1− iτNE)
E
(
τS+τN
τS
− iτNE
) . (1.38)
This result is valid for arbitrary values of ρB.
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At E < ∆, the same alulation as for the minigap (1.36) leads to the result
sin θS = sin θN =
iEg√
E2 − E2g
, (1.39)
with the minigap Eg given by Eq. (1.36). [To avoid onfusion, we note that under
the less strit limitations for τS∆, τN∆ used in Eq. (1.36), the BCS-like result (1.39)
is valid only up to energies of the order of Eg.℄
Now Im [sin θS ] is readily alulated, and in the ase of zero temperature, ∆ an
be found from the self-onsisteny equation (1.12), then the relation (1.36) yields
a formula for Eg. In the limit of the perfet interfae (the Cooper limit), whih is
determined by the ondition τSτNωD/(τS+τN )≪ 1, we reprodue the lassial result
of Cooper and de Gennes [5, 6℄:
Eg(ρB → 0) = 2ωD exp
(
− 1〈λ〉
)
, (1.40)
with the effetive pairing onstant
〈λ〉 = τS
τS + τN
λ. (1.41)
If the interfae is imperfet, τSτNωD/(τS + τN ) ≫ 1, then the ondition of the An-
derson limit nevertheless determines a wide range of the interfae resistanes, where
we obtain
Eg
∆BCS
=
[
τSτN∆BCS
2(τS + τN )
]τN/τS
. (1.42)
We emphasize that the Anderson limit does not redue to the Cooper limit with
small orretions. On the ontrary, due to the relation ∆ ≪ ωD, the Cooper limit's
ondition is not satisfied over the most part of the Anderson limit's validity range;
therefore, the minigap Eg and the quantities alulated below differ drastially from
the Cooper limit expressions.
Now we proeed to alulate the density of the superonduting eletrons in the
S layer nS . The main ontribution to the integral (1.14) that determines nS , omes
from the viinity of Eg. Inserting the infinitesimal imaginary part of the energy into
Eq. (1.39), we obtain
Im [sin2 θS ] =
pi
2
Eg δ(E − Eg), (1.43)
whih immediately yields the density of the superonduting eletrons nS at zero
temperature:
nS
nBCSS
=
Eg
∆BCS
, (1.44)
where Eg is given by Eq. (1.42).
The ritial temperature Tc of the bilayer in the Anderson limit [at (τS +
τN )/τSτN ≫ Tc℄ was found by Khusainov [11℄. Employing our result (1.42) for
the minigap, we obtain the following relation:
Tc
TBCSc
=
Eg
∆BCS
. (1.45)
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Now we an disuss the general struture of the theory desribing the bilayer in
the Anderson limit. In the limit ρB → 0, our results for the pairing angle θ (whih
is onstant over the entire bilayer, θ ≡ θS = θN) yield expressions whih an be
obtained from the BCS ones (1.16)(1.18) if we substitute the BCS order parameter
∆BCS by the bilayer's minigap Eg. At ρB > 0, orretions to this simple result
are small while the Anderson limit's onditions are satisfied. Therefore, we obtain a
BCS-type theory with Eg substituting ∆BCS in all formulas.
The results of this setion immediately explain the numerial results in the limit of
relatively small ρB, shown in Fig. 1.3. As we have found, the Anderson limit implies
the following relations between the quantities under disussion:
Eg = 1.76 Tc, (1.46)
nS = pi
mσS
e2
Eg, (1.47)
whih substitute Eqs. (1.22) and (1.21). For the Ta/Au bilayer to whih the numer-
ial results refer, the Anderson limit is valid at ρB < 80 (we see that the values of
ρB an be large although they are relatively small). Therefore, approahing ρB = 80,
the urves nS/n
BCS
S and Tc/T
BCS
c tend to oinide, while ∆/∆BCS exeeds them by
the large fator (τS + τN )/τS ≈ 15.
The temperature dependene of ∆ and nS , shown in Fig. 1.4, is quite different at
ρB = 90 and ρB = 110; at ρB = 90, the urves are muh loser to the BCS behavior.
This is also explained by approahing the Anderson limit, where the urves oinide
with the BCS ones.
Aording to MMillan's results [12℄, the DoS in the S and N layers oinide in
the Anderson limit (this also follows from Eq. (1.39)), having a BCS-like square-root
singularity at E = Eg.
Over the whole range of the Anderson limit (inluding the region τSτNωD/(τS +
τN ) ∼ 1, where the rossover to the Cooper limit takes plae), we obtain the result
Eg
∆BCS
=
∆BCS
2ωD
√
1 +
(
τSτNωD
τS + τN
)2τN/τS , (1.48)
whih reprodues Eq. (1.42) at τSτNωD/(τS + τN )≫ 1 and the Cooper  de Gennes
result (1.40) at τSτNωD/(τS+τN)≪ 1. In the rossover region τSτNωD/(τS+τN) ∼ 1
this formula should be onsidered as an interpolation, beause the Debye energy ωD
only determines the order of magnitude for the utoff energy in the BCS theory.
A similar alulation for other superondutive harateristis shows that the re-
lations (1.44)(1.47) between them and the minigap (1.48) are valid over the whole
Anderson limit.
1.5 Parallel ritial field
We proeed to alulate the ritial magneti field Hc direted along the plane of the
bilayer. As it was mentioned in Se. 1.2.2, in the presene of an external magneti
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field, the superonduting phase gradient in the Usadel equations (1.7)(1.8) must be
substituted by its gauge invariant form, whih an be expressed via the superurrent
veloity v. The spatial distribution of v in the bilayer an be found as follows.
Let us diret the y axis along the magneti field H. The superurrents j = −env
are direted along the bilayer and perpendiularly to H, i.e., j = (0, 0, j(x)) and
v = (0, 0, v(x)). NearHc, the magneti field inside the bilayer is uniform, so the vetor
potential an be hosen as A = (0, 0,−xH). The superurrent veloity distribution is
determined by the equation ∇×v = eH/m. Another essential point is the ontinuity
of v at the SN interfae, whih follows from the ontinuity of the superonduting
phase ϕ [see the boundary ondition (1.11)℄. The result is
v(x) = v0 − eH
m
x, (1.49)
where v0 is the superurrent veloity at the interfae, whih must be determined from
the ondition that the total harge transfer aross the bilayer's ross-setion is zero:∫ dS
−dN
j(x) dx = 0, (1.50)
leading to
v0 =
(
eH
2m
)
nSd
2
S − nNd2N
nSdS + nNdN
. (1.51)
The density of the superonduting eletrons is onstant in eah layer (nS and nN ).
Near Hc, the superonduting orrelations are small, |θ| ≪ 1, and the Usadel
equation (1.7) for the paring angle θ(x,E) an be linearized:
DN
2
∂2θN
∂x2
+
(
iE − 2m2DN v2
)
θN = 0, (1.52)
DS
2
∂2θS
∂x2
+
(
iE − 2m2DS v2
)
θS + |∆| = 0. (1.53)
At the same time, the seond Usadel equation (1.8) is trivial: its l.h.s. is proportional
to
∇ (sin2 θ v) = sin 2θ ∇θ v + sin2 θ ∇v, (1.54)
where both terms vanish due to the fat that ∇θ is direted along the x axis whereas
v is parallel to the z axis.
The pairing angle θ is almost spatially onstant in eah layer; this allows us to
average eah of Eqs. (1.52)(1.53) over the thikness of the orresponding layer,
obtaining
∂θN
∂x
∣∣∣∣
x=0
=
2dN
DN
(EN − iE) θN , (1.55)
∂θS
∂x
∣∣∣∣
x=0
=
2dS
DS
[(iE − ES) θS + |∆|] , (1.56)
where
EN = 2m
2DN
〈
v2(x)
〉
N
, ES = 2m
2DS
〈
v2(x)
〉
S
(1.57)
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are H-dependent energies. Using Eqs. (1.49), (1.51), we express them via Hc and the
densities of the superonduting eletrons:
ES =
DS e
2H2c
6
[
d2S + 3d
2
N
n2N (dS + dN )
2
(nSdS + nNdN )
2
]
, (1.58)
and EN is obtained by the interhange of all the S and N indies.
Substituting (1.55)(1.56) into the boundary onditions (1.25) (whih should be
linearized), we find
θN =
τS |∆|
τSES + τNEN + τSτNESEN − τSτNE2 − iE [τS + τN + τSτN (ES + EN )] ,
θS = (1 + τNEN − iτNE) θN . (1.59)
The order parameter ∆ anels out from the self-onsisteny equation (1.12). How-
ever, the resulting equation alone does not suffie for determining Hc(T ) beause it
ontains ES and EN , whih are funtions of nN/nS. Therefore, to obtain a losed
system, we must onsider the self-onsisteny equation together with the equation
determining the ratio nN/nS; the latter equation is obtained from Eq. (1.14). The
resulting system of two nonlinear equations for the quantities Hc and nN/nS is
ln
2ωD
∆BCS
=
∫ ωD
0
dE tanh
(
E
2T
)
Im θS
|∆| , (1.60)
nN
nS
=
σN
∫∞
0
dE tanh
(
E
2T
)
Im θ2N
σS
∫∞
0 dE tanh
(
E
2T
)
Im θ2S
, (1.61)
with θN and θS given by Eqs. (1.59). The first equation of the system, Eq. (1.60),
an be written via the digamma funtions, thus taking exatly the same form as Eq.
(1.85) below (whih determines the perpendiular upper ritial field) if we denote
ES = ES + 1/τS , EN = EN + 1/τN .
In the limit ρB →∞, Eqs. (1.60)(1.61) lead to the BCS result. In this ase, the
layers unouple, the density of the superonduting eletrons in the N layer vanishes,
nN/nS → 0, and Eq. (1.60) finally yields
ln
TBCSc
T
= ψ
(
1
2
+
DS
[
eHBCSc dS
]2
12piT
)
− ψ
(
1
2
)
, (1.62)
whih determines the parallel ritial field HBCSc (T ) of a thin superonduting film.
The system of equations (1.60)(1.61) an be solved numerially at arbitrary val-
ues of the temperature T and the interfae resistane ρB; the results for Hc are
presented in Figs. 1.6, 1.7.
A remarkable feature of the funtion Hc(ρB) at zero temperature (Fig. 1.6) is
the steep behavior of Hc at ρB = 120123. This feature is due to rearrangement of
the superurrents inside the bilayer, whih ours in the following way. The super-
urrent veloity hanges aross the thikness of the bilayer aording to the simple
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Figure 1.6: Parallel ritial field Hc, normalized by the BCS value, versus ρB at zero
temperature. The upper and lower graphs differ only in the saling of the ordinate
axis (normal and logarithmi, respetively). The nature of the steep behavior of Hc at
ρB = 120123, whih is best seen from the lower graph, is explained in the text. The
inset shows Hc(ρB) on a wider sale over ρB. The hoie of the bilayer's parameters
implies the relations τS∆BCS = 0.016 ρB, τN∆BCS = 0.23 ρB.
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The experimental value of Hc(0), analyzed with the use of the results shown in
Fig. 1.6, suggests that this value of ρB orresponds to the experiment by Kasumov et
al. [2℄ The ritial field is normalized by its zero-temperature value, and the temper-
ature is normalized by the orresponding Tc. The hoie of the bilayer's parameters
implies the relations τS∆BCS = 0.016 ρB, τN∆BCS = 0.23 ρB. For omparison, the
same dependene is plotted for the BCS ase.
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Figure 1.8: Position of the stationary point x0 of the superurrent distribution versus
ρB at zero temperature. The oordinate x0 is normalized by the S layer thikness dS .
The fast shift in x0 from the enter of the S layer at large ρB to (nearly) the enter
of the N layer at small ρB orresponds to the steep drop in Hc, shown in Fig. 1.6.
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linear law (1.49). This superurrent distribution may be haraterized by the position
of the stationary point x0, where the superurrent veloity is zero: v(x0) = 0, hene
x0 = mv0/eH . At large values of the interfae resistane ρB, the density of the super-
onduting eletrons in the N layer is very small, nN/nS ≪ 1, and the superurrents
irulate only in the S part of the system; this ase orresponds to
x0 =
dS
2
. (1.63)
Then, while dereasing ρB, a shift in x0 ours. Now the superurrents in the S
layer are not ompensated (in the sense of the harge transfer); therefore, they must
be ompensated by the superurrents in the N layer, whih are enhaned due to
signifiant inrease in nN . This situation orresponds to the beginning of the drop in
Hc. The ratio of the superonduting eletrons' densities grows rapidly, approahing
the Anderson limit value nN/nS = σN/σS (see Se. 1.5.1 below); simultaneously, x0
tends to
x0 =
σSd
2
S − σNd2N
2 (σSdS + σNdN )
, (1.64)
and the steep drop in Hc finishes. For the bilayer to whih the numerial results
refer, dS ≪ dN and σS ≪ σN , hene Eq. (1.64) yields x0 ≈ −dN/2.
This senario is illustrated by Fig. 1.8, whih has been obtained numerially.
The analytial solution of Eqs. (1.60)(1.61) at zero temperature in the Anderson
limit is presented below.
1.5.1 Hc at zero temperature in the Anderson limit
In the zero-temperature Anderson limit (defined by the onditions τSES , τNEN ≪ 1),
the ratio of the superonduting eletrons' densities (1.61) beomes independent of
the magneti field, nN/nS = σN/σS , and the self-onsisteny equation (1.60) yields
τSES + τNEN
τS + τN
=
∆BCS
2
∆BCS
2ωD
√
1 +
(
τSτNωD
τS + τN
)2τN/τS , (1.65)
whih determines Hc (at τSτNωD/(τS + τN ) ∼ 1 this formula should be onsidered
as an interpolation  see the disussion in the end of Se. 1.4). This result an be
ompared to the BCS ase, whih orresponds to the limit ρB →∞. In this ase, the
density of the superonduting eletrons in the N layer vanishes, nN/nS → 0, and
the self-onsisteny equation yields
EBCSS =
∆BCS
2
, (1.66)
where EBCSS is given by Eq. (1.58) with nN = 0. Finally, we reprodue the result of
Maki [15℄:
HBCSc =
√
3Φ0
pi ξBCS dS
, ξBCS =
√
DS
∆BCS
, (1.67)
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where Φ0 = pi/e is the flux quantum, and ξBCS is the orrelation length in the dirty
limit.
Remarking that the r.h.s. of Eq. (1.65) is idential to Eg/2 with the minigap
Eg given by Eq. (1.48), we see that equation (1.65), determining the parallel ritial
field of the bilayer in the Anderson limit, is obtained from the BCS equation (1.66) if
we substitute the order parameter ∆BCS by the minigap Eg (in aordane with the
results of Se. 1.4) and the H-dependent energy EBCSS by the orresponding averaged
quantity (τSES + τNEN )/(τS + τN ).
The expliit result for the parallel ritial field of the bilayer, obtained from Eq.
(1.65), an be ast into a BCS-like form:
Hc =
√
3Φ0
piξdeff
. (1.68)
The bilayer's orrelation length ξ is the harateristi spae sale on whih the order
parameter (or the pairing angle θ, or the Green funtion) varies in the absene of the
magneti field. In the Anderson limit (under disussion), the expliit formula for ξ
is a natural generalization of the BCS expression [see Eq. (1.67)℄ whih implies that
DS must be substituted by the averaged diffusion onstant 〈D〉 and ∆BCS must be
substituted (in aordane with the results of Se. 1.4) by the bilayer's harateristi
energy sale, the minigap Eg [Eq. (1.48)℄:
ξ =
√
〈D〉
Eg
, 〈D〉 = τSDS + τNDN
τS + τN
. (1.69)
The effetive thikness of the bilayer in Eq. (1.68) is
deff =
√
(σSdS + σNdN ) (σSd3S + σNd
3
N ) + 3σSσNdSdN (dS + dN )
2
σSdS + σNdN
. (1.70)
In the ase of equal ondutivities, σS = σN , the effetive thikness is simply the
geometrial one: deff = dS + dN . This ase orresponds to a uniform density of
the superonduting eletrons, nS = nN , whih implies a ontinuous distribution
of the superurrents, entered at the middle of the bilayer [this an also be seen
from Eq. (1.64) whih yields x0 = (dS − dN )/2 in the ase σS = σN ℄. However,
in a more subtle situation when the ondutivities are different, the density of the
superurrent experienes a jump at the SN interfae; this nontrivial superurrent
distribution results in the nonequivalene of deff to the geometrial thikness of the
bilayer.
1.6 Perpendiular upper ritial field
Now we turn to alulating the upper ritial field Hc2 perpendiular to the plane of
the bilayer.
As in the ase of the parallel ritial field, we start with disussing the superur-
rent distribution, whih is now a funtion of the sample boundaries in the yz plane,
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perpendiular to the magneti field H (the magneti field is direted along the x
axis). The infinite bilayer under onsideration an be thought of as a disk of a large
radius; let us assume y = 0, z = 0 at the axis of the disk. Then the superurrent
distribution is axially symmetri, and, with the gauge hosen as A = [Hr] /2, the
superonduting phase must be onstant, ϕ = 0, whih yields a simple result for the
superurrent veloity: v = eA/m.
Near Hc2, the superonduting orrelations are small, |θ| ≪ 1, and the Usadel
equations an be linearized:
−D
2
(−i∇+ 2eA)2 θ + iEθ +∆ = 0, (1.71)
A∇θ = 0. (1.72)
The seond of these equations is trivially satisfied beause θ(r) is axially symmetri.
Thus, the Usadel equations redue to the single Eq. (1.71) for the pairing angle
θ(r, E). Introduing the ylindrial oordinates r↔ (x,ρ) and denoting Pˆ = −i∇ρ+
2eA(ρ), we rewrite this equation as
DN
2
∂2θN
∂x2
− DN
2
Pˆ2θN + iEθN = 0, (1.73)
DS
2
∂2θS
∂x2
− DS
2
Pˆ2θS + iEθS +∆ = 0. (1.74)
We annot solve these equations straightforwardly beause near the upper ritial
field, the order parameter ∆(ρ) is a nontrivial unknown funtion of the in-plane
oordinate ρ (while the x-dependene is absent due to the small thikness of the
bilayer). In this situation, we employ the following approah.
Averaging eah of Eqs. (1.73)(1.74) over the thikness of the orresponding layer,
we obtain
∂θN
∂x
∣∣∣∣
x=0
=
2dN
DN
(
DN
2
Pˆ2θN − iEθN
)
, (1.75)
∂θS
∂x
∣∣∣∣
x=0
=
2dS
DS
(
−DS
2
Pˆ2θS + iEθS +∆
)
. (1.76)
The averaged pairing angles entering the r.h.s. of Eqs. (1.75)(1.76) are
θN (ρ, E) =
1
dN
∫ 0
−dN
dx θN (x,ρ, E), (1.77)
θS(ρ, E) =
1
dS
∫ dS
0
dx θS(x,ρ, E). (1.78)
Substituting Eqs. (1.75)(1.76) into the boundary onditions (1.25) (whih should be
linearized), we obtain a system of two differential equations for the funtion θ(ρ, E):
τN
(
DN
2
Pˆ2θN − iEθN
)
= τS
(
−DS
2
Pˆ2θS + iEθS +∆
)
= θS − θN . (1.79)
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From the viinity of the superondutive transition it follows that the pairing
angle θ depends on the order parameter ∆ linearly:
θN (ρ, E) =
∆ (ρ)
αN (E)
, (1.80)
θS(ρ, E) =
∆ (ρ)
αS (E)
, (1.81)
where the funtions αN (E) and αS(E) are spatially independent. Then Eqs. (1.79)
an be rewritten as
DN
2
Pˆ2∆(ρ) =
[
iE +
1
τN
(
αN (E)
αS (E)
− 1
)]
∆(ρ), (1.82)
DS
2
Pˆ2∆(ρ) =
[
iE +
1
τS
(
αS (E)
αN (E)
− 1
)
+ αS(E)
]
∆(ρ). (1.83)
We see that the order parameter must be an eigenfuntion of the differential
operator Pˆ2. Moreover, in order to obtain the largest value of Hc2, we should hoose
the eigenfuntion orresponding to the lowest eigenvalue (in omplete analogy with
Refs. [16, 17℄). The solution of the emerging eigenvalue problem is readily found
thanks to its formal equivalene to the problem of determining the Landau levels of
a two-dimensional partile with the mass 1/D and the harge −2e in the uniform
magneti field H direted along the third dimension. The lowest Landau level is
DeH ; the funtion αS(E) is straightforwardly determined,
αS(E) = DS eH − iE + τN (DN eH − iE)
τS [1 + τN (DN eH − iE)] , (1.84)
and we substitute θS(ρ, E) into the self-onsisteny equation (1.12). The order pa-
rameter ∆(ρ) anels out, and the resulting equation, whih determines Hc2(T ), an
be ast into the form
ln
TBCSc
T
= − τN
τS + τN
ln
√
1 +
(
τS + τN
τSτNωD
)2
− ψ
(
1
2
)
+ 12
[
1 + ES−EN√
(ES−EN )
2+4/τSτN
]
ψ
(
1
2 +
1
4piT
[
ES + EN +
√
(ES − EN )2 + 4τSτN
])
+ 12
[
1− ES−EN√
(ES−EN )
2+4/τSτN
]
ψ
(
1
2 +
1
4piT
[
ES + EN −
√
(ES − EN )2 + 4τSτN
])
,
(1.85)
where
ES = DS eHc2 + 1
τS
, EN = DN eHc2 + 1
τN
(1.86)
are H-dependent energies. The logarithmi term in the r.h.s. of Eq. (1.85) takes
aount of the finiteness of the Debye energy ωD; it beomes important only in the
limit of the perfet interfae (the Cooper limit), i.e., when τSτNωD/(τS+τN)≪ 1. At
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Figure 1.9: Perpendiular upper ritial fieldHc2, normalized by its BCS value, versus
ρB at zero temperature. The upper and lower graphs differ only in the saling of the
ordinate axis (normal and logarithmi, respetively). The inset shows Hc2(ρB) on
a wider sale over ρB. The hoie of the bilayer's parameters implies the relations
τS∆BCS = 0.016 ρB, τN∆BCS = 0.23 ρB.
τSτNωD/(τS + τN ) ∼ 1 the logarithmi term should be onsidered as an interpolation
 see the disussion in the end of Se. 1.4.
In the limit ρB → ∞, Eq. (1.85) reprodues the lassial result of Maki [18℄ and
de Gennes [19℄ for the BCS ase (see also the book [20℄):
ln
TBCSc
T
= ψ
(
1
2
+
DS eH
BCS
c2
2piT
)
− ψ
(
1
2
)
, (1.87)
whih is valid for bulk superondutors and superondutive layers of arbitrary thik-
ness (when the magneti field is direted perpendiularly to them).
Equation (1.85) an be solved numerially at arbitrary values of the temperature
T and the interfae resistane ρB; the results for Hc2 are presented in Figs. 1.9, 1.10.
The analytial solution of Eq. (1.85) at zero temperature in the Anderson limit is
presented below.
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Figure 1.10: Temperature dependene of the perpendiular upper ritial field Hc2 at
ρB = 80, 110, 125, and in the BCS ase. In eah ase, the ritial field is normalized by
its zero-temperature value, and the temperature is normalized by the orresponding
Tc. Aording to the results of Se. 1.4, the urves in the BCS and Anderson (ρB = 80)
limits oinide. At intermediate values of ρB, the urves an lie both above (ρB = 110)
and below (ρB = 125) the BCS urve. The hoie of the bilayer's parameters implies
the relations τS∆BCS = 0.016 ρB, τN∆BCS = 0.23 ρB.
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1.6.1 Hc2 at zero temperature in the Anderson limit
In the zero-temperature Anderson limit (defined by the onditions DS eHc2 ≪ 1/τS ,
DN eHc2 ≪ 1/τN), Eq. (1.85) yields
Hc2
HBCSc2
=
(τS + τN )DS
τSDS + τNDN
∆BCS
2ωD
√
1 +
(
τSτNωD
τS + τN
)2τN/τS . (1.88)
(at τSτNωD/(τS + τN ) ∼ 1 this formula should be onsidered as an interpolation 
see the disussion in the end of Se. 1.4). Here the zero-temperature BCS value of
the upper ritial field, as follows from Eq. (1.87), is
HBCSc2 =
∆BCS
2eDS
=
Φ0
2piξ2BCS
. (1.89)
It is instrutive to rewrite the perpendiular upper ritial field of the bilayer (1.88)
in the standard BCS-like form
Hc2 =
Φ0
2piξ2
, (1.90)
where ξ is the bilayer's orrelation length given by Eq. (1.69) [the physial interpre-
tation of this result for ξ preedes Eq. (1.69)℄.
In the Cooper limit (i.e., at τSτNωD/(τS+τN )≪ 1) Eqs. (1.88), (1.90) reprodue
the result of Refs. [21, 22℄.
1.7 SNS, NSN, SNINS, NSISN, and superlatties
Our results for ∆, nS , Tc, Eg, and Hc2 (i.e., all the results exept Hc) an be diretly
applied to more ompliated strutures suh as SNS and NSN trilayers, SNINS and
NSISN systems, and SN superlatties.
Let us onsider, for example, a symmetri SNS trilayer onsisting of two idential
S layers of thikness dS separated by a N layer of thikness 2dN . The SN interfaes
an have arbitrary (but equal) resistanes. As before, the x axis is perpendiular to
the plane of the struture. This trilayer an be imagined as omposed of two idential
bilayers perfetly joined together along the N sides. Indeed, the pairing angle θ has
zero x-derivative on the outer surfaes of the bilayers, thus produing the orret
(symmetri in the x-diretion) solution for θ in the resulting trilayer. Consequently,
the symmetri SNS trilayer has exatly the same physial properties [∆, nS , Tc, Eg,
Hc2℄ as the SN bilayer onsidered in the present hapter. The only point where the
above reasoning fails is the alulation of the parallel ritial field Hc. In this ase,
the ombination of the superurrent distributions in the two bilayers does not yield
the orret distribution in the resulting SNS trilayer, whih implies that the Usadel
equations for the two systems are different.
Evidently, the above reasoning, based on the formal equivalene of the outer-
surfae boundary ondition for the bilayer to the symmetry-aused ondition in the
middle of the SNS trilayer, also holds for symmetri NSN trilayers (N layers of thik-
ness dN , S layer of thikness 2dS, idential SN interfaes) and SN superlatties (N
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layers of thikness 2dN , S layers of thikness 2dS , idential SN interfaes). Moreover,
the same applies to systems omposed of two bilayers in nonideal ontat with eah
other: SNINS and NSISN (where I stands for an arbitrary potential barrier), beause
the presene of a potential barrier does not violate the appliability of the symmetry
argument. Thus, all the results obtained for the bilayer (exept Hc) are also valid for
these strutures.
1.8 Disussion
Now we turn to a possible experimental appliation of our results. Our results provide
a method for determining ρB, a very important parameter of the bilayer whih is not
diretly measurable. By analyzing the experimental [2, 10℄ values Tc = 0.4 K and
Hc = 0.1 T, we get ρB ≈ 111 and ρB ≈ 121, respetively. Within the experimental
auray of the bilayer's parameters, the two estimates for ρB should be onsidered
lose. Interestingly, the value ρB ≈ 121 extrated from the measured value of Hc
orresponds to the extremely narrow region of the steep drop in Hc(ρB) (see Fig. 1.6).
An essential property of the bilayer used throughout the hapter is its small thik-
ness. Now we shall argue that the bilayer employed in the experiment by Kasumov
et al. [2℄ (and to whih our numerial results refer) an be onsidered thin. The Us-
adel equations (1.23)(1.24) imply that the harateristi spatial sale of the bilayer's
properties variation is
√
DN,S/E0 for the N and S layers, respetively. Here E0 is
the harateristi energy sale for the self-onsisteny equation. As the interfae re-
sistane dereases from infinity to zero, E0 first inreases from ∆BCS to (τ
−1
S + τ
−1
N ),
and then  to ωD (the rossovers between these regimes our at suh ρB that the
orresponding expressions are of the same order). The above estimates show that the
experiment [2℄ orresponds to the ase E0 ∼ ∆BCS . Therefore, the thiknesses of the
layers (dN = 100 nm and dS = 5 nm) must be small ompared to
√
DN,S/∆BCS ,
whih equals 194 nm and 16 nm for the N and S layer, respetively. We thus onlude
that the ondition of thin bilayer is approximately satisfied.
Finally, we wish to remark on a peuliarity of real systems whih an be relevant
when one ompares our findings with an experiment. The point is that during the fab-
riation of a bilayer, the interfae between S and N materials annot be made ideally
uniform. In other words, the loal interfae resistane possesses spatial flutuations.
At the same time, as we have shown, the bilayer's properties are highly sensitive to
the interfae quality, whih ould lead to ompliated behavior not reduing to the
simple averaging of the interfae resistane embodied in ρB. One possibility ould be
a perolation-like proximity effet. We leave the study of inhomogeneity effets for
further investigation.
1.9 Conlusions
In this hapter, we have studied, both analytially and numerially, the proximity
effet in a thin SN bilayer in the dirty limit. The strength of the proximity effet is
governed by ρB , the resistane of the SN interfae per hannel.
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The quantities alulated were ∆, the order parameter; nS , the density of the
superonduting eletrons in the S layer; Tc, the ritial temperature; Eg, the minigap
in the density of states; Hc and Hc2, the ritial magneti field parallel to the bilayer
and the upper ritial field perpendiular to the bilayer.
These quantities were alulated numerially over the entire range of ρB. For
this purpose, the harateristis of the bilayer were assumed to be the same as in
the experiment by Kasumov et al. [2℄ (Ta/Au bilayer, dS/dN = 1/20). In the limit
of an opaque interfae, ∆, nS , Tc, Hc, and Hc2 approah their BCS values. At the
same time, Eg does not oinide with the order parameter ∆, and Eg → 0 when
ρB → ∞, although in general, the energy dependene of the DoS in the S and N
layers approahes the BCS and normal-metal results, respetively.
The minigap Eg demonstrates nonmonotoni behavior as a funtion of ρB. Analyt-
ial results for the two limiting ases of small and large ρB show that in the Anderson
limit, Eg inreases with inreasing ρB, whereas in the limit of an opaque interfae,
Eg tends to zero. Thus, Eg reahes its maximum in the region of intermediate ρB.
Also in the region of moderate resistanes, a jump of the parallel ritial field (due
to a redistribution of superurrents in the bilayer) is disovered.
The most interesting ase of relatively low interfae resistane (the Anderson
limit) has been onsidered analytially. The simple BCS relations between ∆, nS ,
Tc, Hc, Hc2 are substituted by similar ones with Eg standing instead of ∆. The
relation between the minigap Eg and the order parameter ∆ in this limit is expressed
by Eq. (1.36), implying that in the ase where τS < τN , the BCS relations are
strongly violated (by more than the order of magnitude for the above-mentioned
Ta/Au bilayer). The DoS in the S and N layers oinide, showing BCS-like behavior
with the standard peuliarity at E = Eg. It should be emphasized that absolute
values of ρB orresponding to the Anderson limit an be large; for the experiment [2℄
this limit is already valid at ρB < 80.
All the results (exept Hc) obtained for the bilayer also apply to more ompli-
ated strutures suh as SNS and NSN trilayers, SNINS and NSISN systems, and SN
superlatties.
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Chapter 2
Proximity effet in SF systems
2.1 Nonmonotoni ritial temperature in SF bilay-
ers
2.1.1 Introdution
Superondutivity and ferromagnetism are two ompeting orders: while the former
prefers an antiparallel spin orientation of eletrons in Cooper pairs, the latter fores
the spins to align in parallel. Therefore, their oexistene in one and the same material
is possible only in a narrow interval of parameters; hene the interplay between
superondutivity and ferromagnetism is most onveniently studied when the two
interations are spatially separated. In this ase the oexistene of the two orders is
due to the proximity effet. Reently, muh attention has been paid to properties of
hybrid proximity systems ontaining superondutors (S) and ferromagnets (F); new
physial phenomena were observed and predited in these systems [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6℄.
One of the most striking effets in SF layered strutures is highly nonmonotoni
dependene of their ritial temperature Tc on the thikness dF of the ferromagneti
layers. Experiments exploring this nonmonotoni behavior were performed previously
on SF multilayers suh as Nb/Gd [7℄, Nb/Fe [8℄, V/V-Fe [9℄, and Pb/Fe [10℄, but
the results (and, in partiular, the omparison between the experiments and theories)
were not onlusive.
To perform reliable experimental measurements of Tc(dF ), it is essential to have
dF large ompared to the interatomi distane; this situation an be ahieved only
in the limit of weak ferromagnets. Ative experimental investigations of SF bilayers
and multilayers based on Cu-Ni dilute ferromagneti alloys are arried out by several
groups [11, 12℄. In SF bilayers, they observed nonmonotoni dependene Tc(dF ).
While the reason for this effet in multilayers an be the 0pi transition [3℄, in a
bilayer system with a single superondutor this mehanism is irrelevant, and the
ause of the effet is interferene of quasipartile, speifi to SF strutures.
In the present hapter, motivated by the experiments of Refs. [11, 12℄ we theoreti-
ally study the ritial temperature of SF bilayers. Previous theoretial investigations
of Tc in SF strutures were onentrated on systems with thin or thik layers (om-
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pared to the orresponding oherene lengths); with SF boundaries having very low or
very high transparenies; the exhange energy was often assumed to be muh larger
than the ritial temperature; in addition, the methods for solving the problem were
usually approximate [3, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 4℄. The parameters of the experiments
of Refs. [11, 12℄ do not orrespond to any of the above limiting ases. In the present
hapter we develop two approahes giving the opportunity to investigate not only
the limiting ases of parameters but also the intermediate region. Using our methods,
we also onfirm different types of nonmonotoni Tc(dF ) behavior, found previously
[3, 15, 16℄: the minimum of Tc and the reentrant superondutivity. Comparison of
our theoretial preditions with the experimental data shows good agreement.
A number of methods an be used for alulating Tc. When the ritial temper-
ature of the struture is lose to the ritial temperature TcS of the superondutor
without the ferromagneti layer, the GinzburgLandau (GL) theory applies. How-
ever, Tc of SF bilayers may signifiantly deviate from TcS, therefore we hoose a
more general theory valid at arbitrary temperature  the quasilassial approah
[17, 18, 19℄. Near Tc the quasilassial equations beome linear. In the literature
the emerging problem is often treated with the help of the so-alled single-mode
approximation [14, 15, 16, 4℄, whih is argued to be qualitatively reasonable in a wide
region of parameters. However, this method is justified only in a speifi region of pa-
rameters whih we find below. Moreover, below we show examples when this method
fails even qualitatively. Thus there is need for an exat solution of the linearized
quasilassial equations. The limiting ase of perfet boundaries and large exhange
energy was treated by Radovi et al. [3℄.
Based on the progress ahieved for alulation of Tc in SN systems (where N de-
notes a nonmagneti normal material) [20℄, we develop a generalization of the single-
mode approximation  the multimode method. Although this method seems to be
exat, it is subtle to justify it rigorously. Therefore we develop yet another approah
(this time mathematially rigorous), whih we all the method of fundamental so-
lution. The models onsidered previously [3, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 4℄ orrespond to
limiting ases of our theory.
2.1.2 Model
We assume that the dirty-limit onditions are fulfilled, and alulate the ritial
temperature of the bilayer within the framework of the linearized Usadel equations for
the S and F layers (the domain 0 < x < dS is oupied by the S metal, −dF < x < 0
 by the F metal, see Fig. 2.1). Near Tc the normal Green funtion is G = sgnωn,
and the Usadel equations for the anomalous funtion F take the form
ξ2SpiTcS
d2FS
dx2
− |ωn|FS +∆ = 0, 0 < x < dS , (2.1)
ξ2FpiTcS
d2FF
dx2
− (|ωn|+ ih sgnωn)FF = 0, −dF < x < 0, (2.2)
∆ ln
TcS
T
= piT
∑
ωn
(
∆
|ωn| − FS
)
(2.3)
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x
dS0-dF
SF
Figure 2.1: SF bilayer. The F and S layers oupy the regions −dF < x < 0 and
0 < x < dS , respetively.
(the order parameter ∆ is nonzero only in the S part). Here ξS =
√
DS/2piTcS,
ξF =
√
DF /2piTcS are the oherene lengths, while the diffusion onstants an be
expressed via the Fermi veloity and the mean free path: D = vl/3; ωn = piT (2n+1)
with n = 0,±1,±2, . . . are the Matsubara frequenies; h is the exhange energy; and
TcS is the ritial temperature of the S material. FS(F ) denotes the funtion F in the
S(F) region. We use the system of units in whih Plank's and Boltzmann's onstants
equal unity, ~ = kB = 1.
Equations (2.1)(2.3) must be supplemented with the boundary onditions at the
outer surfaes of the bilayer:
dFS(dS)
dx
=
dFF (−dF )
dx
= 0, (2.4)
as well as at the SF boundary [21℄:
ξS
dFS(0)
dx
= γξF
dFF (0)
dx
, γ =
ρSξS
ρF ξF
, (2.5)
ξF γB
dFF (0)
dx
= FS(0)− FF (0), γB = RBA
ρF ξF
. (2.6)
Here ρS , ρF are the normal-state resistivities of the S and F metals, RB is the re-
sistane of the SF boundary, and A is its area. The above boundary onditions
were derived for SN interfaes [21℄ (N is a normal metal); their use in the SF ase
is justified by the small parameter h/EF ≪ 1 (EF is the Fermi energy). Indeed,
the interfae has atomi (by the order of magnitude) thikness. While the exhange
energy is small ompared to the Fermi energy, the harateristi length for magneti
properties is muh larger than the atomi sale. Therefore the boundary onditions
are determined by the properties of the interfae itself but not by the properties of
the ontating metals. In the limit of strong ferromagnets, this ondition fails and the
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KupriyanovLukihev boundary onditions lose its validity. However, in the thesis
we onsider only weak ferromagnets.
The Usadel equation in the F layer is readily solved:
FF = C(ωn) cosh
(
k˜h[x+ dF ]
)
, (2.7)
k˜h =
1
ξF
√
|ωn|+ ih sgnωn
piTcS
,
and the boundary ondition at x = 0 an be written in losed form with respet to
FS :
ξS
dFS(0)
dx
=
γ
γB +Bh(ωn)
FS(0), (2.8)
Bh =
[
k˜hξF tanh(k˜hdF )
]−1
.
This boundary ondition is omplex. In order to rewrite it in a real form, we do
the usual trik and go over to the funtions
F± = F (ωn)± F (−ωn). (2.9)
Aording to the Usadel equations (2.1)(2.3), there is the symmetry F (−ωn) =
F ∗(ωn) whih implies that F
+
is real while F− is a purely imaginary funtion.
The symmetri properties of F+ and F− with respet to ωn are trivial, so we
shall treat only positive ωn. The self-onsisteny equation is expressed only via the
symmetri funtion F+S :
∆ ln
TcS
T
= piT
∑
ωn>0
(
2∆
ωn
− F+S
)
, (2.10)
and the problem of determining Tc an be formulated in a losed form with respet
to F+S as follows. The Usadel equation for the antisymmetri funtion F
−
S does
not ontain ∆, hene it an be solved analytially. After that we exlude F−S from
boundary ondition (2.8) and arrive at the effetive boundary onditions for F+S :
ξS
dF+S (0)
dx
=W (ωn)F
+
S (0),
dF+S (dS)
dx
= 0, (2.11)
where
W (ωn) = γ
AS(γB +ReBh) + γ
AS |γB +Bh|2 + γ(γB +ReBh) , (2.12)
AS = kSξS tanh(kSdS), kS =
1
ξS
√
ωn
piTcS
.
The self-onsisteny equation (2.10) and boundary onditions (2.11)(2.12), together
with the Usadel equation for F+S :
ξ2SpiTcS
d2F+S
dx2
− ωnF+S + 2∆ = 0 (2.13)
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will be used below for finding the ritial temperature of the bilayer.
The problem an be solved analytially only in limiting ases (see Appendix B).
In the general ase, one should use a numerial method, and below we propose two
methods for solving the problem exatly.
2.1.3 Multimode method
Starting point: the single-mode approximation and its appliability
In the single-mode approximation (SMA) one seeks the solution of the problem (2.10)
(2.13) in the form
F+S (x, ωn) = f(ωn) cos
(
Ω
x− dS
ξS
)
, (2.14)
∆(x) = δ cos
(
Ω
x− dS
ξS
)
. (2.15)
This anzatz automatially satisfies boundary ondition (2.11) at x = dS .
The Usadel equation (2.13) yields
f(ωn) =
2δ
ωn +Ω2piTcS
, (2.16)
then the self-onsisteny Eq. (2.10) takes the form (δ and Ω do not depend on ωn)
ln
TcS
Tc
= ψ
(
1
2
+
Ω2
2
TcS
Tc
)
− ψ
(
1
2
)
, (2.17)
where ψ is the digamma funtion.
Boundary ondition (2.11) at x = 0 yields
Ω tan
(
Ω
dS
ξS
)
=W (ωn). (2.18)
The ritial temperature Tc is determined by Eqs. (2.17), (2.18).
Although this method is popular, it is often used without pointing out the limits of
its appliability. The expliit formulation of the orresponding ondition is as follows
[13℄: the single-mode method is orret only if the parameters of the system are suh
that W an be onsidered ωn-independent [beause the left-hand side of Eq. (2.18)
must be ωn-independent℄.
Appendix C demonstrates examples of the SMA validity and orresponding ana-
lytial results.
In one of experimentally relevant ases, h/piTcS > 1, dF ∼ ξF , the SMA is appli-
able if
√
h/piTcS ≫ 1/γB (see Appendix C for details).
Inlusion of other modes
The single-mode approximation implies that one takes the (only) real root Ω of Eq.
(2.17). An exat (multimode) method for solving problem (2.10)(2.13) is obtained
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Figure 2.2: Plot of the ψ(1/2+ z)−ψ(1/2) funtion. At any positive y, the equation
y = ψ(1/2 + z) − ψ(1/2) has one positive and infinite number of negative solutions.
The positive solution is employed in the single-mode approximation [see Eq. (2.17)℄,
while taking into aount the negative solutions [whih implies imaginary Ω in Eq.
(2.17)℄ we obtain the exat multimode method.
if we also take imaginary roots into aount  there is infinite number of these [20℄,
see Fig. 2.2.
Thus we seek the solution in the form
F+S (x, ωn) = f0(ωn) cos
(
Ω0
x− dS
ξS
)
+
∞∑
m=1
fm(ωn)
cosh
(
Ωm
x−dS
ξS
)
cosh
(
Ωm
dS
ξS
) , (2.19)
∆(x) = δ0 cos
(
Ω0
x− dS
ξS
)
+
∞∑
m=1
δm
cosh
(
Ωm
x−dS
ξS
)
cosh
(
Ωm
dS
ξS
) . (2.20)
(The normalizing denominators in the cosh-terms have been introdued in order to in-
rease auray of numerial alulations.) This anzatz automatially satisfies bound-
ary ondition (2.11) at x = dS .
Substituting the anzatz [Eqs. (2.19)(2.20)℄ into the Usadel equation (2.13), we
obtain
f0(ωn) =
2δ0
ωn +Ω20piTcS
, (2.21)
fm(ωn) =
2δm
ωn − Ω2mpiTcS
, m = 1, 2, . . . ,
then the parameters Ω are determined by the self-onsisteny equation (2.10) (δ and
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Ω do not depend on ωn):
ln
TcS
Tc
= ψ
(
1
2
+
Ω20
2
TcS
Tc
)
− ψ
(
1
2
)
, (2.22)
ln
TcS
Tc
= ψ
(
1
2
− Ω
2
m
2
TcS
Tc
)
− ψ
(
1
2
)
, m = 1, 2, . . .
From Eqs. (2.22) and properties of the digamma funtion [22℄ it follows that the
parameters Ω belong to the following intervals:
0 < Ω20 <
1
2 exp(C)
, (2.23)
Tc
TcS
(2m− 1) < Ω2m <
Tc
TcS
(2m+ 1), m = 1, 2, . . . ,
where C ≈ 0.577 is Euler's onstant.
Boundary ondition (2.11) at x = 0 yields the following equation for the ampli-
tudes δ:
δ0
W (ωn) cos (Ω0dS/ξS)− Ω0 sin (Ω0dS/ξS)
ωn +Ω20piTcS
+
∞∑
m=1
δm
W (ωn) + Ωm tanh (ΩmdS/ξS)
ωn − Ω2mpiTcS
= 0. (2.24)
The ritial temperature Tc is determined by Eqs. (2.22) and the ondition that Eq.
(2.24) has a nontrivial (ωn-independent) solution with respet to δ.
Numerially, we take a finite number of modes: m = 0, 1, . . . ,M . To take aount
of ωn-independene of the solution, we write down Eq. (2.24) at the Matsubara
frequenies up to the Nth frequeny: n = 0, 1, . . . , N . Thus we arrive at the matrix
equation Knmδm = 0 with the following matrix Kˆ:
Kn0 =
W (ωn) cos (Ω0dS/ξS)− Ω0 sin (Ω0dS/ξS)
ωn/piTcS +Ω20
,
Knm =
W (ωn) + Ωm tanh (ΩmdS/ξS)
ωn/piTcS − Ω2m
, (2.25)
n = 0, 1, . . . , N, m = 1, 2, . . . ,M.
We take M = N , then the ondition that Eq. (2.24) has a nontrivial solution takes
the form
det Kˆ = 0. (2.26)
Thus the ritial temperature Tc is determined as the largest solution of Eqs.
(2.22), (2.26).
2.1.4 Method of fundamental solution
By definition, the fundamental solution G(x, y;ωn) (whih is also alled the Green
funtion) of problem (2.11)(2.13) satisfies the same equations, but with the delta-
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funtional soure [23℄:
ξ2SpiTcS
d2G(x, y)
dx2
− ωnG(x, y) = −δ(x− y), (2.27)
ξS
dG(0, y)
dx
=W (ωn)G(0, y), dG(dS , y)
dx
= 0. (2.28)
The fundamental solution an be expressed via solutions v1, v2 of Eq. (2.27) with-
out the delta-funtion, satisfying the boundary onditions at x = 0 and x = dS ,
respetively:
G(x, y;ωn) = kS/ωn
sinh(kSdS) + (W/kSξS) cosh (kSdS)
×
{
v1(x)v2(y), x 6 y
v2(x)v1(y), y 6 x
, (2.29)
where
v1(x) = cosh(kSx) + (W/kSξS) sinh(kSx), (2.30a)
v2(x) = cosh (kS [x− dS ]) . (2.30b)
Having found G(x, y;ωn), we an write the solution of Eqs. (2.11)(2.13) as
F+S (x;ωn) = 2
∫ dS
0
G(x, y;ωn)∆(y)dy. (2.31)
Substituting this into the self-onsisteny equation (2.10), we obtain
∆(x) ln
TcS
Tc
= 2piTc
∑
ωn>0
[
∆(x)
ωn
−
∫ dS
0
G(x, y;ωn)∆(y)dy
]
. (2.32)
This equation an be expressed in an operator form: ∆ ln(TcS/Tc) = Lˆ∆. Then the
ondition that Eq. (2.32) has a nontrivial solution with respet to ∆ is expressed by
the equation
det
(
Lˆ− 1ˆ ln TcS
Tc
)
= 0. (2.33)
The ritial temperature Tc is determined as the largest solution of this equation.
Numerially, we put problem (2.32), (2.33) on a spatial grid, so that the linear
operator Lˆ beomes a finite matrix.
2.1.5 Numerial results
In Ses. 2.1.3, 2.1.4 we developed two methods for alulating the ritial temper-
ature of a SF bilayer. Speifying parameters of the bilayer we an find the ritial
temperature numerially. It an be heked that the multimode method and the
method of fundamental solution yield equivalent results. However, at small temper-
atures Tc ≪ TcS , the alulation time for the multimode method inreases. Indeed,
the size of the matrix Kˆ [Eq. (2.25)℄ is determined by the number N of the maximum
Matsubara frequeny ωN , whih must be muh larger than the harateristi energy
piTcS; hene N ≫ TcS/Tc. Therefore, at low temperatures we use the method of
fundamental solution.
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Figure 2.3: Theoretial fit to the experimental data of Ref. [11℄. In the experiment,
Nb was the superondutor (with dS = 11 nm, TcS = 7K) and Cu0.43Ni0.57 was the
weak ferromagnet. From our fit we estimate h ≈ 130K and γB ≈ 0.3.
Comparison with experiment
Using our methods we fit the experimental data of Ref. [11℄; the result is presented
in Fig. 2.3. Estimating the parameters dS = 11 nm, TcS = 7K, ρS = 7.5µΩ m,
ξS = 8.9 nm, ρF = 60µΩ m, ξF = 7.6 nm, γ = 0.15 from the experiment [24℄, and
fitting only h and γB, we find good agreement between our theoretial preditions
and the experimental data.
The fitting proedure was the following: first, we determine h ≈ 130K from the
position of the minimum of Tc(dF ); seond, we find γB ≈ 0.3 from fitting the vertial
position of the urve.
The deviation of our urve from the experimental points is small; it is most pro-
nouned in the region of small dF orresponding to the initial derease of Tc. This is
not unexpeted beause, when dF is of the order of a few nanometers, the thikness
of the F film may vary signifiantly along the film (whih is not taken into aount in
our theory), and the thinnest films an even be formed by an array of islands rather
than by ontinuous material. At the same time, we emphasize that the minimum
of Tc takes plae at dF ≈ 5 nm, when with good auray the F layer has uniform
thikness.
Various types of Tc(dF ) behavior
The experimental results disussed above represent only one possible type of Tc(dF )
behavior. Now we address the general ase; we obtain different kinds of Tc(dF ) urves
depending on parameters of the bilayer.
To illustrate, in Fig. 2.4 we plot several urves for various values of γB [we reall
that γB ∝ RB, where RB is the resistane of the SF interfae in the normal state 
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Figure 2.4: Charateristi types of Tc(dF ) behavior. The thikness of the F layer is
measured in units of the wavelength λh defined in Eq. (2.41). The urves orrespond
to different values of γB. The exhange energy is h = 150K; the other parameters are
the same as in Fig. 2.3. One an distinguish three harateristi types of Tc(dF ) be-
havior [3, 15, 16℄: 1) nonmonotoni deay to a finite Tc with a minimum at partiular
dF (γb = 2; 0.5; 0.1; 0.07), 2) reentrant behavior (γB = 0.05; 0.02), 3) monotoni de-
ay to Tc = 0 at finite dF (γB = 0). The bold points indiate the hoie of parameter
orresponding to Fig. 2.7.
see Eq. (2.6)℄. The exhange energy is h = 150K; the other parameters are the same
as in Fig. 2.3.
We onfirm three harateristi types of Tc(dF ) behavior, found previously in
limiting ases or by approximate methods in Refs. [3, 15, 16℄: 1) at large enough in-
terfae resistane, Tc deays nonmonotonially to a finite value exhibiting a minimum
at a partiular dF , 2) at moderate interfae resistane, Tc demonstrates the reentrant
behavior: it vanishes in a ertain interval of dF , and is finite otherwise, 3) at low
enough interfae resistane, Tc deays monotonially vanishing at finite dF . A similar
suession of Tc(dF ) urves as in Fig. 2.4 an be obtained by tuning other parameters,
e.g., the exhange energy h or the normal resistanes of the layers (the parameter γ).
A ommon feature seen from Fig. 2.4 is saturation of Tc at large dF & λh. This
fat has a simple physial explanation: the suppression of superondutivity by a
dirty ferromagnet is only due to the effetive F layer with thikness on the order of
λh, adjaent to the interfae (this is the layer explored and felt by quasipartiles
entering from the S side due to the proximity effet).
It was shown by Radovi et al. [3℄ that the order of the phase transition may
hange in short-periodi SF superlatties, beoming the first order. We also observe
this feature in the urves of types 2) and 3) mentioned above. This phenomenon
manifests itself as disontinuity of Tc(dF ): the ritial temperature jumps to zero
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Figure 2.5: Change of the phase transition's order. This phenomenon manifests itself
as disontinuity of Tc(dF ): the ritial temperature jumps to zero abruptly without
taking intermediate values. Formally, Tc beomes a double-valued funtion, but the
smaller solution is physially unstable (dotted urve). For illustration we have hosen
the urve from Fig. 2.4 orresponding to γB = 0.05.
abruptly without taking intermediate values (see Figs. 2.4, 2.5). Formally, Tc beomes
a double-valued funtion, but the smaller solution is physially unstable (dotted urve
in Fig. 2.5).
An interesting problem is determination of the triritial point where the order
of the phase transition hanges. The orresponding result for homogeneous bulk
superondutors with internal exhange field was obtained a long time ago in the
framework of the GinzburgLandau theory [25℄. However, the generalization to the
ase when the GL theory is not valid has not yet been done. We note that the
equations used in Refs. [3, 15℄ were applied beyond their appliability range beause
they are GL results valid only when Tc is lose to TcS.
Comparison between single- and multimode methods
A popular method widely used in the literature for alulating the ritial temperature
of SF bi- and multi-layers is the single-mode approximation. The ondition of its
validity was formulated in Se. 2.1.3. However, this approximation is often used for
arbitrary system's parameters. Using the methods developed in Ses. 2.1.3, 2.1.4,
we an hek the atual auray of the single-mode approximation. The results are
presented in Fig. 2.6.
We onlude that although at some parameters the results of the single-mode
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Figure 2.6: Comparison between single- and multimode methods. The parameters
are the same as in Fig. 2.4. Generally speaking, the results of the single-mode and
multimode (exat) methods are quantitatively and even qualitatively different: b), ),
d), and e). However, sometimes the results are lose: a) and f). Thus the single-mode
approximation an be used for quik estimates, but reliable results should be obtained
by one of the exat (multimode or fundamental-solution) tehniques.
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and multimode (exat) methods are lose (Figs. 2.6 a,f), in the general ase they
are quantitatively and even qualitatively different [Figs. 2.6 b,,d,e  these ases
orrespond to the most nontrivial Tc(dF ) behavior℄. Thus to obtain reliable results
one should use one of the exat (multimode or fundamental-solution) tehniques.
Spatial dependene of the order parameter
Aording to the general theory of seond-order phase transitions, the nonzero order
parameter haraterizes the ordered phase, in partiular, the superonduting state.
In the BCS theory, the role of the order parameter is usually played by ∆. However,
this hoie of the order parameter is not a good one when we onsider proximity
systems, in whih a superondutor ontats a normal metal or a ferromagnet. The
order parameter ∆, defined as
∆(x) = λpiT
∑
ωn
F (x, ωn) (2.34)
is zero in the nonsuperonduting part of the struture, if the pairing onstant λ is
zero. Nevertheless, the superonduting orrelations are indued into the nonsuper-
onduting metal, and these orrelations are adequately desribed not by ∆ but by
the anomalous Green funtion F .
Thus it is reasonable to define also a proximity order parameter:
F (x, τ = 0) = T
∑
ωn
F (x, ωn), (2.35)
where τ denotes the imaginary time [in the S metal F (x, τ = 0) ∝ ∆(x)℄. This
funtion is real due to the symmetry relation F (−ωn) = F ∗(ωn). The proximity
effet in the SF bilayer is haraterized by the spatial behavior of this proximity
order parameter.
We illustrate this dependene in Fig. 2.7, whih shows two ases differing by the
thikness of the F layer dF (and by the orresponding Tc). Although the ritial
temperatures differ by more than the order of magnitude, the normalized proximity
order parameters are very lose to eah other, whih means that the value of Tc has
almost no effet on the shape of F (x, τ = 0). Details of the alulation are presented
in Appendix D.
Another feature seen from Fig. 2.7 is that the proximity order parameter in the F
layer hanges its sign when the thikness of the F layer inreases (this feature an be
seen for the dotted urve, although negative values of the order parameter have very
small amplitudes). We disuss this osillating behavior in the next setion.
2.1.6 Disussion
Qualitative explanation of the nonmonotoni Tc(dF ) behavior
A qualitative explanation of the nonmonotoni Tc(dF ) behavior in SF bilayers has
been presented in several papers (see, e.g., Ref. [15℄). Below we present another
interpretation.
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Figure 2.7: Spatial dependene of the proximity order parameter normalized by
its value at the outer surfae of the S layer. Two ases are shown differing by the
thikness of the F layer dF (and by the orresponding Tc) at γB = 0.05. The other
parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.4, where the hosen ases are indiated by the
bold points. Although the ritial temperatures differ by more than the order of
magnitude, the normalized proximity order parameters are very lose to eah other,
whih means that the value of Tc has almost no effet on the shape of F (x, τ = 0).
The jump at the SF interfae is due to its finite resistane. With an inrease of dF
the proximity order parameter starts to osillate, hanging its sign (this an be seen
for the dotted urve, although negative values of the proximity order parameter have
very small amplitudes).
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Figure 2.8: Four types of trajetories ontributing (in the sense of Feynman's path
integral) to the anomalous wave funtion of orrelated quasipartiles in the ferromag-
neti region. The solid lines orrespond to eletrons, the dashed lines  to holes; the
arrows indiate the diretion of the veloity.
The thikness of the F layer at whih the minimum of Tc(dF ) ours, an be
estimated from qualitative arguments based on the interferene of quasipartiles in
the ferromagnet. Let us onsider a point x inside the F layer. Aording to Feynman's
interpretation of quantum mehanis [26℄, the quasipartile wave funtion may be
represented as a sum of wave amplitudes over all lassial trajetories; the wave
amplitude for a given trajetory is equal to exp(iS), where S is the lassial ation
along this trajetory. We are interested in an anomalous wave funtion of orrelated
quasipartiles, whih haraterizes superondutivity; this funtion is equivalent to
the anomalous Green funtion F (x). To obtain this wave funtion we must sum
over trajetories that (i) start and end at the point x, (ii) hange the type of the
quasipartile (i.e., onvert an eletron into a hole, or vie versa). There are four
kinds of trajetories that should be taken into aount (see Fig. 2.8). Two of them
(denoted 1 and 2) start in the diretion toward the SF interfae (as an eletron and
as a hole), experiene the Andreev refletion, and return to the point x. The other
two trajetories (denoted 3 and 4) start in the diretion away from the interfae,
experiene normal refletion at the outer surfae of the F layer, move toward the
SF interfae, experiene the Andreev refletion there, and finally return to the point
x. The main ontribution is given by the trajetories normal to the interfae. The
orresponding ations are
S1 = −Qx− α, (2.36)
S2 = Qx− α, (2.37)
S3 = −Q(2dF + x)− α, (2.38)
S4 = Q(2dF + x)− α (2.39)
(note that x < 0), where Q is the differene between the wave numbers of the
eletron and the hole, and α = arccos(E/∆) is the phase of the Andreev refle-
tion. To make our arguments more lear, we assume that the ferromagnet is strong,
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the SF interfae is ideal, and onsider the lean limit first: then Q = ke − kh =√
2m(E + h+ EF) −
√
2m(−E − h+ EF) ≈ 2h/v, where E is the quasipartile en-
ergy, EF is the Fermi energy, and v is the Fermi veloity. Thus the anomalous wave
funtion of the quasipartiles is
F (x) ∝
4∑
n=1
exp(iSn) ∝ cos(QdF ) cos (Q[dF + x]) . (2.40)
The suppression of Tc by the ferromagnet is determined by the value of the wave
funtion at the SF interfae: F (0) ∝ cos2(QdF ). The minimum of Tc orresponds to
the minimum value of F (0) whih is ahieved at dF = pi/2Q. In the dirty limit the
above expression for Q is replaed by
Q =
√
h
DF
≡ 2pi
λh
(2.41)
(here we have defined the wavelength of the osillations λh); hene the minimum of
Tc(dF ) takes plae at
d
(min)
F =
pi
2
√
DF
h
=
λh
4
. (2.42)
For the bilayer of Ref. [11℄ we obtain d
(min)
F ≈ 7 nm, whereas the experimental value
is 5 nm (Fig. 2.3); thus our qualitative estimate is reasonable.
The arguments given above seem to yield not only the minimum but rather a
suession of minima and maxima. However, numerially we obtain either a single
minimum or a minimum followed by a weak maximum (Fig. 2.4). The reason for this
is that atually the anomalous wave funtion not only osillates in the ferromagneti
layer but also deays exponentially, whih makes the amplitude of the subsequent
osillations almost invisible.
Finally, we note that our arguments onerning osillations of F (x) also apply to
a half-infinite ferromagnet, where we should take into aount only the trajetories 1
and 2 (see Fig. 2.8). This yields F (x) ∝ cos(Qx) (another qualitative explanation of
this result an be found, for example, in Ref. [14℄).
Multilayered strutures
The methods developed and the results obtained in this hapter apply diretly to
more ompliated symmetri multilayered strutures in the 0-state suh as SFS and
FSF trilayers, SFIFS and FSISF systems (I denotes an arbitrary potential barrier),
and SF superlatties. In suh systems an SF bilayer an be onsidered as a unit ell,
and joining together the solutions of the Usadel equations in eah bilayer we obtain
the solution for the whole system (for more details see Se. 1.7).
Our methods an be generalized to take aount of possible superondutive
and/or magneti pi-states (when ∆ and/or h may hange their signs from layer to
layer). In this ase the system annot be equivalently separated into a set of bilay-
ers. Mathematially, this means that the solutions of the Usadel equations lose their
purely osine form [see Eqs. (2.7), (2.14), (2.15), (2.19), (2.20), (2.30b)℄ aquiring a
sine part as well.
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2.1.7 Conlusions
In the present setion, we have developed two methods for alulating the ritial
temperature of a SF bilayer as a funtion of its parameters (the thiknesses and ma-
terial parameters of the layers, the quality of the interfae). The multimode method is
a generalization of the orresponding approah developed in Ref. [20℄ for SN systems.
However, the rigorous justifiation of this method is not lear. Therefore, we propose
yet another approah  the method of fundamental solution, whih is mathematially
rigorous. The results demonstrate that the two methods are equivalent; however, at
low temperatures (ompared to TcS) the auray requirements are striter for the
multimode method, and the method of fundamental solution is preferable. Comparing
our method with experiment we obtain good agreement.
In the general ase, we onfirm three harateristi types of the Tc(dF ) behavior,
found previously in limiting ases or by approximate methods: 1) nonmonotoni deay
of Tc to a finite value exhibiting a minimum at partiular dF , 2) reentrant behavior,
haraterized by vanishing of Tc in a ertain interval of dF and finite values otherwise,
3) monotoni deay of Tc and vanishing at finite dF . Qualitatively, the nonmonotoni
behavior of Tc(dF ) is explained by interferene of quasipartiles in the F layer, whih
an be either onstrutive or destrutive depending on the value of dF .
Using the developed methods we have heked the auray of the widely used
single-mode approximation. We onlude that although at some parameters the re-
sults of the single-mode and exat methods are lose, in the general ase they are
quantitatively and even qualitatively different. Thus, to obtain reliable results one
should use one of the exat (multimode or fundamental-solution) tehniques.
The spatial dependene of the order parameter (at the transition point) is shown
to be almost insensitive to the value of Tc.
The methods developed and the results obtained in this setion, apply diretly to
more ompliated symmetri multilayered strutures in the 0-state suh as SFS and
FSF trilayers, SFIFS and FSISF systems, and SF superlatties. Our methods an
be generalized to take aount of possible superondutive and/or magneti pi-states
(when ∆ and/or h may hange their signs from layer to layer).
In several limiting ases, Tc is onsidered analytially.
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2.2 Triplet proximity effet in FSF trilayers
2.2.1 Introdution
A striking feature of the proximity effet between singlet superondutors and inho-
mogeneous ferromagnets is the possibility of generating the triplet superonduting
omponent [27, 28℄. Reently, it was shown that the triplet omponent also arises
in the ase of several homogeneous but differently oriented ferromagnets [29℄. Physi-
ally, the generating of the triplet omponent in SF systems [27, 28, 29℄ is similar to
the ase of magneti superondutors [30℄.
In Ref. [29℄, the Josephson effet was studied having in mind that the superon-
dutivity in the system is not destroyed by the ferromagnets. However, this issue
requires separate study.
Although the SF proximity effet is rather well studied, the influene of the mutual
orientation of F layers magnetizations (exhange fields) on Tc of layered SF strutures
has been mostly onsidered basing on the ases of parallel (P) and antiparallel (AP)
alignment [4, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35℄. At the same time, those are the only ases when the
triplet omponent is absent.
A FSF trilayer with homogeneous but nonollinear magnetizations of the F layers
is the simplest example of a layered struture in whih the triplet omponent is gen-
erated. The triplet omponent (superonduting orrelations between quasipartiles
with parallel spins) arises due to a mehanism that is similar to the one desribed in
Ref. [28℄, with the differene that instead of loal magneti inhomogeneity we deal
with magneti inhomogeneity of the struture as a whole. This mehanism an be
desribed in terms of the Andreev refletion at FS interfaes. In the ase of a single
FS interfae, the Andreev refletion of a spin-polarized eletron impinging on the FS
interfae from the F side, generates the singlet superonduting orrelations in the
ferromagnet. At the same time, in the FSF trilayer, we must take into aount that
the Andreev refletion from the FS interfae is nonloal in spae: it takes plae on a
sale of the order of the oherene length in the viinity of the interfae. If the S layer
is thin, this proess touhes the seond F layer. If its magnetization is nonollinear
with the first one, it ats as a spin splitter, induing the opposite spin omponent and
hene the triplet superonduting orrelations between the input and the output of
the Andreev refletion.
The ritial temperature of the nonollinear FSF system was studied in Ref. [36℄.
However, in that work the triplet omponent was not taken into aount. Thus
alulation of Tc in the nonollinear FSF trilayer is still an open question.
In this hapter we study the ritial temperature of a FSF trilayer at arbitrary
angle between the in-plane magnetizations (see Fig. 2.9), whih makes it neessary
to take the triplet omponent into aount.
2.2.2 General desription
We onsider the dirty limit, whih is desribed by the Usadel equations. Near Tc,
the Usadel equations are linearized and ontain only the anomalous Green funtion
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Figure 2.9: FSF trilayer. The system is the same as in Ref. [36℄. The thikness of
the S layer is 2dS , of eah F layer  dF . The enter of the S layer orresponds to
x = 0. The thik arrows in the F layers denote the exhange fields h lying in the
(y, z) plane. The angle between the in-plane exhange fields is 2α.
F̂ [27℄:
D
2
d2F̂
dx2
− |ωn|F̂ +∆σ̂3 − i
2
sgnωn
(
F̂ Ĥ∗ + ĤF̂
)
= 0, (2.43)
F̂ =
(
f↑↓ f↑↑
f↓↓ f↓↑
)
.
Here D is the diffusion onstant (DS and DF for the S and F layers), ωn = piT (2n+1)
are the Matsubara frequenies, and σ̂3 is the third Pauli matrix. The funtion F̂
is a matrix in the spin spae. The f↑↑ and f↓↓ omponents desribe the triplet
superonduting orrelations. In the P and AP ases it is suffiient to onsider only
the salar equation for the singlet omponent f↑↓.
Equation (2.43) is written in the general ase when both order parameter and
exhange field are present. In our system, in the F layers the order parameter is
absent, ∆ = 0, while
Ĥ = h (σ̂2 sinα+ σ̂3 cosα) (2.44)
at the exhange field h = h(0, sinα, cosα). h is the exhange energy, and α desribes
the diretion of the in-plane magnetization.
In the S layer, the exhange energy is zero, while the superonduting order pa-
rameter obeys the self-onsisteny equation
∆ ln
TcS
T
= piT
∑
ωn
(
∆
|ωn| − f↑↓
)
, (2.45)
where TcS is the ritial temperature of the S material. In the ase of a single S layer,
∆ an be hosen real.
The boundary onditions at the outer surfaes of the trilayer are
dF̂F
dx
= 0, (2.46)
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while at the SF interfaes
ξS
dF̂S
dx
= γξF
dF̂F
dx
, γ =
ρSξS
ρF ξF
, (2.47)
± ξF γB dF̂F
dx
= F̂S − F̂F , γB = RBA
ρF ξF
. (2.48)
Here ξS(F ) =
√
DS(F )/2piTcS and ρS(F ) are the oherene lengths and the normal
state resistivities of the S and F metals, RB is the total resistane of the SF boundary,
and A is its area. The ± sign in the l.h.s. of Eq. (2.48) refers to the left and right SF
interfae, respetively. The above boundary onditions were derived for SN interfaes
[21℄ (N is a normal metal); their use in the SF ase is justified by the small parameter
h/EF ≪ 1 (EF is the Fermi energy).
Our strategy is to redue the problem to the S layer only, with effetive boundary
onditions.
We expand the Green funtion F̂ in the basis of the Pauli matries σ̂1, σ̂2, σ̂3,
and the unit matrix σ̂0. It an be shown that the solution has the form
F̂ = f0σ̂0 + f1σ̂1 + f3σ̂3. (2.49)
The f0 omponent is imaginary, while f1 and f3 are real. The relations f0(−ωn) =
−f0(ωn), f1(−ωn) = −f1(ωn), f3(−ωn) = f3(ωn) make it suffiient to onsider only
positive Matsubara frequenies.
The f1 omponent desribes a speial type of triplet ondensate [27, 29℄, odd
in frequeny [f1(−ωn) = −f1(ωn)℄ and even in the relative momentum of eletrons
in the Cooper pair,
1
whih is similar to the one proposed by Berezinskii [37℄. It
is independene on the momentum diretion that allows the triplet ondensate to
survive in the diffusive limit, in ontrast to the standard (odd in momentum) ase
[38℄. This Berezinskii-type triplet phase is haraterized by zero orbital momentum
of the triplet Cooper pairs. The odd dependene on frequeny implies (spontaneous)
breaking of the time-reversal symmetry.
Equation (2.43) yields three oupled salar equations (we onsider ωn > 0):
D
2
d2f0
dx2
− ωnf0 − ihf3 cosα = 0,
D
2
d2f1
dx2
− ωnf1 + hf3 sinα = 0, (2.50)
D
2
d2f3
dx2
− ωnf3 − ihf0 cosα− hf1 sinα+∆ = 0.
Analyzing symmetries implied by Eqs. (2.50) and geometry of the system, we onlude
that f0(x) = f0(−x), f1(x) = −f1(−x), f3(x) = f3(−x). Thus we an onsider only
one half of the system, say x < 0, while the boundary onditions at x = 0 are
df0
dx
= 0, f1 = 0,
df3
dx
= 0. (2.51)
1
The relative momentum of eletrons in the Cooper pair should not be onfused with the mo-
mentum orresponding to the x oordinate. The latter desribes the enter of mass of the Cooper
pair, while the relative momentum is not an argument of the quasilassial Green funtions whih
are integrated over it.
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Below we shall use the following wave vetors:
kF =
√
2ωn/DF , kh =
√
h/DF , k˜h =
√
k2F + 2ik
2
h,
kS =
√
2ωn/DS . (2.52)
The solution in the left F layer, satisfying the boundary ondition (2.46), has the
form
F̂F = C1 (iσ̂0 sinα+ σ̂1 cosα) cosh [kF (x+ dS + dF )]+
+C2 (σ̂0 cosα+ iσ̂1 sinα+ σ̂3) cosh
[
k˜h (x+ dS + dF )
]
+
+C3 (σ̂0 cosα+ iσ̂1 sinα− σ̂3) cosh
[
k˜∗h (x+ dS + dF )
]
. (2.53)
The matrix boundary ondition (2.48) yields three salar equations, whih allow to
express the oeffiients C1, C2, C3 in terms of the omponents f0, f1, f3 of the Green
funtion on the S side of the FS interfae:
C1 =
−if0 sinα+ f1 cosα
1 + γBAF
,
C2 =
f0 cosα− if1 sinα+ f3
2 (1 + γBAh)
, (2.54)
C3 =
f0 cosα− if1 sinα− f3
2 (1 + γBA∗h)
,
where we have introdued the following notations:
AF = kF ξF tanh(kF dF ), Ah = k˜hξF tanh(k˜hdF ),
VF =
γAF
1 + γBAF
, Vh =
γAh
1 + γBAh
. (2.55)
Then the boundary ondition (2.47) yields
ξS
df0
dx
= f0
(
VF sin
2 α+ReVh cos
2 α
)−
− if1 (V − ReVh) sinα cosα+ if3 ImVh cosα, (2.56)
ξS
df1
dx
= if0 (VF − ReVh) sinα cosα+
+ f1
(
VF cos
2 α+ReVh sin
2 α
)
+ f3 ImVh sinα, (2.57)
ξS
df3
dx
= if0 ImVh cosα− f1 ImVh sinα+ f3ReVh. (2.58)
Thus the Green funtion of the F layer is eliminated, and we obtain equations for the
S layer only. Moreover, we an proeed further, beause in the S layer the unknown
funtion ∆(x) (whih must be determined self-onsistently) only enters the equation
for the f3 omponent [the last of Eqs. (2.50)℄. At the same time, taking boundary
onditions (2.51) into aount, we an write f0 = B0 cosh(kSx), f1 = B1 sinh(kSx).
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Exluding B0 and B1 from the boundary onditions (2.56)(2.58), we arrive at the
effetive boundary ondition for f3:
ξS
df3
dx
=Wf3, (2.59)
where
W = ReVh + (ImVh)
2
kSξSA(α) + ReVh
, (2.60)
and the angular dependene is determined by
A =
kSξS tanh(kSdS) + VF
[
sin2 α+ tanh2(kSdS) cos
2 α
]
kSξS
[
cos2 α+ tanh2(kSdS) sin
2 α
]
+ VF tanh(kSdS)
. (2.61)
Effetively, we obtain the following problem:
∆ ln
TcS
T
= 2piT
∑
ωn>0
(
∆
ωn
− f3
)
, (2.62)
DS
2
d2f3
dx2
− ωnf3 +∆ = 0, (2.63)
ξS
df3(−dS)
dx
=W(ωn)f3(−dS), df3(0)
dx
= 0 (2.64)
All information about the F layers is ontained in a single funtion W , all informa-
tion about the misorientation angle  in its part A(α). Knowledge of W is already
suffiient to draw several general onlusions about the behavior of Tc. First, if the
S layer is thik, i.e. dS ≫ ξS , then tanh(kSdS) ≈ 1 at harateristi frequenies,
and Tc does not depend on α. Qualitatively, this happens beause the effet of mu-
tual orientation of the F layers is due to interation between the two SF interfaes,
whih is effiient only in the ase of thin S layer. Seond, Tc does not depend on dF if
dF ≫ ξF . Qualitatively, this is due to the fat that the superonduting orrelations
penetrate from the S to F layer only on the sale ξF , and if dF is even larger, it does
not affet Tc.
The triplet omponent is nonmonotoni as a funtion of α: it vanishes at α = 0
and α = pi/2 (P and AP ase, respetively), and arises only between the two boundary
values. However, the Tc(α) dependene is always monotoni (Tc monotonially grows
with inreasing α). It an be diretly proven from the monotoni behavior of A(α),
and, hene, W . This rigorously derived onlusion disproves the result obtained by
the approximate single-mode method in Ref. [32℄, where it was laimed that Tc in the
AP onfiguration an be smaller than in the P ase.
2.2.3 Numerial results in the general ase
At arbitrary parameters of the system, the effetive problem (2.62)(2.64) an be
solved numerially by the methods developed in Ses. 2.1.3, 2.1.4.
Numerial results obtained by the exat methods are shown in Figs. 2.10, 2.11.
A question arises: why is there pronouned angular dependene in the ase dS > ξS ,
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Figure 2.10: Critial temperature Tc vs. thikness of the F layers dF , whih is normal-
ized on the wavelength of the singlet omponent osillations λh = 2pi/kh. Parameters
dS/ξS = 1.2, h/piTcS = 6.8, γ = 0.15, γB = 0.02 are lose to the experiment [11℄.
The urves are alulated at different angles 2α between the in-plane exhange fields
in the F layers. A minimum of the Tc(dF ) dependene and reentrant behavior were
obtained for ollinear orientations in Refs. [3, 15, 16℄.
when the S layer is not thin? The answer is that the ondition dS ≪ ξS =√
DS/2piTcS is a suient ondition of thin S layer, whereas the neessary ondition
is weaker: dS ≪ ξ =
√
DS/2piTc, sine the harateristi energy for a partiular
system is piTc with its own value of Tc. The two onditions beome essentially differ-
ent if Tc is notably suppressed, and in this ase Tc an exhibit pronouned angular
dependene at dS ≪ ξ, while it is possible to have dS > ξS .
Experimentally, the onditions for observing the angular dependene of Tc are
more easily met when Tc is essentially (but not ompletely) suppressed. Aordingly,
the effet of α on Tc(dF ) dependene is most pronouned near the reentrant behavior.
Experimental detetion of the reentrant behavior was reported in Ref. [39℄.
2.2.4 Analytial results for the ase of thin S layer
If dS ≪ ξS , then ∆ is onstant. The Usadel equation (2.63) an be solved, and the
equation determining Tc takes the form
ln
TcS
Tc
= 2piTc
∑
ωn>0
(
1
ωn
− 1
ωn +WpiTcSξS/dS
)
, (2.65)
where W is given by Eq. (2.60) with simplified funtion A(α):
A =
k2SξSdS + VF
[
sin2 α+ (kSdS)
2 cos2 α
]
kSξS
[
cos2 α+ (kSdS)2 sin
2 α
]
+ VF kSdS
. (2.66)
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Figure 2.11: Tc vs. misorientation angle 2α. The urves orrespond to different
thiknesses of the F layers dF . The parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.10.
For the P and AP alignments, under additional assumption of strong ferromag-
netism (h≫ piTcS), we obtain:
ln
TcS
TPc
= Reψ
(
1
2
+
Vh
2
ξS
dS
TcS
TPc
)
− ψ
(
1
2
)
, (2.67)
ln
TcS
TAPc
= ψ
(
1
2
+
W
2
ξS
dS
TcS
TAPc
)
− ψ
(
1
2
)
, (2.68)
where ψ is the digamma funtion, Vh is determined by Eqs. (2.55) with k˜h = (1+i)kh,
and in the region of parameters, where Tc 6= 0 [the orresponding onditions an be
extrated from the results for the ritial thikness  see Eqs. (2.70), (2.71) below℄,
we may write
W = ReVh + dS
ξS
(ImVh)
2
. (2.69)
Due to symmetry, the result for the P ase (2.67) reprodues that for the SF bilayer
with S layer of thikness dS [Eq. (B.2)℄. In the AP ase, if the seond terms in the
r.h.s. of Eq. (2.69) an be negleted (e.g., at khdF ≫ 1 in the region of parameters
where Tc 6= 0), then W = ReVh and we reprodue the result of Ref. [33℄. However,
the seond term beomes essential in the Cooper limit, defined by onditions dS ≪√
DS/2ωD, dF ≪ min(
√
DF /2ωD, k
−1
h ), γB = 0, with ωD the Debye energy of the
S material. In this ase ReVh = 0 and Eqs. (2.68), (2.69) reprodue the result of
Tagirov [4℄.
The ritial thikness dcS of the S layer, below whih the superondutivity van-
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ishes, immediately follows from Eqs. (2.67), (2.68) for the P and AP ases:
2
dPcS
ξS
= 2 exp(C) |Vh| , d
AP
cS
ξS
= 2 exp(C)W (2.70)
at
dcS
ξS
≪ 1. (2.71)
Here C ≈ 0.577 is Euler's onstant. Condition (2.71) is neessary for appliability
of Eqs. (2.70). If this ondition is not satisfied, then Eqs. (2.70) only tell us that
at dS/ξS ≪ 1 the superondutivity is ertainly absent, i.e., Tc = 0. Aording to
the monotoni growth of Tc(α), the funtion dcS(α) dereases monotonially, hene
dPcS > d
AP
cS . At γB = 0, khdF ≫ 1, Eqs. (2.70) reprodue the results of Ref. [36℄ for
the P and AP ases.
The Tc(α) dependene an be most easily studied in the Cooper limit. In this ase
a simple analysis an be done already on the level of the Usadel equations, and the
system is desribed as a uniform layer with the effetive exhange energy
3
heff =
τF
τS
h cosα, (2.72)
where τS(F ) = 2dS(F )RBA/ρS(F )DS(F ) (similarly to Eqs. (1.31)). The auray of
this result is limited to the first order over h, whih beomes insuffiient in the viinity
of α = pi/2. At α = pi/2, the first-order effet of h vanishes, while a more aurate
analysis (Ref. [4℄ and Eqs. (2.68), (2.69)) reveals the seond-order effet of h on Tc.
Let us now onsider the same limit as in Ref. [36℄:
dS ≪ ξS , khdF ≫ 1, h≫ piTcS, γB = 0, (2.73)
γkhξF
dS
ξS
≪ 1. (2.74)
The ondition to have superondutivity at least at some orientations has the form
dAPcS < dS ≪ ξS , and in the ase under disussion, Eqs. (2.70), (2.71) yield:
2 exp(C) γkhξF <
dS
ξS
≪ 1, (2.75)
hene ondition (2.74) beomes redundant.
Starting from Eqs. (2.65), (2.60), (2.66), we finally obtain the following equation
for Tc:
ln
TcS
Tc
= Qψ
(
1
2
+
Ω1
2piTc
)
+Rψ
(
1
2
+
Ω2
2piTc
)
− ψ
(
1
2
)
, (2.76)
2
When alulating dcS , we assume that the phase transition is of the seond order. However, this
issue may require a separate study. In priniple, under some irumstanes, the order of the phase
transition in SF systems an hange from seond to first one  see Se. 2.1.5.
3
Sine ωn was negleted in omparison with h in the Usadel equation, the result of the Cooper
limit is valid only at τS ≫ τF .
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Figure 2.12: Critial thikness of the S layer dcS vs. misorientation angle 2α. Dashed
line is the result of Baladie et al. [36℄, obtained without aount of the triplet om-
ponent.
where
Q =
1
2
+
sin2 α
2
√
sin4 α− 4 cos2 α
, R = 1−Q,
Ω1,2 =
d0
dS
piTcS
(
1 + cos2 α±
√
sin4 α− 4 cos2 α
)
, (2.77)
d0 = γkhξF ξS/2.
In the P and AP ases, where the triplet omponent is absent, Eqs. (2.76), (2.77)
reprodue the results of Refs. [31, 36℄. At the same time, at a nonollinear alignment
the results are learly different.
The ritial thikness is found from Eqs. (2.76), (2.77):
dcS(α)
d0
= 4
√
2 exp(C) cosα
(
1 + cos2 α+
√
sin4 α− 4 cos2 α
1 + cos2 α−
√
sin4 α− 4 cos2 α
) sin2 α
2
√
sin4 α−4 cos2 α
.
(2.78)
Although the square root in this expression an beome imaginary, the whole ex-
pression remains real (zi is real if |z| = 1). Figure 2.12 illustrates the result (2.78).
2.2.5 Conditions of existene of the odd triplet superondu-
tivity in SF multilayers
Now we turn to analyze the onditions of appliability for the results reported in
Ref. [29℄. A nonollinear FSF trilayer is a unit ell of the multilayered struture
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studied in that work. The main result of Ref. [29℄, the Josephson urrent due to the
long-range triplet omponent, requires that the S layer is thin dS ≪ ξS , while the F
layers are thik for the singlet omponent and moderate for the triplet one: k−1h ≪
ξF < dF [29℄. In this ase the ondition that superondutivity is not ompletely
suppressed at least in the viinity of the AP alignment [Eqs. (2.70), (2.71)℄ takes the
form
4 exp(C) γkhξF
1 + 2γBkhξF
(1 + 2γBkhξF )2 + 1
<
dS
ξS
≪ 1. (2.79)
At γB = 0 (as it was assumed in Ref. [29℄), this yields
2 exp(C) γkhξF <
dS
ξS
≪ 1, (2.80)
whih is a rather strong ondition for γ, sine khξF ≫ 1. Finite interfae resistane
relaxes this ondition: already at γB & 1, Eq. (2.79) yields
2 exp(C)
γ
γB
<
dS
ξS
≪ 1. (2.81)
The ondition that superondutivity exists at all orientations has the form similar
to Eq. (2.79) but with the orresponding expression for dPcS instead of d
AP
cS in the
l.h.s. This only leads to a minor differene, sine the two ritial thiknesses are of
the same order: dPcS =
√
2 dAPcS at γB = 0, while d
P
cS = d
AP
cS at γB > 1.
2.2.6 Conlusions
In this setion, we have studied Tc of a FSF trilayer as a funtion of its parameters,
in partiular, the angle 2α between magnetizations of the F layers. At nonollinear
orientation of magnetizations, we take into aount the triplet superonduting om-
ponent generated in the system due to nonloality of the Andreev refletion.
The Tc(α) dependene beomes pronouned when the S layer is thin, and an lead
to swithing between superonduting and non-superonduting states as the angle
is varied. In the general ase, we redue the problem to the form that allows us to
employ the exat numerial methods of Se. 2.1. In the most interesting limiting
ases, we analytially analyze Tc and the ritial thikness of the S layer.
Our results diretly apply to multilayered SF strutures, where a FSF trilayer
is a unit ell. We have formulated the onditions whih are neessary for existene
of reently investigated odd triplet superondutivity in SF multilayers [29℄. The
onditions are severe in the ase of transparent interfaes, but beome realizable at
moderate interfae transpareny.
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Chapter 3
Josephson effet in SFS juntions
3.1 Critial urrent in SFIFS juntions
3.1.1 Introdution
Josephson strutures involving ferromagnets as weak link material are presently a
subjet of intensive study. The possibility of the so-alled pi-state, haraterized
by the negative sign of the ritial urrent Ic, was theoretially predited in SFS
Josephson juntions [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13℄. The first experimental
observation of the rossover from 0- to pi-state was reported by Ryazanov et al.
[14℄ and explained in terms of temperature-dependent spatial osillations of indued
superonduting ordering in the diffusive F layer.
More reently a number of new phenomena was predited in juntions with more
than one magnetially ordered layer. First, the rossover to the pi-state was predited
in Ref. [6℄ for the ase of parallel magnetizations in SFIFS Josephson juntions even in
the absene of the order parameter osillations in thin F layers. Seond, the possibility
of the ritial urrent enhanement by the exhange field in SFIFS juntions with
thin F layers and antiparallel magnetization diretions was disussed in the regimes
of small S layer thiknesses [15℄ and bulk S eletrodes [16℄. However, in the ase of
thin S layers, Ref. [15℄ dealt with an idealized model in the tunneling limit, whih lead
to a divergeny of the ritial urrent at zero temperature; moreover, the physial
mehanisms of the disovered enhanement effet were unlear. At the same time,
for the bulk S ase an approximate method was used in Refs. [6, 16℄ and a part of the
results was obtained beyond its appliability range (this will be shown below  see
disussion of Fig. 3.2).
The above intriguing senario motivated us to attak the problem of the Joseph-
son effet in SFIFS juntions by self-onsistent solution of the Usadel equations for
arbitrary thiknesses of the F layers and arbitrary barrier transparenies. Below we
show that the 0pi transition in the ase of parallel orientation of the exhange fields
h or enhanement of Ic by h in the antiparallel ase with thin F layers our when the
effetive energy shift in the ferromagnets (due to the exhange field) beomes equal
to a loal value of the effetive energy gap indued into the F layers. Under this
ondition a peak in the loal density of states (DoS) near the SF interfaes is shifted
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Figure 3.1: Types of SFS systems onsidered in the present hapter.
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to zero energy. In the models with DoS of the BCS type this leads to a logarithmi di-
vergeny of Ic in the antiparallel ase at zero temperature, similarly to the well known
Riedel singularity of the a superurrent in SIS tunnel juntions at voltage eV = 2∆.
We also desribe the general numerial method to solve the problem self-onsistently
and apply it for quantitative desription of the 0pi transition and Ic enhanement in
SFIFS juntions.
3.1.2 Model
We onsider the struture of SFIFS type, where I is an insulating barrier of arbitrary
strength (see Fig. 3.1a). We assume that the S layers are bulk and that the dirty
limit onditions are fulfilled in the S and F metals. Although our method is appliable
in the general situation of different ferromagnets and superondutors, for simpliity
below we illustrate our results in the ase when equivalent S and F materials are used
on both sides of the struture (although the diretions of the exhange field in the
two F layers may be different), both F layers have the thikness dF , and the two
SF interfaes have the same transpareny. At the same time, we do not put any
limitations on dF and the transpareny.
The Usadel funtions G, F , F¯ obey the normalization ondition G2 + FF¯ = 1,
whih allows the following parameterizations in terms of the new funtion Φ:
G(ωn) =
ω˜n√
ω˜2n +Φ(ωn)Φ
∗(−ωn)
, F (ωn) =
Φ(ωn)√
ω˜2n +Φ(ωn)Φ
∗(−ωn)
, (3.1)
F¯ (ωn) = F
∗(−ωn).
The quantity ω˜n = ωn + ih orresponds to the general ase when the exhange field
h is present. However, in the S layers h = 0 and we have simply ω˜n = ωn.
We hoose the x axis perpendiular to the plane of the interfaes with the origin
at the barrier I. The Usadel equations [17℄ in the S and F layers have the form
ξ2S
piTc
ωnGS
∂
∂x
[
G2S
∂
∂x
ΦS
]
− ΦS = −∆, (3.2)
ξ2F
piTc
ω˜nGF
∂
∂x
[
G2F
∂
∂x
ΦF
]
− ΦF = 0, (3.3)
where Tc is the ritial temperature of the superondutors, ∆ is the order parameter
(whih is nonzero only in the S layers), ωn is the Matsubara frequeny, and the
oherene lengths ξ are related to the diffusion onstants D as ξS(F ) =
√
DS(F )/2piTc.
The order parameter satisfies the self-onsisteny equations
∆ ln
T
Tc
+ piT
∑
ωn
∆−GSΦS sgnωn
|ωn| = 0. (3.4)
We restrit ourselves to the ases of parallel and antiparallel orientations of the ex-
hange fields h in the ferromagnets.
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The boundary onditions at the SF interfaes (x = ∓dF ) have the form [18℄ (see
Ref. [19℄ for details)
ξSG
2
S
ωn
∂
∂x
ΦS = γ
ξFG
2
F
ω˜n
∂
∂x
ΦF , (3.5)
±γB ξFGF
ω˜n
∂
∂x
ΦF = GS
(
ΦF
ω˜n
− ΦS
ωn
)
, (3.6)
with γB =
RBA
ρF ξF
, γ =
ρSξS
ρF ξF
,
where RB and A are the resistane and the area of the SF interfaes; ρS(F ) is the
resistivity of the S (F) layer. At the I interfae (x = 0) the boundary onditions read
G2F1
ω˜n1
∂
∂x
ΦF1 =
G2F2
ω˜n2
∂
∂x
ΦF2, (3.7)
γB,I
ξFGF1
ω˜n1
∂
∂x
ΦF1 = GF2
(
ΦF2
ω˜n2
− ΦF1
ω˜n1
)
, (3.8)
with γB,I =
RB,IA
ρF ξF
,
where the indies 1, 2 refer to the left and right hand side of the I interfae, respe-
tively.
In the bulk of the S eletrodes we assume a uniform urrent-arrying superon-
duting state
Φ(x = ∓∞) = ∆0 exp (i[∓ϕ/2 + 2mvsx])
1 + 2DSm2v2s/
√
ω2n + |Φ|2
, (3.9)
where m is the eletron's mass, vs is the superfluid veloity, and ϕ is the phase
differene aross the juntion.
The superurrent density is onstant aross the system. In the F part it is given
by the expression
J =
ipiT
2eρ
∑
ωn
G2(ωn)
ω˜2n
[
Φωn
∂
∂x
Φ∗−ωn − Φ∗−ωn
∂
∂x
Φωn
]
, (3.10)
while analogous formula for the S part is obtained if we substitute ω˜n → ωn. This
expression, together with the boundary ondition (3.8) and the symmetry relation
F (−ωn, h) = F (ωn,−h), yields the formula for the superurrent aross the I interfae:
I =
piT
eRB,I
∑
ωn
Im [F ∗F1(−h1)FF2(h2)] (3.11)
[the funtions F are related to Φ via Eq. (3.1)℄.
3.1.3 Limit of thin F layers
Let us onsider the limit of thin F layers: dF ≪ min(ξF ,
√
DF/2h). Under the
ondition γB/γ ≫ 1 we an neglet the suppression of superondutivity in the su-
perondutors. We assume further that the transpareny of the I barrier is small,
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γB,I ≫ max(1, γB), hene the SF bilayers are deoupled. In this ase we an set
vs = 0 and expand the solution of Eq. (3.3) in the F layers up to the seond order
in small spatial gradients. Applying the boundary ondition (3.6), we obtain the
solution in the form similar to that in SN bilayer [20, 19℄:
ΦF1,F2 =
ω˜n1,2/ωn
1 + γBM ω˜n1,2/piTcGS
∆0 exp(∓iϕ/2), (3.12)
with γBM = γB
dF
ξF
, GS =
ωn√
ω2n +∆
2
0
.
This solution orresponds to the γM = 0 limit of Refs. [19, 6, 16℄, therefore the
analytial results (3.13)(3.18) presented below are expliitly or impliitly ontained
in those works. We employ them to disover the physial mehanisms leading to
the effets of the 0pi transition and the enhanement of the ritial urrent by the
exhange field.
Substituting Eq. (3.12) into the expression for the superurrent (3.11) we obtain
I(ϕ) = Ic sinϕ. For the parallel orientation of the exhange fields, h1 = h2 = h, the
ritial urrent is
I(p)c =
2piT
eRB,I
∑
ωn>0
∆20
Ω
· A
A2 +B2
, (3.13)
while for the antiparallel orientation, h1 = −h2 = h, we obtain
I(a)c =
2piT
eRB,I
∑
ωn>0
∆20
Ω
· 1√
A2 + B2
. (3.14)
Here we have introdued the following notations:
A = (piTc)
2Ω− (γBMh)2Ω + γBMω2n (2 + γBMΩ) , (3.15)
B = 2ωnhγBMΩ (1 + γBMΩ) , (3.16)
Ω =
√
ω2n +∆
2
0
piTc
.
At h/piTc = 1/γBM and small ωn, the expression under the sum in Eq. (3.14)
behaves as 1/ωn, thus at low T the ritial urrent diverges logarithmially: I
(a)
c ∝
ln(Tc/T ). This effet was pointed out in Refs. [15, 16℄.
The above results beome physially transparent in the real energy E represen-
tation. Performing the analytial ontinuation in Eqs. (3.1), (3.12) by replaement
ωn → −iE, we obtain the expression for the DoS per one spin projetion (spin up)
νF (E) = ReGF (E) in the F layers:
νF (E) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣Re E˜√E˜2 −∆20
∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (3.17)
E˜ = E + γBM (E − h)
√
∆20 − E2
piTc
,
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whih demonstrates the energy renormalization due to the exhange field. Equation
(3.17) yields
νF (0) = Re
γBMh/piTc√
(γBMh/piTc)2 − 1
, (3.18)
whih shows that at h/piTc = 1/γBM the singularity in the DoS is shifted to the
Fermi level. Exatly at this value of h/piTc the maximum of I
(a)
c is ahieved due to
the overlap of two E−1/2 singularities. This leads to logarithmi divergeny of the
ritial urrent (3.14) in the limit T → 0, similarly to the well known Riedel singularity
of nonstationary superurrent in SIS tunnel juntions at voltage eV = 2∆0, where
the energy shift is due to the eletri potential. At the same value of the exhange
field h/piTc = 1/γBM the ritial urrent hanges its sign (i.e., the rossover from 0
to pi ontat ours) for parallel magnetizations of the F layers [see Eq. (3.13)℄.
We emphasize that the senario of the 0pi transition in our ase differs from those
studied before where the pi-shift of the phase was either due to spatial osillations of
the order parameter in F layers (see, e.g., Ref. [14℄ and referenes therein) or due to
the proximity-indued phase rotation in S layers [6℄. In our ase the phase does not
hange in either layer; instead, it jumps at the SF interfaes. This senario is most
learly illustrated in the limit of large h where Eqs. (3.1), (3.12) yield FF ∝ −i∆sgnh
whereas FS ∝ ∆; thus the phase jumps by pi/2 at eah of the SF interfaes, providing
the total pi-shift between FF1(−h) and FF2(h) [it is the phase differene between these
two funtions that determines the superurrent aording to Eq. (3.11)℄. Physially,
these jumps are not a property of the SF interfaes as suh. Indeed the ondition
for the 0pi transition is determined by the γBM parameter, whih depends on both
the interfae transpareny and the thikness of the F layer. Probably, the pi/2 phase
is aquired due to multiple passage of quasipartiles, refleted at the SF interfae,
through the F layer (while only a very small phase is aquired at a single passage).
The onsidered effets take plae only for suffiiently low I-barrier transpareny.
Indeed, it follows from Eq. (3.12) that GF (ωn) ∝ 1/√ωn for small ωn under ondition
h/piTc = 1/γBM . As a result, the boundary ondition (3.8) yields that at
ωn
piTc
6 min
(
ξF
dF γB,I
,
γB
γB,I
)
(3.19)
the solutions (3.12) are not valid, sine in this frequeny range the effetive trans-
pareny of the I interfae (the parameter GF1GF2/γB,I) inreases and the spatial gra-
dients in the F layers beome large, similarly to the KulikOmelyanhuk ase [21, 22℄.
At these frequenies, the Green funtions G, F (and hene the ontribution to the
ritial urrent from these frequenies) are h-independent. As a result, the barrier
transpareny parameter γB,I provides the utoff of the low-temperature logarithmi
singularity of I
(a)
c at h/piTc = 1/γBM [see Eq. (3.14)℄. Aording to Eq. (3.19), the
ritial urrent saturates at low temperature T ∗ = Tcmin(ξF /dF γB,I , γB/γB,I). We
note that any asymmetry in the SFIFS juntion will also lead to the utoff of I
(a)
c
divergeny. The above estimates are done for the ase of low barrier transpareny,
ξF /dF γB,I ≪ 1 and γB/γB,I ≪ 1. The opposite regime of high transpareny requires
separate study.
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Figure 3.2: Enhanement of the ritial urrent (antiparallel magnetizations, solid
lines) and the 0pi transition at whih Ic hanges its sign (parallel magnetizations,
dashed lines) in the SFIFS juntion at T/Tc = 0.05, γBM = 1, and γM = 0. Inset:
the same for large values of γM . Note that the limit dF /ξF = 0 is taken at fixed
γBM = γBdF /ξF . Sine it is γBM that determines the strength of the proximity
effet in the limit of thin F layers, Ic demonstrates dependene on h.
3.1.4 General ase
For arbitrary F-layer thiknesses and the interfae parameters, we solved the bound-
ary problem (3.1)(3.9) numerially using an iterative proedure. Starting from trial
values of the omplex order parameters ∆ and the Green funtions GS,F we solve
the resulting linear equations and the boundary onditions for the funtions ΦS,F .
After that we realulate GS,F and ∆. Then we repeat the iterations until onver-
geny is reahed. The self-onsisteny of alulations is heked by the ondition of
onservation of the superurrent (3.10) aross the juntion. We emphasize that our
method is fully self-onsistent: in partiular, it inludes the self-onsisteny over the
superfluid veloity vs, whih is essential (ontrary to the onstrition ase) in the
quasi-one-dimensional geometry.
Figure 3.2 shows Ic(h) dependenies alulated at T = 0.05Tc from the numerial
solution of the boundary problem (3.1)(3.9) for the fixed value of γBM = 1 and a
set of different F-layers thiknesses and the SF interfae parameters γ. The normal
juntion resistane is RN = RB,I + 2RB + 2ρFdF /A. The urves dF /ξF = 0 are the
limits of vanishing dF /ξF ratio at fixed γBM and are alulated from Eqs. (3.13),
(3.14). For thin F layers the results depend only on the ombination γM = γdF /ξF .
The enhanement of Ic and the rossover to the pi-state are learly seen for the
antiparallel and parallel orientations, respetively. In aordane with the estimates
given above, these effets take plae for the values of the exhange field h lose to
piTc. The enhanement disappears with inreasing gradients in the F layers sine the
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Figure 3.3: Enhanement of the ritial urrent (antiparallel magnetizations, solid
lines) and the 0pi transition at whih Ic hanges its sign (parallel magnetizations,
dashed lines) in the SFIFS juntion: influene of temperature and barrier trans-
pareny. The dotted line orresponds to T/Tc = 0.01 and ξF /dF γB,I = 0; the
parameters for other urves are given in the figure.
solution Eq. (3.12) loses its validity. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.2 by inreasing the
thikness dF or γM .
Thus in the ase of large γM the enhanement effet is absent, in ontrast to the
statement of Ref. [16℄. This ontradition is due to the fat that the alulation in
the large γM limit in Ref. [16℄ is valid only at T ≫ Tc/γ2M , whereas the effet of I(a)c
enhanement exists only at small T . Therefore the enhanement effet at large γM and
small T in Ref. [16℄ was obtained beyond the appliability range of the approximate
method. At the same time, at small γM , the Ic(h) dependenies in Refs. [6, 16℄
are qualitatively orret but quantitatively inaurate beause in the approximate
analytial alulation the orretion over small γM was taken into aount only in
the Green funtion but not in the order parameter ∆. The aurate alulation
requires to onsider this orretion self-onsistently (similarly to Ref. [23℄).
Influene of temperature and barrier transpareny on the ritial urrent anomaly
is shown in Fig. 3.3. One an see that, in aordane with the above estimate, the
utoff of I
(a)
c singularity is provided by finite temperature or barrier transpareny.
Namely, with the derease of the barrier strength parameter γB,I the peak magnitude
starts to drop when the ratio dF γB,I/ξF beomes omparable to T/Tc. With further
derease of dF γB,I/ξF the singularity disappears, while the transition to the pi-state
shifts to large values of h.
Figure 3.4 demonstrates the DoS in the F layers for one spin projetion, alulated
numerially in the limit of small I-barrier transpareny. At h = 0 we reprodue the
well-known minigap existing in SN bilayer. At finite h the gap shifts in energy
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Figure 3.4: Normalized density of states for spin up in the F layer for various
exhange fields.
(asymmetrially) and the peak in the DoS reahes zero energy at h/piTc = 1/γBM .
One an see that even for a small value γM = 0.05 the peaks are rather broad,
therefore the singularity in I
(a)
c is suppressed by γM very rapidly.
In the pratially interesting limit of finite F-layer thikness (see Fig. 3.5) the
numerial alulations demonstrate monotoni suppression of Ic with inrease of the
exhange field h for antiparallel magnetizations of the F layers and the 0pi rossover
for the parallel ase. One an see from Fig. 3.5 that for given temperature and
thikness of the F layers it is possible to find the value of the exhange field at whih
swithing between parallel and antiparallel orientations will lead to swithing of Ic
from nearly zero to a finite value (or to swithing between 0 and pi states).
The ase of parallel F-layers magnetizations in the absene of the I barrier or-
responds to the standard SFS juntion where the 0pi transition is possible due to
spatial osillations of indued superonduting ordering in the F layer. The ther-
mally indued 0pi rossover in SFS juntion was observed in Ref. [14℄, where simple
theory based on the linearized Usadel equations was also presented. Here we obtain
suh a rossover (see the inset in Fig. 3.5) from the fully self-onsistent solution in
the range of the exhange fields orresponding to that of Ref. [14℄.
3.1.5 Conlusions
In this setion, we have developed a general method to solve the Usadel equations
in SFIFS juntions self-onsistently. Using our method, we have investigated theo-
retially the Josephson urrent in SFIFS and SFS juntions. To larify the physial
mehanisms behind the observed effets, we analytially onsidered the limiting ase
of thin F layers.
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Figure 3.5: Critial urrent in the general ase: swithing effet. T/Tc = 0.5, the
solid and dashed lines orrespond to the antiparallel and parallel orientations of mag-
netizations, respetively. Inset: thermally indued 0pi rossover in the parallel ase.
If the magnetizations of the two F layers in the SFIFS juntion are antiparallel,
then the ritial urrent an be enhaned by the exhange field, as it was predited
before in similar strutures. We demonstrate that this effet is similar to the Riedel
singularity that takes plae in SIS juntion due to shifting of the density of states by
voltage; in the SFIFS juntion, the shift is due to the exhange field. The logarithmi
divergene of the maximal ritial urrent is ut off by finite temperature or barrier
transpareny.
If the magnetizations are parallel, then the juntion an undergo the transition to
the pi-state even in the limit of thin F layers. We demonstrate that this effet an be
due to the effetive pi/2 shifts at the two SF interfaes.
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3.2 Nonsinusoidal urrentphase relation in SFFS
and SIFIS Josephson juntions
3.2.1 Introdution
The relation between the superurrent I aross a Josephson juntion and the differ-
ene ϕ between the phases of the order parameters in the superonduting banks is
an important harateristi of the struture. The form of I(ϕ) dependene is essen-
tially used for analyzing the dynamis of systems ontaining Josephson juntions [24℄.
Studying I(ϕ) also provides information on pairing symmetry in superondutors [25℄.
In strutures with tunnel-type ondutivity of a weak link (SIS) the urrent
phase relation is sinusoidal, I(ϕ) = Ic sinϕ with Ic > 0, in the whole temperature
range below the ritial temperature. At the same time, in point ontats (SS)
and juntions with metalli type of ondutivity (SNS) strong deviations from the
sinusoidal form take plae at low temperatures T [22℄ with the maximum of I(ϕ)
ahieved at pi/2 < ϕmax < pi.
The situation drastially hanges if there is magnetoative material in the region
of weak link. The transition from the 0-state (Ic > 0) to the pi-state (Ic < 0) has been
theoretially predited in a variety of Josephson strutures ontaining ferromagnets
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13℄ and experimentally observed in SFS and SIFS
juntions [14, 26, 27℄. In the general ase modifiations of I(ϕ) do not redue to the
hange of the ritial urrent sign in the sinusoidal Josephson relation. It was shown
that the presene of a ferromagnet may result in a nonsinusoidal shape of I(ϕ). In the
diffusive regime, this situation ours in long SFS juntions with ideally transparent
interfaes [8, 9℄. However, in this ase the effets take plae only in a narrow interval
of very low temperatures (due to smallness of the Thouless energy), while in the
present setion we shall onsider short-length strutures where the effets are more
pronouned and exist pratially in the whole temperature range.
In this setion we investigate anomalies of the I(ϕ) relation in several types of
SFS strutures whih allow analytial solution: the SFFS point ontat with lean
or diffusive onstrition as a weak link, and the double-barrier SIFIS juntion; the
ferromagneti layers are assumed to be thin, and the magnetization is homogeneous
throughout the F part of the system. In partiular, we show that the maximum
of I(ϕ) an shift from pi/2 6 ϕmax < pi to 0 < ϕmax < pi/2 as a funtion of the
exhange field in the ferromagnet. Previously, urrentphase relation of this type was
theoretially predited either if superondutivity in the S eletrodes was suppressed
by the superurrent in the SNS struture [28, 29, 30℄ or in the viinity of T = 0 in
long SFS juntions [8, 9℄.
The outline of the setion is as follows. We start with studying the SFFS struture
omposed of two SF sandwihes linked by a lean Sharvin onstrition with arbitrary
transpareny D. We show that the energyphase relation of this juntion an have
two minima: at ϕ = 0 and ϕ = pi (while the energy of the juntion in the pure 0-
or pi-state has a single minimum  at ϕ = 0 or ϕ = pi, respetively); suh situation
was disussed in Ref. [11℄ for a lean SFS juntion. As a result, the I(ϕ) dependene
an interset zero not only at ϕ = 0 and ϕ = pi but also at an arbitrary value ϕ0
from the interval 0 < ϕ0 < pi. The salient effets whih our in juntions with
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lean onstrition survive averaging over the distribution of transmission eigenvalues
and thus our also in diffusive point ontats. Physially, the properties of SFS
strutures are explained by splitting of Andreev levels due to the exhange field; to
demonstrate this, we study the spetral superurrent (this physial mehanism was
formulated for long SFS juntions at low temperatures in Refs. [8, 9℄). Finally, we
show that the same mehanism provides shifting of the I(ϕ) maximum to ϕ < pi/2 in
the double-barrier SIFIS juntions whih an be more easily realized in experiment.
3.2.2 SFFS with lean onstrition
We start with a model struture (see Fig. 3.1b) omposed of two superonduting
SF bilayers onneted by a lean onstrition with transpareny D (the size of the
onstrition a is muh smaller than the mean free path l: a ≪ l). We assume that
the S layers are bulk and that the dirty limit onditions are fulfilled in the S and F
metals. For simpliity we also assume that the parameters of the SF interfaes γ and
γB obey the ondition
γ ≪ max(1, γB). (3.20)
We shall onsider the symmetri struture and restrit ourselves to the limit of thin
F layers:
dF ≪ min
(
ξF ,
√
DF /2h
)
. (3.21)
Under ondition (3.20), we an neglet the suppression of superondutivity in the
S eletrodes by the superurrent and the proximity effet, and redue the problem to
solving the Usadel equation in the F layers:
ξ2F
∂
∂x
[
G2F
∂
∂x
ΦF
]
− ω˜n
piTc
GFΦF = 0, (3.22)
with the boundary onditions at the SF interfaes (x = ∓dF ):
±γB ξFGF
ω˜n
∂
∂x
ΦF = GS
(
ΦF
ω˜n
− ΦS
ωn
)
, (3.23)
GS =
ωn√
ω2n +∆
2
0
, ΦS(∓dF ) = ∆0 exp (∓iϕ/2) .
Here ∆0 is the absolute value of the order parameter in the superondutors.
Under ondition (3.21), the spatial gradients in the F layers arising due to the
proximity effet and urrent are small. Then we an employ the solution (3.12),
obtained in Se. 3.1:
ΦF1,F2 = Φ0 exp(∓iϕ/2), Φ0 = ω˜n
W
∆0, (3.24)
where
W = ωn + ω˜nγBMΩ, Ω =
√
ω2n +∆
2
0
piTc
, γBM = γB
dF
ξF
, (3.25)
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and the indies 1 and 2 refer to the left- and right-hand side of the onstrition,
respetively.
The superurrent in the onstrition geometry is given by the general expression
[31℄
I =
4piT
eRN
Im
∑
ωn>0
(F¯1F2 − F1F¯2)/2
2−D [1−G1G2 − (F¯1F2 + F1F¯2)/2] , (3.26)
where RN is the normal-state resistane of the juntion. Inserting Eq. (3.24) into
this expression, we obtain
I =
2piT
eRN
Re
∑
ωn>0
∆20 sinϕ
W 2 +∆20
[
1−D sin2(ϕ/2)] . (3.27)
Finally, the urrentphase relation takes the form
I(ϕ) =
2piT
eRN
∑
ωn>0
C∆20 sinϕ
C2 +B2
, (3.28)
C = ∆20
[
1−D sin2 (ϕ/2)]− h2 (γBMΩ)2 + ω2n (1 + γBMΩ)2 ,
At small ωn, the funtion C [and hene I(ϕ)℄ hanges its sign at finite phase
differene
ϕc = 2 arcsin
√
1− (γBMh/piTc)2
D
(3.29)
if the exhange field is in the range 1 − D < (γBMh/piTc)2 < 1. The results for
I(ϕ) are shown in Figs. 3.6, 3.7 and an be understood (similarly to Refs. [8, 9℄) by
onsidering the spetral superurrent density j(E) that is defined as the quantity
whih determines the superurrent aording to the formula
I =
1
2eRN
∫ ∞
−∞
dE f(E) [j↑(E) + j↓(E)] , (3.30)
where f(E) = 1/(eE/T +1) is the Fermi distribution funtion. The physial meaning
of j↑(E) and j↓(E) is the urrent arried by the quasipartiles with energy E and
spin up or down (denoted as ↑ or ↓) if the orresponding states are oupied, while
f(E) desribes their oupation.1 To alulate the spetral superurrent density, we
perform the analytial ontinuation in Eq. (3.27); the result is
jσ(E) = − Im ∆
2
0 sinϕ
∆20
[
1−D sin2(ϕ/2)]− [E + γBM (E − σh)√∆20 − E2/piTc]2 , (3.31)
1
In the paper A.A. Golubov, M.Yu. Kupriyanov, Ya.V. Fominov, Pis'ma Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz.
75, 709 (2002) [JETP Lett. 75, 588 (2002)℄ we used a different form of expression for the total
urrent, whih an be written in our present notations as
I =
1
4eRN
∫ ∞
−∞
dE tanh
(
E
2T
) [
−j↑(E)− j↓(E)
]
.
However, here we prefer the expression in the form (3.30) beause its physial meaning is learer.
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Figure 3.6: Currentphase relation in lean SFFS juntion with ideally transparent
onstrition (D = 1) at T/Tc = 0.01, γBM = 1 for different values of the exhange
field h. Inset: spetral superurrent density at ϕ = 2pi/3 for h/piTc = 0 (solid line)
and h/piTc = 0.4 (dotted line, the arrows near the peaks denote the orresponding
spin diretion).
where σ = ±1 orresponds to spin up or down. Now we should reall that this formula
originates from the retarded Green funtions, hene we should add the infinitesimal
imaginary part i0 to the energy E. As a result, j(E) is given by a sum of delta-
funtions δ(E − EA) where EA are the energies of the Andreev bound states. At
γBM = 0, the well-known result EA = ±∆0
√
1−D sin2(ϕ/2) is reprodued, while at
finite γBM the exhange field splits eah bound state into two (see inset in Fig. 3.6).
At small temperature, the integration in Eq. (3.30) is effetively restrited to the
negative energy domain. The reversing of the superurrent sign is then explained
by the fat that at ϕ = ϕc the positive peak for spin down rosses zero leaving the
domain E < 0, and simultaneously the negative peak for spin up moves from the
region E > 0 into the region E < 0.
The sign-reversal of the superurrent (the 0pi transition) an also be ahieved
at a xed h due to nonequilibrium population of levels. This phenomenon has been
studied in long diffusive SNS [32, 33, 34℄ and SFS juntions [8, 9℄.
3.2.3 SFFS with diffusive onstrition
To get the I(ϕ) relation for the diffusive point ontat [l ≪ a≪ min(ξF ,
√
DF /2h)℄
we integrate
∫ 1
0 ρ(D)I(D)dD, where I(D) is given by Eq. (3.27) for the lean-
onstrition ase (note that RN ∝ D−1 in this equation) and ρ(D) is Dorokhov's
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Figure 3.7: Currentphase relation in lean SFFS juntion at T/Tc = 0.01, γBM = 1,
h/piTc = 0.8 for different values of the barrier transpareny D.
density funtion ρ(D) = 1/2D
√
1−D [35℄. Finally, we arrive at the result
I(ϕ) =
4piT
eRN
Re
∑
ωn>0
∆0 cos(ϕ/2)√
W 2 +∆20 cos
2(ϕ/2)
arctan
(
∆0 sin(ϕ/2)√
W 2 +∆20 cos
2(ϕ/2)
)
.
(3.32)
This expression oinides with the diret solution of the Usadel equations (solving the
Usadel equations, we should take into aount that the gradients in the onstrition
region are large). In the γBM = 0 limit, the urrent does not depend on the hara-
teristis of the F layers, and Eq. (3.32) reprodues the KulikOmelyanhuk formula
for the diffusive SS juntion [21, 22℄.
Calulation of I(ϕ) using the above expression yields results similar to those for
the lean point ontat, however the transition from 0- to pi-state beomes less sharp
(see Fig. 3.8).
Temperature dependene of the ritial urrent in this ase shows thermally-
indued 0pi rossover with nonzero ritial urrent at the transition point, in agree-
ment with results of Refs. [9, 11, 12℄. This is a natural result sine the barrier
transpareny is high and the urrentphase relation is strongly nonsinusoidal.
3.2.4 SIFIS
Now we turn to the double-barrier SIFIS juntion (I denotes an insulating barrier) 
see Fig. 3.1. This struture is easier for experimental implementation than an SFFS
juntion.
We assume that ondition (3.20) is satisfied; then we an neglet the suppression
of superondutivity in the S eletrodes by the superurrent and the proximity effet.
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Figure 3.8: Currentphase relation in diffusive SFFS point ontat at T/Tc = 0.01,
γBM = 1 for different values of the exhange field h.
In this ase the system is desribed by Eqs. (3.22)(3.23), although now instead of two
F layers onneted by a onstrition we have a ontinuous F layer (at −dF < x < dF ).
We also assume that the F layer is thin [ondition (3.21)℄ and that γB ≫ dF /ξF ,
hene the spatial gradients in the F layer are small. Then we an expand the solution
of Eqs. (3.22)(3.23) up to the seond order in small gradients, arriving at
ΦF = Φ0 cos(ϕ/2) + i
ω˜nGS
ωnGF
∆0 sin(ϕ/2)
γB
x
ξF
, (3.33)
GF =
ω˜n√
ω˜2n +Φ
2
0 cos
2(ϕ/2)
, (3.34)
with Φ0 defined in Eq. (3.24) [in the final result (3.33) we retained only the first
order in gradients  this auray is suffiient for alulating the urrent℄.
Inserting the solution (3.33), (3.34) into the general expression (3.10) for the
superurrent, we obtain
I(ϕ) =
2piT
eRN
Re
∑
ωn>0
∆20 sinϕ√
ω2n +∆
2
0
√
W 2 +∆20 cos
2(ϕ/2)
(3.35)
(our assumptions imply that RN ≈ 2RB). This result demonstrates that the SIFIS
juntion with thin F layer is always in the 0-state.2 Nevertheless, I(ϕ) is strongly
modified by finite h (see Fig. 3.9), espeially at small temperatures. Figure 3.9 learly
demonstrates that an inrease of h results not only in suppression of the ritial
2
In the ase under disussion, when the F layers are thin and the interfae parameters obey
ondition (3.20), the phase of the order parameter is onstant in the S part and almost onstant in
the F part, however it jumps at the two SF interfaes (see. Se. 3.1). The two jumps ompensate
eah other in the SIFIS juntion with a single F layer, whereas in the SFFS juntions they add up
at the weak link thus opening a possibility for the pi-state.
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Figure 3.9: Currentphase relation in double-barrier SIFIS juntion at T/Tc = 0.02,
γBM = 1 for different values of the exhange field h. The value ϕ = 2pi/3 will be
used in Fig. 3.10.
urrent, but also in the shift of the I(ϕ) maximum from ϕmax ≈ 1.86 at h = 0 to the
values smaller than pi/2. In the limit of large exhange fields, h/piTc ≫ 1/γBM , the
I(ϕ) dependene returns to the sinusoidal form.
The physial origin of these results beomes lear in the real energy E representa-
tion. Performing the analytial ontinuation in Eq. (3.35) by replaement ωn → −iE,
we obtain the spetral superurrent density:
jσ(E) = − Im ∆
2
0 sinϕ√
∆20 − E2
√
∆20 cos
2(ϕ/2)− E˜2
, (3.36)
E˜ = E + γBM (E − σh)
√
∆20 − E2
piTc
.
Equation (3.36) implies that at
ϕc = 2 arccos
(
γBMh
piTc
)
, (3.37)
singularities in j(E) are shifted to the Fermi level. At ϕ > ϕc, the negative singularity
in j↑(E) rosses the Fermi level and appears in the E < 0 domain (reall that at low
temperatures only j(E) at E < 0 ontribute to the urrent), whereas the positive
peak in j↓(E) leaves the E < 0 domain (this proess is illustrated in Fig. 3.10). As
a result, the ontribution to the superurrent from low energies hanges its sign, and
the superurrent I(ϕ) beomes suppressed at ϕ > ϕc (see Fig. 3.9). However, at
energies with larger absolute values E ∼ −∆0, modifiations in j(E) are weak, and
the resulting I(ϕ) does not hange its sign. This mehanism is similar to the one that
takes plae in long SFS juntions at low temperatures [8, 9℄.
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Figure 3.10: Spetral superurrent density in diffusive double-barrier SIFIS juntion
with thin ferromagneti interlayer at γBM = 1, ϕ = 2pi/3 for two values of the
exhange field h. The hosen value of ϕ orresponds to ϕc at γBMh/piTc = 0.5, and
the figure demonstrates that the positive peak for the spin down projetion disappears
from while the negative peak for the spin up projetion appears in the E < 0 domain.
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3.2.5 Conlusions
In this setion, we have studied the urrentphase relation in several types of Joseph-
son juntions with thin ferromagneti interlayers: SFFS juntion with ballisti or
diffusive onstrition and SIFIS planar juntion. The urrentphase relation an be
highly nonsinusoidal in these juntions due to splitting of Andreev bound states by
the exhange field.
In partiular, the maximum of I(ϕ) an be ahieved at ϕ < pi/2. In SFFS
juntions, the superurrent an hange its sign at arbitrary value of the phase between
0 and pi. When the maximum absolute value orresponds to negative urrent, the
juntion is in the pi-state.
Another onsequene of this sign hange is that the energyphase relation for the
juntion has two minima: at ϕ = 0 and ϕ = pi. The phenomenon an be used for
engineering qubits.
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Chapter 4
Deoherene due to nodal
quasipartiles in d-wave Josephson
juntions
4.1 Introdution
In addition to the fundamental importane, Josephson juntions between d -wave
superondutors are of great interest for the rapidly developing field of quantum
omputations. In this field, the mathematial aspets (so to speak, writing programs)
are rather well elaborated, while the quantum omputer itself has not been realized
so far, and there are only few suessful realizations of a qubit (quantum bit). It
is not lear at present, whih of the proposed qubit implementation will prove most
suessful from the pratial point of view.
Solid-state proposals, and in partiular superonduting devies, have a number
of advantages, e.g., salability and variability [1, 2℄. Partiularly interesting are
the so-alled quiet qubits, whih are intrinsially degenerate, i.e., do not require
any external soure for maintaining the degeneray. Suh qubits an be realized
in systems involving d -wave superondutors [3, 4℄, whih are of the so-alled phase
qubit type (the information is enoded by the phase differene ϕ aross the juntion).
Reently, it was experimentally demonstrated that a double-well dependene of the
energy versus the phase differene (inside a single period) is indeed realized in the
Josephson juntions between d -wave superondutors [5℄ (see Fig. 4.1).
For any qubit implementation, there are proesses that hamper its suessful op-
erating  the so-alled deoherene proesses, whih destroy a quantum state of the
qubit. Although the quiet phase qubits are rather well isolated from the environ-
ment, there are intrinsi mehanisms of deoherene even at low temperatures. The
quantum tunneling of the phase between the two minima leads to flutuating voltage
aross the juntion, whih exites quasipartiles. The dissipative urrent aross the
interfae arises, leading to a finite deoherene time τϕ.
The knowledge of τϕ is essential for estimating the effiieny of the qubit: short
deoherene time makes the qubit senseless from the pratial point of view, while a
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Figure 4.1: Shemati dependene of the Josephson energy U on the phase differene
ϕ. The barrier of the height 2EJ separates two nontrivial minima. The splitting of
the lowest energy level due to the tunneling aross the barrier is denoted ∆t.
long enough deoherene time opens the way for quantum orretion algorithms that
in priniple allow to perform an infinitely long omputation [6℄.
The relevane of the quasipartile proesses at low temperatures is speifi for d -
wave superondutors. In the onventional s-wave ase, the quasipartile transport
below the gap is suppressed. At the same time, in gapless anisotropi superondutors
the gap vanishes in ertain diretions (the nodal diretions), hene the low-energy
quasipartile appear. In the present hapter, we onsider a DID Josephson juntion
(D = d -wave superondutor, I = insulator), and study the deoherene due to nodal
quasipartiles (quasipartiles moving along the nodal diretions).
4.2 Deoherene time (general strategy)
Theoretial desription of the quantum dynamis of a tunnel juntion between two
s-wave superondutors was developed in Ref. [7℄ (see Ref. [8℄ for a review); in par-
tiular, the effetive ation for the phase differene ϕ was obtained. Later this de-
sription was generalized to the ase of d -wave superondutors in Refs. [9, 10℄. The
effetive ation for ϕ is similar to the general ase onsidered by Caldeira, Leggett et
al. [11, 12℄, who studied influene of dissipation on quantum tunneling in marosopi
systems. The dissipation was desribed as being due to the interation with a bath
of osillators (the environment). The strength of the environment, depending on
the frequeny ω, is haraterized by the spetral funtion J(ω). In the Josephson
juntion, the environment is represented by the quasipartiles, and the spetral fun-
tion is given by ~I(~ω/e)/e, where I is the dissipative quasipartile urrent taken at
voltage ~ω/e [7℄.
A system living in a double-well potential and desribed by an extended oordinate
an be trunated to the two-state system (spin 1/2) with the two states (σz = ±1)
orresponding to the minima of the potential (see Fig. 4.1). The theory of dissipative
two-state systems is thoroughly elaborated [12℄ for the ases when the spetral fun-
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tion behaves as J(ω) ∝ ωs up to some high-frequeny utoff. The situations when
s = 1, s > 1, and 0 < s < 1 are alled ohmi, superohmi, and subohmi, respetively.
In this language, the dissipation due to nodal quasipartiles in the Josephson juntion
is superohmi, as we demonstrate below.
What is the deoherene in suh a system? Assume that during the time t < 0 the
system is held in the right well (i.e., at σz = 1). At t = 0 the onstraint is released,
and we onsider the expetation value of the system oordinate: P (t) = 〈σz(t)〉.
Below we shall enounter the superohmi ase at zero temperature. Then [12℄
P (t) = cos(∆tt/~) exp(−t/τϕ) (4.1)
 the osine desribes oherent osillations between the two wells (∆t is the tun-
nel splitting of levels, see Fig. 4.1) while the exponential leads to their inoherent
damping.
The deoherene time τϕ is expressed in terms of the spetral funtion [12℄. Re-
turning from the general theory to the partiular ase of the Josephson juntion, we
write the orresponding result as
τϕ =
4e
δϕ2I(∆t/e)
=
4pi~
δϕ2eRqI(∆t/e)
, (4.2)
where δϕ is the distane between the potential minima and Rq = pi~/e
2 ≈ 13 kΩ
is the quantum resistane. Comparing the deoherene time with the harateristi
time of osillations between the wells, ~/∆t, we obtain the quality fator
Q =
τϕ∆t
2~
=
2pi∆t
δϕ2eRqI(∆t/e)
, (4.3)
whih must be large for suessful operating of the qubit.
In the DID juntion, the tunnel splitting ∆t is muh smaller than the order pa-
rameter ∆, hene τϕ is determined by the quasipartile urrent at low voltage.
4.3 Quasipartile urrent
We onsider the grain-boundary Josephson juntion between two quasi-two-
dimensional dx2−y2-wave superondutors with ylindrial Fermi surfaes. The ori-
entations of the superondutors are haraterized by the angles between the a-axes
and the normal to the interfae (the x axis)  see Fig. 4.2. Aording to Ref. [5℄,
we onsider the mirror juntion, in whih the misorientation angles on both sides are
equal in magnitude but opposite in sign, α/ − α (we take −45◦ 6 α 6 45◦ beause
all physially different situations in the mirror juntion are realized in this interval).
The order parameter depends on the diretion (parametrized by the angle θ) and the
distane to the interfae:
∆L,R(x, θ) = ∆˜L,R(x)e
iϕL,R cos (2θ ∓ 2α) , (4.4)
where the indies L and R refer to the left- and right-hand side of the juntion,
respetively.
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The two generate states of the DID juntion orrespond to two minima of the
juntion energy and arry no urrent aross the interfae (the Josephson urrent is
proportional to the derivative of the Josephson energy with respet to the phase; the
derivative is zero at the minima). At the same time, physially, the two states differ
by the diretion of spontaneous urrents flowing along the interfae [13, 14℄. These
urrents produe fluxes that an interat with the environment and make the d -wave
qubit not ompletely quiet [2℄. From this point of view, the mirror orientation of
the juntion is the most preferable one, beause in the mirror juntion there is no
total urrent along the interfae (the urrents are nonzero but ompensated). In
prinipal, the presene of the spontaneous urrents implies the phase hange along
the interfae. However, the urrents appear as a result of the Andreev refletions,
whih are of the seond order over transpareny. In the tunneling limit, the urrents
and the orresponding phase hange along the interfae are small, and ∆ has the form
(4.4) with onstant ϕL and ϕR.
The quasipartile urrent in the tunneling limit at low temperatures, kBT ≪ ~ω,
is given by
I(~ω/e) =
1
eRN
∫ pi/2
−pi/2
dθ
D(θ) cos θ
D˜
∫
~ω
0
dE ν (E − ~ω, θ) ν (E, θ) , (4.5)
D˜ =
∫ pi/2
−pi/2
dθD(θ) cos θ.
Here RN is the normal-state resistane of the interfae, ν(E, θ) is the density of states
(DoS) at the interfae, normalized to the normal-metal value, and D(θ) is the angle-
dependent transpareny of the interfae. We have not labelled the DoS by the indies
L and R beause νL(E, θ) = νR(E, θ) in the mirror juntion.
Below we alulate the nodal ontribution to the urrent (4.5) at ~ω ≪ ∆˜0, where
∆˜0 = ∆˜(±∞) is the bulk amplitude of the order parameter. The angle integration
ontributing to the urrent is then limited to narrow angles around the nodal dire-
tions, where the low-energy DoS is nonzero (as we shall see below, the width of the
angles is δθ = ~ω/∆˜0).
To alulate the DoS, we employ the quasilassial approah. The quasilassial
matrix Green funtion
Ĝ =
(
g f
f¯ −g
)
(4.6)
obeys the Eilenberger equation [15, 16℄ and satisfies the normalization ondition Ĝ2 =
1̂. It an be parametrized as
g =
1− ab
1 + ab
, f =
2a
1 + ab
, f¯ =
2b
1 + ab
, (4.7)
then the normalization ondition is automatially satisfied. The equations for the
new funtions a(x, θ) and b(x, θ) take the form of the Riati equations [17℄:
~vF cos θ
da
dx
− 2iEa+∆∗a2 −∆ = 0,
~vF cos θ
db
dx
+ 2iEb−∆b2 +∆∗ = 0, (4.8)
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Figure 4.2: DID juntion of mirror orientation α/−α. The positive lobes of the order
parameter are shaded. An eletron emoving along a truly nodal diretion θi of the left
superondutor, tunnels into an indued nodal diretion of the right superondutor.
∆R(θi) 6= 0, therefore the eletron experienes the Andreev refletion; the hole h
returns to the interfae, and after refletion at the interfae esapes into the bulk
along the truly nodal diretion −θi. In this proess, the total urrent into the bulk of
the right superondutor is omposed of the Cooper pair along θi and the hole along
−θi.
where vF is the absolute value of the Fermi veloity vF, and θ denotes the angle
between vF and the x axis.
In the tunneling limit, the DoS is alulated at an impenetrable interfae. Let
us onsider, e.g., the right superondutor (the right half-spae). We need to find
the low-energy DoS in two ases: 1) in the viinity of a nodal diretion, so that
E,∆(θ) ≪ ∆˜0, 2) at a gapped diretion, so that E ≪ ∆(θ). In the first ase, the
spatial sale ξE = ~vF cos θ/|E+| on whih the quasilassial Green funtions vary
(we denote E± =
√
E2 − |∆(∞,±θ)|2), is muh larger than the oherene length
ξ = ~vF/2pikBTc on whih variations of ∆ our. This allows us to regard ∆ as
onstant when integrating Eqs. (4.8) over x. In other words, the funtions a and b
at low energies do not feel the suppression of ∆ near the interfae, beause it takes
plae on a small sale. In the seond ase, the spatially dependent parts of a and b
are proportional to E/∆(θ) ≪ 1 and hene small. Thus a and b at the interfae are
equal to their bulk values, as if ∆ was onstant.
Thus we an regard ∆(x, θ) as equal to the bulk value ∆0(θ) = ∆(∞, θ). The
integration of the funtions a and b over x in Eqs. (4.8) is stable only in the diretions
determined by the sign of cos θ. At cos θ > 0, the funtion b(x, θ) is stably integrated
from x =∞ to the interfae (x = 0), hene
b(0, θ) = b(∞, θ) = i E − E+ sgnE
∆0(θ)
. (4.9)
At the same time at cos θ > 0, the funtion a is stably integrated from the interfae
to x =∞. Therefore to find a(0, θ), we onsider the trajetory direted along pi − θ.
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Sine cos(pi− θ) < 0, the funtion a is stably integrated from x =∞ to the interfae.
Finally, the diretion pi− θ is onverted to θ upon refletion at the speular interfae:
a(0, θ) = a(0, pi − θ) = a(∞, pi − θ) = i E − E− sgnE
∆∗0(−θ)
. (4.10)
As a result, the DoS ν = Re g at the interfae is
ν(E, θ) = Re
|E| (E+ + E−)
E2 −∆0(θ)∆∗0(−θ) + E+E−
. (4.11)
The gap in the spetrum is Eg(θ) = min (|∆0(θ)| , |∆0(−θ)|).
The DoS is symmetri, ν(θ) = ν(−θ), beause the Green funtions are ontinuous
upon refletion. Thus in eah superondutor there are two truly nodal diretions
θi (i = 1, 2) in the interval −pi/2 < θ < pi/2, and also two indued nodal diretions
−θi. Near a nodal diretion Eg(θ) = 2∆˜0|θ − θi|. Along a truly nodal diretion, the
gap vanishes and the DoS is the same as in the normal metal, ν(E) = 1. For an
indued nodal diretion this is so only near the interfae.
In the left superondutor, the truly nodal diretions are θ1,2 = α ± 45◦. Due to
the mirror symmetry, the truly nodal diretions of the right superondutor oinide
with the indued nodal diretions of the left one, and vie versa. In total, there
are four nodal diretions in the juntion, whih are symmetri with respet to the
interfae normal.
In this situation, the transport is due to the proesses of the following type. An
eletron moving along a truly nodal diretion θi of the left superondutor, tunnels
into an indued nodal diretion of the right superondutor (see Fig. 4.2). However,
the eletron annot esape into the bulk of the right superondutor beause∆R(θi) 6=
0. Therefore the eletron experienes the Andreev refletion [18℄; the hole returns to
the interfae, and after refletion at the interfae esapes into the bulk along the
truly nodal diretion −θi. In this proess, the total urrent into the bulk of the right
superondutor is omposed of the Cooper pair along θi and the hole along −θi, whih
is overall equivalent to the transfer of one eletron.
The nodal ontribution to the urrent (4.5) appears only due to integrating in the
viinity of the nodal diretions where Eg < ~ω. The DoS near the nodal diretions at
small energies an be found from Eq. (4.11). Below we distinguish the general ase
when ∆0(θ) 6= ±∆0(−θ), and two speial ases: ∆0(θ) = ∆0(−θ) (at α = 0◦) and
∆0(θ) = −∆0(−θ) (at α = 45◦).
At α = 0◦, the truly nodal and indued nodal diretions oinide in eah super-
ondutor, and Eq. (4.11) yields the BCS-like DoS:
ν0◦(E, θ) = Re
|E|√
E2 − |∆0(θ)|2
. (4.12)
At α = 45◦, the truly nodal and indued nodal diretions again oinide, and Eq.
(4.11) yields the DoS of the inverse BCS type:
ν45◦(E, θ) = Re
√
E2 − |∆0(θ)|2
|E| . (4.13)
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Figure 4.3: Density of states following from Eq. (4.11). The energy is normalized to
∆0(θ), while ∆0(−θ) is varied.
Finally, if |α| ≫ ~ω/∆˜0 and 45◦ − |α| ≫ ~ω/∆˜0 (i.e., α is not too lose to 0◦ and
±45◦), then ∆0(θ) in the essential angle of the width δθ = ~ω/∆˜0 around a nodal
diretion is muh smaller than ∆0(−θ). Then in the region of energies that ontribute
to the quasipartile urrent, |∆0(θ)| < |E| < ~ω ≪ |∆0(−θ)|, the DoS is again given
by the inverse BCS formula:
νg(E, θ ≈ θi) = Re
√
E2 − |∆0(θ)|2
|E| . (4.14)
Figure 4.3 demonstrates the DoS at different angles θ, whih are parametrized
by different ratios ∆0(−θ)/∆0(θ). At ∆0(−θ) = ∆0(θ), the DoS has the BCS-like
square-root singularity near Eg [see Eq. (4.12)℄. At ∆0(−θ) 6= ∆0(θ), the DoS has
the inverse-BCS behavior near Eg [see Eq. (4.14)℄.
Inserting Eqs. (4.12)(4.14) into Eq. (4.5), we obtain:
I(~ω/e) =
A(α)
eRN
(~ω)2
∆˜0
∑
i=1,2
D(θi) cos θi
D˜
, (4.15)
where θ1,2 = α±45◦ and A is a number, whih depends on the orientation of rystals:
A(0◦) ≈ 0.46, A(45◦) ≈ 0.19, and A(α) = 2A(45◦) ≈ 0.37 when α is not too lose to
0◦ or ±45◦.
In Refs. [9, 10℄, the quadrati urrentvoltage harateristi, I ∝ ω2, was obtained
for the ase of aligned nodal diretions (i.e., for the α/α orientation).
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4.4 Estimate
Equations (4.3), (4.15) yield:
Q =
(
2pi
δϕ2A(α)
∑
i=1,2
D(θi) cos θi/D˜
)
RN
Rq
∆˜0
∆t
. (4.16)
To proeed further, we need to estimate the tunnel splitting ∆t (see Fig. 4.1). This
is easily done due to the formal equivalene between quantum mehanis of a Joseph-
son juntion desribed by the phase ϕ and a partile desribed by the oordinate x
[19℄. To employ this analogy, we should substitute
m↔ ~
2
8EC
, (4.17)
where m is the partile mass and EC = e
2/2C is the harging energy of the Josephson
juntion (C is its apaitane). For the estimate, we assume that the seond harmoni
dominates in the energyphase relation, U(ϕ) = EJ(1+cos 2ϕ), and the energy of the
levels is small ompared to EJ . Then the attempt frequeny is ω0 = 4
√
2EJEC/~,
the tunneling ation is alulated between the points ϕ = −pi/2 and pi/2, and we
obtain:
∆t =
4
√
2EJEC
pi
exp
(
−
√
2EJ
EC
)
. (4.18)
To obtain a numerial estimate, we take the harateristis of the juntion as in
the experiment of Il'ihev et al. [5℄. The apaitane of the juntion is C ∼ 10−14 F
[20℄, hene EC/kB ∼ 0.1K. The harateristi Josephson energy is of the order of
several Kelvin. For estimate, we take 2EJ/kB = 7K. The resistane of the interfae
is RN ∼ 50Ω [20℄.
As a result, ∆t/kB ∼ 2.5 · 10−4K. Finally, we estimate δϕ ∼ pi, ∆˜0/kB ∼ 200K,
and assume a thin δ-funtional barrier with transpareny D(θ) = D0 cos
2 θ, then the
quality fator is Q ∼ 103÷104. Here we have retained only the order of magnitude for
Q, beause we annot expet a higher auray in the ase when important harater-
istis of the juntion (e.g., C and EJ ) are known only by the order of magnitude. We
also made an essential assumption that the seond Josephson harmoni dominates,
whih is the most favorable ase, hene the obtained estimate is optimisti.
The latter assumption an be realized under speial onditions, while in a more
ommon situation the first and the seond harmonis are of the same order. Es-
timates for this ase were done in a reent work [21℄, where the harateristis of
mesosopi juntions between high-Tc superondutors were experimentally studied
and theoretially analyzed. A harateristi value of ∆t ∼ 0.1K was reported under
the onditions that orrespond to RN ∼ 100Ω. Assuming suh parameters for the
mirror juntion, we obtain Q ∼ 10÷ 102, whih is a more realisti estimate than that
for the experiment of Ref. [5℄.
The above estimates for Q are very different. At the same time, a general on-
sequene of Eq. (4.16) is that the quality fator grows as the splitting ∆t beomes
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smaller. We note in this respet, that the values of the ritial urrent (and hene the
Josephson energy) measured in Refs. [5, 21℄, are muh smaller than expeted. If the
ritial urrent is enhaned to the expeted value, then ∆t dereases, whih finally
leads to an inrease of Q.
If α 6= 0◦, the low-energy quasipartiles are presented not only by the nodal
quasipartiles, but also by the midgap states (MGS) with zero energy [22℄. In the
ase of speular interfae and lean superondutors, onsidered in this hapter, the
DoS orresponding to the MGS is proportional to δ(E), hene the MGS on the two
sides of the interfae do not overlap and do not ontribute to the urrent at a finite
voltage.
In the asymmetri ase, when αL 6= ±αR (preisely speaking, when
∣∣|αL|−|αR|∣∣ >
~ω/∆˜0), the nodal diretions of the left and right superondutors do not math eah
other. At first sight, this solves the problem of deoherene sine the transport
from nodal to nodal diretion is suppressed. However, a more important transport
hannel arises: between the nodal diretions and the MGS. This leads to a stronger
deoherene than in the symmetri ase.
In the mirror juntion, the MGS ontribute to the quasipartile urrent if they
are split and/or broadened [23℄. To take into aount the ontribution of the MGS
into deoherene, the present approah should be onsiderably modified. This issue
requires a separate study.
The low-energy quasipartiles (and dissipation due to them) an be suppressed
due to finite size of the d -wave superondutors. This issue is shematially disussed
in Se. 4.5 below.
4.5 Finite size effets
The effet of finite size on the low-energy quasipartiles in DID juntions an be most
easily studied in the quasi-one-dimensional geometry assuming finite thikness L (the
dimension in the x diretion) of the d -wave superondutors. Then eah trajetory is
suessively refleted from the I interfae and from the outer surfae of the layer. This
leads to periodiity of the order parameter profile along a trajetory (see Fig. 4.4).
The finite size leads to two main effets:
1. For nodal quasipartiles (this orresponds to ∆(−θ) = 0 in Fig. 4.4), the Andreev
quantization arises, similarly to the SNS juntion [18, 24℄. The system of equidistant
energy levels appears, and the level spaing is pivF cos θ/L [18℄, while the lowest
level is pivF cos θ/2L [24℄. Thus, the energy gap is formed.
2. The MGS, whih exist if ∆(θ) and ∆(−θ) have different signs, split. This effet,
similar to the level splitting in a double-well quantum potential, is due to the
overlap of the loalized states aross the lowest of the barriers (∆(−θ) in Fig. 4.4).
To estimate the orresponding splitting, below we onsider a simplified model shown
in Fig. 4.5.
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Figure 4.4: Shemati illustration of a periodi order parameter profile along a traje-
tory in a d -wave layer of width L. We have hosen the trajetory with the inidene
angle θ, hene the part of the trajetory between two suessive refletions has the
length L/ cos θ. Atually, at α 6= 0◦ the order parameter is suppressed near the in-
terfaes, however, to apture the qualitative effets we neglet this suppression and
onsider the model of pieewise onstant ∆.
4.5.1 Tunnel splitting of the zero Andreev level
A lassial quantum-mehanial problem is splitting of the level in a symmetri
double-well potential. A similar effet takes plae in the ase of two oupled su-
peronduting point ontats. Let us onsider the splitting of the zero-energy levels
in two oupled point ontats with the phase differene of pi aross eah ontat (see
Fig. 4.5).
We shall use the tehnique of the Bogolyubov  de Gennes equation:(
− 12m d
2
dx2 − µ ∆
∆∗ 12m
d2
dx2 + µ
)(
u
v
)
= E
(
u
v
)
. (4.19)
In the Andreev approximation [18℄, we separate rapid osillations of the solution:(
u
v
)
=
(
u0
v0
)
exp(ikFx), (4.20)
and retain only the first derivatives of the slow funtions u0 and v0. The Bogolyubov
 de Gennes equation then takes the form(−ivF ddx ∆
∆∗ ivF
d
dx
)(
u0
v0
)
= E
(
u0
v0
)
. (4.21)
The boundary onditions are the ontinuity of u0 and v0 at the interfaes. The
sign of the momentum is a good quantum number, and we an first onsider the
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Figure 4.5: The profile of the order parameter, orresponding to two point ontats.
anzatz (4.20), whih orresponds to the momentum direted to the right. In the
general ase of arbitrary phase differene, the energy levels for the momentum direted
to the left an then be obtained after inverting the sign of the phase. At the same
time, in the ase of real ∆ (when the phase differene is either 0 or pi), the energy
levels are degenerate with respet to the momentum diretion.
The solutions in the three spatial regions are(
u0
v0
)
= A
(
∆2
E + i
√
∆22 − E2
)
eq2z , z < 0,(
u0
v0
)
= B
( −∆1
E + i
√
∆21 − E2
)
eq1z + C
( −∆1
E − i
√
∆21 − E2
)
e−q1z, 0 < z < a,(
u0
v0
)
= D
(
∆2
E − i
√
∆22 − E2
)
e−q2z, a < z, (4.22)
where
q1,2 =
√
∆21,2 − E2
vF
. (4.23)
Substituting these solutions into the boundary onditions at the two interfaes (x = 0
and x = a), we obtain four linear equations for the four oeffiients A, B, C, and D.
The spetrum is determined from the ondition that the orresponding determinant
is zero. The straightforward algebra leads to the equation(
E2 +∆1∆2
)
tanh(q1a)−
√
(∆21 − E2)(∆22 − E2) = 0. (4.24)
In the limit a∆1/vF ≫ 1, the splitting is small, and the levels are
E = ± 2∆1∆2
∆1 +∆2
exp
(
−a∆1
vF
)
. (4.25)
4.6 Conlusions
In this hapter, we have proposed an approah that allows to alulate the deoher-
ene time due to nodal quasipartiles in the DID juntions, whih an be used as
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phase qubits. The dissipation in the juntions of mirror orientation is weaker than in
the asymmetri ones. We find the superohmi dissipation with s = 2 in the mirror
juntion, whih beomes weak at small splitting of the ground state. The superohmi
ase is most favorable (ompared to ohmi and subohmi) for possible qubit applia-
tions. For available experimental data, we estimate the quality fator. Finally, we
illustrate the possibility to suppress quasipartile deoherene due to finite size of the
d -wave superondutors.
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Appendix A
Interpretation of τ as esape times
The quantities τS and τN introdued in Eq. (1.31) may be interpreted as esape times
from the orresponding layers. The arguments go as follows.
If the layers are thin, then the diffusion inside the layers is fast and the esape
time from a layer is determined by the interfae resistane. The time of penetration
through a layer or the interfae is determined by the orresponding resistane: RS(N)
or RB, hene the diffusion is fast if RS(N) ≪ RB .
Let us use the detailed balane approah, and onsider an interval of energy dE.
In the S layer, the harge in this interval is QS = eνS dEAdS . Let us define the
esape time from the S layer tS , so that the urrent from S to N is equal to QS/tS .
On the other hand, this urrent an be written as dE/eRB, hene
QS
tS
=
dE
eRB
, (A.1)
and we immediately obtain
tS =
σSdSRBA
DS
. (A.2)
Similarly, we obtain the expression for the esape time from the F layer tN . As a
result, the relations between the quantities τ defined in Eq. (1.31) and the esape
times t are simply
τS = 2tS, τN = 2tN . (A.3)
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Analytial results for SF bilayers
B.1 Limit of thin S layer
(i) When dS ≪ ξS and h ≫ piTcS , problem (2.10)(2.13) an be solved analytially.
The first of the above onditions implies that ∆ an be onsidered onstant, and F+
weakly depends on the spatial oordinate; so F+(x, ωn) = 2∆/ωn+A(ωn) cosh(kS [x−
dS ]). The boundary onditions determine the oeffiient A; as a result
F+(ωn) ≡ F+(x = 0, ωn) = 2∆
ωn
[
AS(ωn)
AS(ωn) +W (ωn)
]
, (B.1)
where kS , AS , andW are defined in Eq. (2.12). Finally, the self-onsisteny equation
for Tc takes the form
ln
TcS
Tc
= Reψ
(
1
2
+
γ
2
ξS
dS
1
γB +Bh
TcS
Tc
)
− ψ
(
1
2
)
, (B.2)
where Bh does not depend on ωn due to the ondition h≫ piTcS :
Bh =
[
k˜hξF tanh(k˜hdF )
]−1
, k˜h ≈ 1
ξF
√
ih
piTcS
. (B.3)
In the limiting ase of perfet interfae (γB = 0) and thik F layer (dF →∞), Eq.
(B.2) reprodues the result of Ref. [1℄.
(ii) If the F layer is also thin, dF ≪
√
DF /2h, Eq. (B.2) is further simplified:
ln
TcS
Tc
= Reψ
(
1
2
+
τF
τS
[
1
−i+ τFh
]
h
2piTc
)
− ψ
(
1
2
)
, (B.4)
where τS , τF are defined similarly to Eq. (1.31):
τS =
2dSRBA
ρSDS
, τF =
2dFRBA
ρFDF
, (B.5)
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and have the physial meaning of the esape time from the orresponding layer. They
are related to the quantities γ, γB used in the body of the paper as
τS =
γB
γ
1
piTcS
dS
ξS
, τF = γB
1
piTcS
dF
ξF
. (B.6)
(iii) If the S layer is thin, dS ≪ ξS , and the SF interfae is opaque, γB →∞, the
ritial temperature of the bilayer only slightly deviates from TcS . In this limit Eq.
(B.1) applies with W = γ/γB ≪ 1, and we finally obtain:
Tc = TcS − pi
4τS
. (B.7)
Interestingly, harateristis of the F layer (dF , h, et.) do not enter the formula.
In partiular, this formula is valid for an SN bilayer [2℄ (where N is a nonmagneti
normal material, h = 0) beause Eq. (B.7) was obtained without any assumptions
about the value of the exhange energy.
B.2 Cooper limit
In the Cooper limit, when both layers are very thin [dS ≪
√
DS/2ωD, dF ≪
min(
√
DF/2ωD,
√
DF /2h), with ωD the Debye energy of the S metal℄ and the in-
terfae is transparent, the bilayer is equivalent to a homogeneous superonduting
layer with internal exhange field. This layer is desribed by effetive parameters:
the order parameter ∆(eff), the exhange field h(eff), and the pairing onstant λ(eff).
In this subsetion we develop the ideas of Ref. [3℄, demonstrate a simple derivation
of this desription, and find the limits of its appliability.
The Usadel equations (2.1), (2.2) for the two layers an be written as a single
equation:
DF θ(−x) +DSθ(x)
2
d2F
dx2
− |ωn|F − ih sgn(ωn)θ(−x)F +∆θ(x) = 0, (B.8)
where θ is the Heaviside funtion [θ(x > 0) = 1, θ(x < 0) = 0℄. The self-onsisteny
equation (2.3) an be rewritten as
∆(x) = λθ(x)piT
∑
ωn
F (x, ωn), (B.9)
where λ is the pairing onstant.
First, we onsider the ideal SF interfae: γB = 0 [see Eq. (2.48)℄, then F (x) is
ontinuous at the interfae and nearly onstant aross the whole bilayer, i.e., FS(x) ≈
FF (x) = F . Applying the integral operator to Eq. (B.8):
νF
νSdS + νFdF
∫ 0
−dF
dx+
νS
νSdS + νFdF
∫ dS
0
dx (B.10)
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(here ν is the normal-metal density of states), and anelling gradient terms due to
the boundary ondition (2.47), we obtain the equations desribing a homogeneous
layer:
−|ωn|F (ωn)− ih(eff) sgn(ωn)F (ωn) + ∆(eff) = 0, (B.11)
∆(eff) = λ(eff)piT
∑
ωn
F (ωn), (B.12)
with the effetive parameters (see also Ref. [3℄):
h(eff) =
τF
τS + τF
h, ∆(eff) =
τS
τS + τF
∆, (B.13)
λ(eff) =
τS
τS + τF
λ, T
(eff)
cS =
exp(C)
pi
2ωD exp
(
− 1
λ(eff)
)
,
where C is Euler's onstant and T
(eff)
cS is the ritial temperature of the layer in the
absene of ferromagnetism (i.e., at h(eff) = 0). The ritial temperature is determined
by the equation
ln
T
(eff)
cS
Tc
= Reψ
(
1
2
+ i
h(eff)
2piTc
)
− ψ
(
1
2
)
. (B.14)
Atually, the desription in terms of effetive parameters (B.13) is appliable at
an arbitrary temperature (i.e., when the Usadel equations are nonlinear) and has
a lear physial interpretation: the superonduting (∆, λ) and ferromagneti (h)
parameters are renormalized aording to the part of time spent by quasipartiles
in the orresponding layer. This physial piture is based on interpretation of τ as
esape times, whih we present in the next subsetion.
Now we disuss the appliability of the above desription for a nonideal interfae
(γB 6= 0). In this ase F is nearly onstant in eah layer, but these onstants are
different: FS(x) ≈ FS+CS(x−dS)2, FF (x) ≈ FF+CF (x+dF )2, where |FS | ≫ |CS |d2S
and |FF | ≫ |CF |d2F . Using the Usadel equation (B.8) and the boundary onditions
(2.47), (2.48), we find the differene δF ≡ FS − FF :
δF =
∆
1
τS
+ |ωn|
[
1 +
1
τF (|ωn|+ ih sgnωn)
] . (B.15)
Finally, the homogeneous desription is valid when |δF/F | ≪ 1 [with F determined
by Eq. (B.11)℄, whih yields:
max(h, ωD)max(τS , τF )≪ 1 (B.16)
(here ωn ∼ ωD has been taken as the largest harateristi energy sale in the quasi-
homogeneous bilayer).
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Appendix C
Appliability of the single-mode
approximation for alulating Tc in SF
bilayers
C.1 Case study
As pointed out in Se. 2.1.3, the single-mode approximation (SMA) is appliable only
if the parameters of the bilayer are suh that W [see Eq. (2.12)℄ an be onsidered
ωn-independent. An example is the ase when γB ≫ |Bh|, hene W = γ/γB.
The ondition γB ≫ |Bh| an be written in a simpler form; to this end we should
estimate |Bh|. We introdue the real and imaginary parts of k˜h: k˜h = k′h + ik′′h, and
note that k′h > k
′′
h . Then using the properties of the trigonometri funtions and the
estimate tanhx ∼ min(1, x) we obtain
|Bh| ∼ [k′hξF tanh(k′hdF )]−1 , (C.1)
and finally ast the ondition γB ≫ |Bh| into the form
1
γB
≪ min
{√
max
(
Tc
TcS
,
h
piTcS
)
;
dF
ξF
max
(
Tc
TcS
,
h
piTcS
)}
, (C.2)
where the ratio Tc/TcS originates from ωn/piTcS with ωn ∼ piTc as the harateristi
energy sale in the bilayer.
If ondition (C.2) is satisfied, then the SMA is valid and Tc is determined by the
equations
ln
TcS
Tc
= ψ
(
1
2
+
Ω2
2
TcS
Tc
)
− ψ
(
1
2
)
, (C.3)
Ω tan
(
Ω
dS
ξS
)
=
γ
γB
. (C.4)
These equations an be further simplified in two limiting ases whih we onsider
below.
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(1)
γ
γB
dS
ξS
≪ 1:
in this ase Eq. (C.4) yields Ω2 = γγB
ξS
dS
, and Eq. (C.3) takes the form
ln
TcS
Tc
= ψ
(
1
2
+
1
2
γ
γB
ξS
dS
TcS
Tc
)
− ψ
(
1
2
)
, (C.5)
whih reprodues the γB ≫ |Bh| limit of Eq. (B.2).
(2)
γ
γB
dS
ξS
≫ 1:
in this ase Eq. (C.4) yields ΩdSξS =
pi
2 , and Eq. (C.3) takes the form
ln
TcS
Tc
= ψ
(
1
2
+
pi2
8
[
ξS
dS
]2
TcS
Tc
)
− ψ
(
1
2
)
. (C.6)
Equations (C.3)(C.6) an be used for alulating the ritial temperature Tc and
the ritial thikness of the S layer dcS below whih the superondutivity in the SF
bilayer vanishes (i.e., Tc = 0).
C.2 Results for the ritial temperature
In the limit when Tc is lose to TcS , Eqs. (C.5), (C.6) yield
Tc = TcS
(
1− pi
2
4
γ
γB
ξS
dS
)
if
γ
γB
≪ min
(
dS
ξS
,
ξS
dS
)
, (C.7)
and
Tc = TcS
[
1−
(
pi2
4
ξS
dS
)2]
if
dS
ξS
≫ max
(
1,
γB
γ
)
. (C.8)
Using relations (B.6) one an hek that result (C.7) is equivalent to Eq. (B.7).
C.3 Results for the ritial thikness
The ritial thikness of the S layer dcS is defined as the thikness below whih there
is no superondutivity in the SF bilayer: Tc(dcS) = 0.
1
When Tc → 0, Eq. (C.3)
yields Ω = 1/
√
2 exp(C) (where C ≈ 0.577 is Euler's onstant), and Eq. (C.4) takes
the form
1√
2 exp(C)
tan
(
1√
2 exp(C)
dcS
ξS
)
=
γ
γB
. (C.9)
Expliit results for dcS an be obtained in limiting ases:
dcS
ξS
= 2 exp(C)
γ
γB
if
γ
γB
dS
ξS
≪ 1, (C.10)
1
When alulating dcS , we assume that the phase transition is of the seond order. However, this
issue may require a separate study. In priniple, under some irumstanes, the order of the phase
transition in SF systems an hange from seond to first one  see Se. 2.1.5.
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and
dcS
ξS
= pi
√
exp(C)
2
if
γ
γB
dS
ξS
≫ 1. (C.11)

Appendix D
Spatial dependene of the order
parameter in SF bilayers
Aording to the self-onsisteny equation, in the S layer the proximity order param-
eter F (x, τ = 0) is proportional to ∆(x):
FS(x, τ = 0) =
∆(x)
piλ
, (D.1)
where λ is the pairing onstant whih an be expressed via the Debye energy:
λ−1 = ln
(
2 exp(C)ωD
piTcS
)
. (D.2)
∆(x) an be found as the eigenvetor of the matrix Lˆ− 1ˆ ln(TcS/Tc) [see Eq. (2.33)℄,
orresponding to the zero eigenvalue.
After that we an express F (x, τ = 0) in the F layer via ∆(x) in the superondu-
tor. The Green funtion FF (x, ωn) in the F layer is given by Eq. (2.7), with C(ωn)
found from the boundary onditions:
C(ωn) =
(
Bh
γB +Bh
)
FS(0, ωn)
cosh(k˜hdF )
. (D.3)
The Green funtion at the S side of the SF interfae is
FS(0, ωn) =
F+S (0, ωn) + F
−
S (0, ωn)
2
. (D.4)
The symmetri part F+S is given by Eq. (2.31). The antisymmetri part is
F−S = C
−(ωn) cosh (kS [x− dS ]) , (D.5)
with C−(ωn) found from the boundary onditions:
C−(ωn) =
[
iγ ImBh
AS |γB +Bh|2 + γ(γB +ReBh)
]
F+S (0, ωn)
cosh(kSdS)
. (D.6)
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Finally, the proximity order parameter in the F layer is the Fourier transform [see
Eq. (2.35)℄ of
FF (x, ωn) =
[
1 +
iγ ImBh
AS |γB +Bh|2 + γ(γB +ReBh)
]
×
(
Bh
γB +Bh
) cosh(k˜h[x+ dF ])
cosh(k˜hdF )
∫ dS
0
G(0, y;ωn)∆(y)dy. (D.7)
Summary
The researh desribed in this thesis deals with thermodynami and transport prop-
erties of various superonduting juntions. The systems under onsideration are
omposed of onventional s-wave superondutors in ontat with normal metal or
ferromagnet, and of anisotropi d -wave superondutors.
1
Various aspets of the
proximity and Josephson effets in suh systems are studied theoretially.
When a superondutor ontats a normal metal, a number of phenomena known
as the proximity effet takes plae. The two materials influene eah other on a
spatial sale of the order of the oherene length in the viinity of the interfae. In
partiular, the superonduting orrelations between quasipartiles are indued into
the normal metal, beause the Cooper pairs penetrating into the normal metal have a
finite lifetime there. Until they deay into two independent eletrons, they preserve
the superonduting properties. Alternatively, the proximity effet an be viewed as
resulting from the fundamental proess known as the Andreev refletion, at whih an
eletron impinging from the normal metal onto the interfae with the superondutor
is refleted bak as a hole, while a Cooper pair is transferred into the superondutor.
The Josephson effet is a marosopi quantum effet that ours when two super-
ondutors are onneted via a weak link, whih an be either a nonsuperonduting
material (insulator or metal) or a geometrial onstrition. The superonduting on-
densate in eah of the two weakly oupled superondutors is desribed by its wave
funtion and the orresponding phase. The essene of the Josephson effet is the
appearane of the superurrent (nondissipative urrent) between the superondutors
at finite phase differene ϕ between them. The superurrent an flow in the absene
of voltage, and in the simplest ase is given by the sinusoidal Josephson relation
I = Ic sinϕ. The quantity Ic (or, more generally, the maximal superurrent) is alled
the ritial urrent.
Superondutivity in thin SN bilayers
In Chapter 1, the proximity effet in thin SN bilayers is studied.
Although the investigation of the proximity effet in SN systems was started
about forty years ago, the tehnology allowing to produe and measure experimental
samples of mesosopi dimensions was ahieved relatively reently. In partiular, it
beame possible to study SN strutures onsisting of thin layers (having thikness
1
The notations: S  s-wave superondutor, D  d-wave superondutor, N  normal metal, F
 ferromagneti metal, I  insulator,   onstrition.
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smaller than the oherene length). Suh strutures behave as a single superondu-
tor with nontrivial properties. From pratial point of view, the proximity strutures
an be used as superondutors with relatively easily adjustable parameters, in par-
tiular, the energy gap and the ritial temperature. The parameters of the proximity
strutures an be tuned, e.g., by varying the thiknesses of the layers. This method
has already found its appliation in superonduting transition edge bolometers and
photon detetors for astrophysis.
While most of theoretial works on SN proximity strutures have foused on the
limit of ideally transparent interfaes, the experimental progress requires the advanes
in theory that take into aount arbitrary interfae transpareny. This ruial pa-
rameter determines the strength of the proximity effet and at the same time is not
diretly measurable.
In Chapter 1, the theory of superondutivity in thin SN sandwihes (bilayers)
in the diffusive limit is developed, with partiular emphasis on the ase of very thin
superondutive layers, dS ≪ dN . The proximity effet in the system is governed by
the SN interfae resistane (per hannel) ρB. The energy gap, the order parameter,
the ritial temperature, the density of superonduting eletrons, the parallel and
perpendiular ritial magneti fields of the bilayer are investigated as funtions of
ρB.
The ase of relatively low resistane (whih an still have large absolute values) an
be ompletely studied analytially. This ase orresponds to the situation when the
diffusion of quasipartiles between the layers is fast ompared to the harateristi
time ∆−1. The theory desribing the bilayer in this limit is of BardeenCooper
Shrieffer (BCS) type but with the minigap (in the single-partile density of states)
Eg ≪ ∆ substituting the order parameter ∆ in the standard BCS relations; the orig-
inal relations are thus severely violated. In the opposite limit of an opaque interfae,
the behavior of the system is in many respets lose to the BCS preditions. Over the
entire range of ρB, the properties of the bilayer are found numerially. It is demon-
strated that the gap is a nonmonotoni funtion of the interfae resistane, reahing
its maximum in the region of moderate resistanes. Also in the region of moderate re-
sistanes, a jump of the parallel ritial field (due to a redistribution of superurrents
in the bilayer) is disovered. Finally, it is shown that, due to geometrial symmetry,
the results obtained for the bilayer also apply to more ompliated strutures suh as
SNS and NSN trilayers, SNINS and NSISN systems, and SN superlatties.
Proximity effet in SF systems
In Chapter 2, the ritial temperature in SF bilayers and FSF trilayers is studied.
Compared to SN strutures, the physis of SF systems is even riher. In ontrast
to the SN ase, the superonduting order parameter does not simply deay into the
nonsuperonduting metal but also osillates. This behavior is due to the exhange
field in the ferromagnet that ats as a potential of different signs for two eletrons in
a Cooper pair and leads to a finite momentum of the pair (similarly to the Larkin
OvhinnikovFuldeFerrell state in bulk materials). This osillations reveal itself in
nonmonotoni dependene of the ritial temperature Tc of SF systems as a funtion
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of the F layers thikness. At the same time, in most of the works investigating this
effet, the methods to alulate Tc were approximate. An exat method to alulate
Tc at arbitrary parameters of the system was laking. The need for suh a method
was also motivated by a reent experiment that did not orrespond to the previously
onsidered approximations and limiting ases.
In Chapter 2, numerial methods are developed to exatly alulate the ritial
temperature of a dirty SF bilayer at arbitrary parameters of the struture (thik-
nesses of the layers dS and dF , interfae transpareny). The methods are applied to
study the nonmonotoni behavior of the ritial temperature versus thikness of the
F layer. Good agreement with experimental data is demonstrated. In limiting ases,
analytial results for the ritial temperature and the ritial thikness of the S layer
are obtained.
Another interesting effet in SF systems takes plae if the magnetization of the
ferromagnet is inhomogeneous. Then the triplet superonduting omponent an arise
in the system. The triplet omponent orresponds to pairing between eletrons with
the same spin projetion (while in the onventional ase the Cooper pairs are formed
by eletrons with opposite spin projetions). Reently, it was demonstrated that the
triplet omponent also arises in the ase of several homogeneous but nonollinearly
oriented ferromagnets. However, the onditions at whih the superondutivity is
not destroyed in this system were not found. The simplest system of the above
type is an FSF trilayer. The answer to the question about the onditions for the
superondutivity to exist an be obtained when studying the ritial temperature
of the system. At the same time, a method to alulate Tc in a situation when the
triplet omponent is generated, was laking.
Therefore, the methods developed for SF bilayers in the first part of Chapter 2, are
then applied to study the ritial temperature of the dirty FSF trilayer at arbitrary
parameters of the system (mutual orientation of the magnetizations α, thiknesses of
the layers, interfae transpareny). Changing of harateristi types of the Tc(dF )
dependene while varying the mutual orientation is demonstrated. In the general ase,
it is analytially proven that Tc(α) is a monotoni funtion. In interesting limiting
ases, analytial results for the ritial temperature of the system and the ritial
thikness of the S layer are obtained. The neessary onditions for the existene
of the odd (in energy) triplet superondutivity in multilayered SF strutures are
formulated.
A possible pratial appliation of FSF strutures is a spin valve, a system that
swithes between superonduting and nonsuperonduting states when the relative
orientation of the magnetizations is varied. Although the superondutive spin valve
is not yet experimentally realized, the work in this diretion has already started.
Josephson effet in SFS juntions
The Josephson effet in the systems ontaining ferromagnets (e.g., strutures of the
SFIFS, SIFIS or SFFS type) also has a number of peuliarities. Among them are
the transition from the ordinary (0-state) to the so-alled pi-state (in other words, the
inversion of the ritial urrent sign or the additional pi phase shift in the Joseph-
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son relation) when the two ferromagnets are aligned in parallel, the enhanement
of the ritial urrent by the exhange field in the ase of antiparallel orientation,
and nonsinusoidal urrentphase relation. The interest to SFS juntions with non-
trivial urrentphase relation is in partiular due to their possible employment for
engineering logi iruits of novel types (both lassial and quantum bits).
In Chapter 3, the Josephson effet in dirty SFIFS juntions is studied by a self-
onsistent method at arbitrary system parameters (F layers thikness, interfae trans-
parenies). When the magnetizations of the ferromagnets are antiparallel the effet of
the ritial urrent enhanement by the exhange field is observed, while in the ase
of parallel magnetizations the juntion exhibits the transition to the pi-state. In the
limit of thin F layers, these peuliarities of the ritial urrent are studied analytially
and explained qualitatively. The mehanism of the 0pi transition, at whih the phase
jumps by pi/2 at the two SF interfaes, is disovered. It is demonstrated that the
effet of the ritial urrent enhanement by the exhange field (at the antiparallel
magnetizations alignment) is similar to the Riedel singularity in SIS juntions. The
logarithmi divergene of the maximal ritial urrent is ut off by finite temperature
or finite transpareny of the tunnel interfae. The effet of swithing between 0 and
pi states by hanging the mutual orientation of the F layers is demonstrated.
Nonsinusoidal dependene of the Josephson urrent on the phase differene in
SFFS point ontats and planar double-barrier SIFIS juntions is studied in the
limit of thin F layers. It is demonstrated that in SFFS juntions, the urrent an
ross zero not only at ϕ = 0 and ϕ = pi but also at an intermediate value. This
implies that the energy of the juntion has two minima  at ϕ = 0 and ϕ = pi, hene
the 0 and pi states of the juntion oexist. If the minima are of the same depth, the
system an be used as a quantum bit (qubit). The physial mehanisms leading to
highly nontrivial I(ϕ) dependene are identified by studying the spetral superurrent
density.
Deoherene due to nodal quasipartiles in d-wave
Josephson juntions
Another interesting type of nonuniform superonduting systems is a juntion between
superondutors of nontrivial symmetry. The anisotropi superondutors with the
d -wave symmetry of the order parameter are widely disussed beause this symmetry
is realized in the high-temperature superondutors. A possibility to implement a
so-alled qubit (quantum bit) based on d -wave juntions was proposed theoretially.
Quantum bit is, simply speaking, a quantum mehanial system with two states
(whih an be imagined as spin 1/2). While a lassial bit an be either in one state
or in the other, a qubit an also be in a superposition of the two states. If a quantum
omputer is built of suh qubits, it would have the advantage of natural omputational
parallelism that an enormously speed up ertain types of omputational tasks. A
possibility to implement a qubit based on DID juntion stems from the fat that the
energy of suh a juntion as a funtion of the phase differene an have a double-
well form with two minima. This degeneray of the ground state arises due to the
nontrivial symmetry of the superondutors. Due to tunneling between the wells,
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the ground state splits, and the two resulting levels effetively form the quantum-
mehanial two-state system. At the same time, the gapless nature of the d -wave
superondutors leads to appearane of low-energy quasipartiles whih an destroy
the quantum oherene of the qubit and hene hamper its suessful funtioning.
Calulation of the orresponding deoherene time is neessary for estimating the
effiieny of the proposed qubits.
In Chapter 4, the deoherene time due to the low-energy nodal quasipartiles
in the Josephson juntion between two d -wave superondutors is alulated. The
deoherene is due to an intrinsi dissipative proess: quantum tunneling between the
two minima of the double-well potential exites nodal quasipartiles whih lead to in-
oherent damping of quantum osillations. In DID juntions of the mirror orientation
(α/ − α), the ontribution to the dissipation from the nodal quasipartiles is found
to be superohmi, hene the quality fator (the number of oherent osillations that
our before the deoherene overomes) grows as the tunnel splitting of the ground
state dereases. The quality fator is estimated for available experimental data on
DID juntion. The suppression of low-energy quasipartiles due to finite size of the
d -wave superondutors is disussed.

Samenvatting (Summary in Duth)
De onderzoeksthema's van dit proefshrift zijn de thermodynamishe eigenshappen
en transporteigenshappen van versheidene supergeleidende ontaten. De
onderzohte systemen zijn samengesteld uit onventionele s-type supergeleiders
in ontat met een normaal metaal of ferromagneet en uit anisotrope d -type
supergeleiders.
2
Een aantal aspeten van het Josephson effet en het effet van de
nabijheid van een supergeleider in dergelijke systemen is theoretish onderzoht.
Als een supergeleider in ontat wordt gebraht met een normaal metaal vindt
een aantal vershijnselen plaats dat onder de noemer nabijheidseffet valt. De
twee materialen benvloeden elkaar op het grensvlak over een lengteshaal van
de ordegrootte van de oherentielengte. De supergeleidende orrelaties tussen
quasideeltjes worden in het normale metaal gendueerd vanwege de eindige
verblijftijd van de binnendringende Cooperparen. Tot het moment van uiteenvallen
in twee onafhankelijke elektronen blijven de supergeleidende eigenshappen bewaard.
Aan de andere kant kan het nabijheidseffet worden gezien als een manifestatie van
het fundamentele proes dat Andreev refletie wordt genoemd, waarbij een elektron
vanuit het normale metaal op het grensvlak met de supergeleider wordt gerefleteerd
als een gat terwijl een Cooperpaar wordt doorgegeven aan de supergeleider.
Het Josephson effet is een marosopish kwantumeffet dat optreedt wanneer
twee supergeleiders verbonden zijn via een zwakke koppeling, hetgeen een niet-
supergeleidend materiaal (isolerend of metallish) kan zijn of een geometrishe
onstritie. Het supergeleidende ondensaat in elk van de twee supergeleiders
wordt door een golffuntie beshreven met elke een fase. De essentie van het
Josephson effet is het optreden van een superstroom (niet-dissiperende stroom) bij
een eindig fasevershil ϕ tussen de supergeleiders. Superstroom kan zonder aangelegd
potentiaalvershil stromen en is in het meest eenvoudige geval gegeven door de
sinusodale Josephson relatie I = Ic sinϕ. De grootheid Ic (in het algemeen de
maximale superstroom) wordt de kritieke stroom genoemd.
Supergeleiding in dunne SN-bilagen
In hoofdstuk 1 is het nabijheidseffet in dunne SN-bilagen bestudeerd.
Hoewel het onderzoek naar het nabijheidseffet in SN-struturen reeds veertig jaar
geleden is begonnen, is de tehnologie om experimentele struturen met mesosopishe
2
De notaties zijn: S  s-type supergeleider, D  d-type supergeleider, N  normaal metaal, F
 ferromagnetish metaal, I  isolator,   onstritie.
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afmetingen te prepareren en te meten pas reent bereikt. In het bijzonder werd het
mogelijk SN-struturen te bestuderen bestaande uit dunne lagen (met een dikte die
kleiner is dan de oherentielengte). Dergelijke struturen gedragen zih als een enkele
supergeleider met niet-triviale eigenshappen. De SN-struturen kunnen, praktish
gezien, worden gebruikt als supergeleiders met relatief makkelijk aan te passen
eigenshappen zoals de `gap' en de kritieke temperatuur. De eigenshappen kunnen
bijvoorbeeld worden aangepast door de laagdiktes te varieren. Deze methode wordt
reeds gebruikt in bolometers die zijn gebaseerd op de overgang van de supergeleidende
naar normale toestand en fotondetetoren voor astrofysishe doeleinden.
Hoewel de meeste theoretishe studies naar SN-struturen zih hebben
geonentreerd op de limiet van volledig transparante grensvlakken, vereist de
experimentele ontwikkeling een vooruitgang in de theorie voor een willekeurige
transparantie van het grensvlak. Deze ruiale parameter bepaalt de sterkte van
het nabijheidseffet maar is niet diret meetbaar.
De theorie van de supergeleiding in dunne SN-struturen (bilagen) in de limiet van
diffuus transport is ontwikkeld in hoofdstuk 1, met een speifieke nadruk op struturen
met een hele dunne supergeleidende laag, dS ≪ dN . Het nabijheidseffet in het
systeem wordt bepaald door de weerstand van het SN-grensvlak (per kanaal) ρB. De
`gap', de ordeparameter, de kritieke temperatuur, de dihtheid van supergeleidende
elektronen en de parallelle en loodrehte kritieke magneetvelden van de bilaag zijn
onderzoht als funtie van ρB.
Het geval van een relatief lage weerstand (hetgeen nog steeds absoluut hoge
waardes toelaat) kan geheel analytish worden bestudeerd. Dit geval komt overeen
met de situatie waarin de diffusie tussen quasideeltjes snel is vergeleken met de
karakteristieke tijd ∆−1. De theorie die de bilaag in deze limiet beshrijft is de
BardeenCooperShrieffer (BCS) theorie waarin nu de ordeparameter ∆ vervangen
wordt door de `minigap' (in de toestandsdihtheid van de quasideeltjes) Eg ≪ ∆,
hetgeen dus een ernstige shending van de oorspronkelijke vergelijkingen veroorzaakt.
Het systeem in de tegenovergestelde limiet van een beperkt transparant grensvlak
gedraagt zih ehter in veel opzihten ongeveer naar de voorspellingen uit de BCS
theorie. De eigenshappen voor een bilaag zijn numeriek bepaald voor alle ρB.
Het is afgeleid dat de `gap' een niet-monotone funtie van de weerstand van het
grensvlak is, waarbij het maximum wordt bereikt in het gebied met middelmatige
weerstandswaarden. In dit gebied met middelmatige weerstandswaarden is een sprong
ontdekt in het parallelle kritieke veld (vanwege een herverdeling van superstromen
in de bilaag). Tenslotte is aangetoond dat, vanwege geometrishe symmetrie, de
resultaten voor een bilaag ook gelden voor ingewikkeldere struturen zoals SNS- en
NSN-trilagen, SNINS- en NSISN-struturen en SN-superstruturen.
Het nabijheidseffet in SF-struturen
In hoofdstuk 2 is de kritieke temperatuur van SF bilagen en FSF-trilagen bestudeerd.
Vergeleken met de SN-struturen is de fysia van SF-struturen zelfs nog
gevarieerder. In tegenstelling tot in SN-struturen, dringt de supergeleidende
ordeparameter niet slehts eenvoudigweg het normale metaal binnen, maar kan
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daarbij ook osilleren. Dit gedrag wordt veroorzaakt door het `exhange' veld in
de ferromagneet, hetgeen zih gedraagt alsof er voor elk van de twee elektronen
in een Cooperpaar een potentiaal met tegengestelde polariteit bestaat, waardoor
het paar een impuls krijgt (vergelijkbaar met de LarkinOvhinnikovFuldeFerrell
toestand in materialen). Deze osillaties manifesteren zihzelf in het niet-monotone
verband tussen de kritieke temperatuur Tc van SF-systemen en de laagdikte van de
F-laag. In de meeste studies naar dit effet zijn de methoden om Tc uit te rekenen
slehts benaderingen en een preieze methode om Tc uit te rekenen als funtie van de
parameters van het systeem ontbrak. De behoefte aan een dergelijke methode kwam
ook voort uit reente experimentele bevindingen die niet overeenkomen met de tot
nu toe beshouwde limietgevallen en benaderingen.
In hoofdstuk 2 zijn numerieke methodes ontwikkeld om de kritieke temperatuur
van een SF-bilaag in de diffuse limiet exat uit te rekenen als funtie van de
parameters van het systeem (laagdiktes dS en dF , grensvlak transparantie). De
methoden zijn toegepast in een studie naar het niet-monotone verband tussen de
kritieke temperatuur en de laagdikte van de F-laag. Een goede overeenstemming met
de experimentele gegevens is hierbij bereikt. In speiale limietgevallen zijn analytishe
uitdrukkingen gevonden voor de kritieke temperatuur en de kritieke dikte van de S-
laag.
Een ander interessant effet vindt plaats in SN-struturen wanneer de magnetisatie
van de ferromagneet niet homogeen is. In dit geval kan een triplet omponent in de
supergeleiding ontstaan. De triplet omponent komt overeen met de paring tussen
elektronen met dezelfde projetie van de spin (terwijl in het onventionele geval de
Cooperparen worden gevormd door elektronen met tegengestelde spin projeties).
Het is reent aangetoond dat de triplet omponent ook kan ontstaan in systemen
met homogene, maar niet-olineair georienteerde ferromagneten. De voorwaarden
waaronder de supergeleiding niet wordt tenietgedaan in zulke struturen waren ehter
nog niet gevonden. Het meest eenvoudige voorbeeld van een dergelijke strutuur is
de FSF-trilaag. Het antwoord op de vraag naar de voorwaarden voor het bestaan van
supergeleiding kan worden beantwoord door de kritieke temperatuur van het systeem
te onderzoeken. Een methode om Tc te berekenen in struturen waarbij een triplet
omponent wordt gegenereerd, ontbrak ehter nog.
Vanwege dit feit, zijn de methodes voor de SF-bilaag uit hoofdstuk 2 gebruikt
om de kritieke temperatuur van een diffuse FSF-trilaag te bepalen als funtie van
de parameters van het systeem (wederzijdse orientatie van de magnetisaties α,
laagdiktes en grensvlak transparantie). Het is aangetoond hoe de funties Tc(dF )
veranderen wanneer de orientaties worden gewijzigd. In het meest algemene geval is
het analytish bewezen dat Tc(α) een niet-monotone funtie is. In de interessante
limietgevallen zijn analytishe uitdrukkingen voor de kritieke temperatuur en de
kritieke dikte van laag S verkregen. De noodzakelijke voorwaarden voor het
bestaan van oneven (in energie) triplet supergeleiding in multilaags SF-struturen
is geformuleerd.
Een mogelijke praktishe toepassing van FSF-struturen is de spin-transistor, een
systeem dat shakelt tussen de supergeleidende en de niet-supergeleidende toestand
wanneer de relatieve orientatie van de magnetisaties wordt veranderd. Hoewel de
supergeleidende spin transistor experimenteel nog niet is gerealiseerd, is het onderzoek
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in deze rihting wel begonnen.
Het Josephson effet in SFS ontaten
Het Josephson effet in struturen die ferromagneten bevatten (bijvoorbeeld SFIFS-,
SIFIS-, SFFS-struturen) heeft een aantal bijzondere eigenshappen, waaronder
de overgang van de gewone toestand (0-toestand) naar de zogenaamde pi-toestand
(met andere woorden: het teken van de kritieke stroom wordt genverteerd, of: een
additionele fasevershuiving van pi vindt plaats) wanneer de ferromagneten parallel
georienteerd zijn, de toename van de kritieke stroom door het `exhange' veld wanneer
de ferromagneten anti-parallel georienteerd zijn en een niet-sinusodale stroomfase
relatie. De interesse in SFS-ontaten met een niet-triviale stroomfase relatie
komt met name voort uit de mogelijke toepasbaarheid in het realiseren van nieuwe
elektronishe iruits (met klassieke of kwantum bits).
In hoofdstuk 3 is het Josephson effet bestudeerd in diffuse SFIFS-struturen
met willekeurig gekozen parameters (laagdikte van F, grensvlak transparantie) door
middel van een onsistente methode. Wanneer de magnetisaties van de ferromagneten
anti-parallel zijn georienteerd, wordt een toename van de kritieke stroom door het
`exhange' veld gevonden, terwijl in het geval van een parallelle orientatie het ontat
een overgang naar de pi-toestand kan hebben. Deze bijzonderheden van de kritieke
stroom zijn analytish bestudeerd en kwalitatief verklaard in de limiet waarin de
laagdikte van F klein is. Het mehanisme van de overgang van 0 naar pi, waarbij de
fase met pi/2 verspringt op de twee SF-grensvlakken, is ontdekt. Het is aangetoond
dat de toename van de kritieke stroom door het `exhange' veld (bij een anti-
parallelle orientatie) gelijkenis vertoont met de Riedel singulariteit in SIS-ontaten.
De logaritmishe divergentie van de maximale kritieke stroom wordt afgezwakt door
de eindige temperatuur of de niet-ideale transparantie van het grensvlak. Het
vershijnsel van shakelen tussen de 0- en de pi-toestand door het veranderen van
de wederzijdse orientatie van de ferromagnetishe lagen is aangetoond.
Het niet-sinusodale verband tussen de Josephson stroom en het fasevershil in
SFFS-puntontaten en planaire dubbele-barri ere SIFIS-ontaten is bestudeerd in
het limietgeval waarbij de F laag dun is. Het is aangetoond dat de stroom in SFFS-
ontaten niet alleen de nulwaarde kan passeren bij ϕ = 0 en ϕ = pi, maar ook
bij een tussenliggende waarde. Dit betekent dat de energie van het ontat twee
minima heeft (op ϕ = 0 en ϕ = pi) en de 0- en de pi-toestand tegelijk bestaan.
Wanneer de minima een gelijke diepte hebben, kan het systeem worden gebruikt
als een kwantumbit (qubit). Het fysishe mehanisme dat voor de niet-triviale I(ϕ)
relatie zorgt, is ontrafeld door het bestuderen van de spetrale superstroomdihtheid.
Deoherentie door quasideeltjes in de nodale rihting
van d-type Josephson ontaten
Een ander interessant type niet-uniform supergeleidend systeem is een ontat
tussen supergeleiders met een niet-triviale symmetrie. Veelal worden anisotrope
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supergeleiders bestudeerd met de symmetrie van de ordeparameter van het d -type
omdat deze symmetrie wordt gerealiseerd in hoge-temperatuur supergeleiders. De
mogelijkheid om een zogenaamd qubit (kwantumbit) gebaseerd op d -type ontaten
te implementeren is reeds theoretish voorgesteld. Een qubit is in feite een
kwantummehanish systeem met twee toestanden (dit kan worden voorgesteld
als spin 1/2). Terwijl een klassieke bit in de ene of in de andere toestand is,
kan een qubit zih ook in een superpositie van de twee toestanden bevinden.
Een kwantumomputer gebaseerd op qubits zou dan het voordeel hebben dat een
natuurlijke vorm van parallel rekenen kan worden gebruikt, wat bepaalde soorten
numerieke taken enorm zou kunnen versnellen. De mogelijkheid een qubit te
implementeren met behulp van DID-ontaten komt voort uit het feit dat de energie
van dit ontat een dubbele potentiaalput met twee minima vormt als funtie van
het fasevershil. Deze gedegenereerde grondtoestand ontstaat vanwege de niet-triviale
symmetrie van de supergeleiders. De grondtoestand splitst vanwege tunnelproessen
tussen de energieminima en de twee resulterende energietoestanden vormen een
kwantumehanish twee-toestandensysteem. Het ontbreken van de `gap' in d -type
supergeleiders leidt tot de aanwezigheid van laag-energetishe quasideeltjes die de
kwantumoherentie van de qubit kunnen onderdrukken en daarmee een suesvol
gebruik bemoeilijken.
In hoofdstuk 4 is de tijd van de deoherentie door de laag-energetishe
quasideeltjes uitgerekend voor Josephson ontaten met twee d -type supergeleiders.
De deoherentie wordt veroorzaakt door een intrinsiek dissipatief proes: een
kwantumtunnelproes tussen de twee minima van de dubbele potentiaalput slaat
nodale quasideeltjes aan, wat aanleiding geeft tot een inoherente demping van de
kwantumosillaties. De bijdrage aan de dissipatie van de nodale quasideeltjes in DID
ontaten met een gespiegelde orientatie (α/−α) is super-ohmish. Hierdoor stijgt de
kwaliteitsfator (het aantal oherente osillatie dat plaatsvindt voordat deoherentie
optreedt) bij een afnemend vershil tussen de grondtoestanden. De kwaliteitsfator
is geshat voor de beshikbare experimentele gegevens. De onderdrukking van laag-
energetishe quasideeltjes door een beperkte laagdikte van de d -type supergeleiders
is toegeliht.
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